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ABSTRACT
This thesis is structured in two parts: the first part investigates topics in economics
of education and the second part topics in commodity tax competition. The common
thread in the first part is the English 2004 HE reform,we present both theoretical and
empirical models that compare the pre-reform and post reform financing schemes, i.e.
income contingent loan and mortgage loan. In the first chapter, in a world where graduates
are risk averse and receive uncertain earnings, we evaluate which method gives better
insurance and returns when the investment in education is risky. In the second chapter
we consider the possibility that graduates do not receive an income sufficient to repay
completely their loan, that is they are in default. We still develop a theoretical model,
structured as a game between government and students, to see whether an ICL or a ML
give students higher incentives to put more effort in their studies and avoid the risk of
default. In the third chapter we present an empirical analysis, in line with the recent
studies on the return to schooling. We first estimate the returns for different levels of
education and then we compute the internal rate of return of the investment in higher
education versus high school, under a ML and an ICL. In the second part of the thesis we
provide an empirical model to develop the key idea that completion of the Single Market
in the EU can be interpreted as a kind of "natural experiment" that allows us to separate
the effects of tax competition from other forms of strategic interaction. We first find
the conditions of cross-border shopping and the government reaction functions in three
different market regimes: duty-free market before 1993, mixed market up to 1999, single
market after 1999. Second, we provide an empirical test of the theoretical predictions
using a panel data set of 12 EU countries over the period 1987-2004.We find that for all
excise duties that we consider (beer, ethyl alcohol, still wine, sparkling wine, cigarettes,
tobacco, petrol), strategic interaction between countries significantly increased after 1993,
consistent with the theoretical prediction.
INTRODUCTION
Introduction xii
0.1 Introduction
This thesis is structured in two parts, the first part develops a topic in economics of ed-
ucation, the second part is an empirical analysis in horizontal commodity tax competition.
First Part
Some unanswered questions in the economics of education concern the causal effects of
schooling on earnings, the optimal level of education, the effect of the liquidity constraints
on the individual schooling choice, the effect of parental income and/or parental education
on children educational attainment, the importance of the public intervention, and the best
methods to finance higher education in order to increase schooling participation.
Much of the traditional literature focuses on these questions from an empirical point
of view. For example in many studies the positive correlation between family income
(or other family characteristics) and schooling attainment has been widely interpreted
as evidence supporting the idea that borrowing constraints hinder educational choices.
However, this is a questionable conclusion since family income is also strongly correlated
with secondary school achievement and other characteristics associated with college entry.
Recent contributions have attempted to better understand the determinants of schooling
choices. Using very different methods these studies have found little evidence that favour
the idea that borrowing constraints hinder college-going, or any other schooling choice. For
example, one test has been based on the idea that when borrowing constraints are present,
the opportunity costs of schooling (foregone earnings) and direct costs (such as tuition)
affect schooling choices differently for credit-constrained and unconstrained individuals.
These issues are directly related to the problem of financing higher education. It is
possible to distinguish two main categories: systems without fees for students (completely
financed by the government) and systems with fees (that can be either up-front or delayed,
subsidized or not). If students have to contribute to the cost of their education, the prob-
lem of financial assistance may arise. There are various forms of support for students, but
one that has stimulated most interest among economists is student loans. The most com-
mon schemes are mortgage loans and income contingent loans. Chapman (2007) offers a
comprehensive summary on the large literature on the background to the new HE reforms
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based on ICL in the world. Our purpose in this work is to contribute to this literature by
studying publicly funded higher education based on two alternative loan schemes: income
contingent loan and mortgage loan. The common thread of the first part of the thesis is
the English 2004 HE reform which is our reference point both in the theoretical and the
empirical analysis.
Up to 1998 there were no tuition fees for English students, their living expenses were
covered by a mixture of a tax-funded grant, a loan with mortgage-type repayments (in-
troduced in 1990), and parental contributions. In 1998 they introduced an upfront fee,
there was no loan to cover the fee and living expenses were met by a mixture of parental
contributions and income-contingent loan (ICL), which replaced the old mortgage loan.
The recent Higher Education reform increased the tuition fee and introduced an income-
contingent scheme to cover them. Graduates started to repay their loan according to the
level of their earnings after graduation.
In the first chapter we compare a ML and an ICL in a world where graduates are risk
averse and receive uncertain earnings. We want to evaluate which method gives better
insurance and returns when the investment in education is risky. In the second chapter we
consider the possibility that graduates do not receive an income sufficient to completely
repay their loan, that is they are in default. We develop a theoretical model, structured as
a game between government and students, to see whether an ICL or a ML give students
higher incentives to put more effort into their studies and avoid the risk of default. In the
third chapter we present empirical estimates of the return to qualifications that we use to
try to put some empirical flesh on the theoretical bones. We first estimate the returns for
different qualifications and then we compute the internal rate of return of the investment
in higher education versus high school.
Chapter 1
A question that is under-researched in the literature is whether investing in education is
risky. There is widespread evidence of a large variance in the returns to education and
some evidence to suggest that much of this is due to risk uncertainty rather than individ-
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ual heterogeneity (Hartog and Serrano, 2007 and Chen, 2001). Moreover, an individual
making schooling decisions is likely to be only imperfectly aware of her abilities, the prob-
ability to success, the job that may be obtained after completing an education, and the
position within the post-school earnings distribution that may be attained. In our work
we contribute to the existing literature in the following way. We consider both the risk-
iness of the investment in higher education and the uncertainty in its returns. However
we face these problems from the point of view of the optimal higher education financing
systems for the students. We want to see whether the recent reforms in the funding of
higher education have affected the returns to schooling of risk averse individuals receiving
stochastic earnings after graduation. Uncertainty is represented by the variance of the
post schooling wage, in line with the literature, and we compare the individuals outcomes
under two possible funding schemes based on student loans: mortgage loan and income
contingent loan. Our work provides theoretical evidence on the effect of an ICL, and we
are the first to provide an analysis that compares income contingent loans and mortgage
loans for graduates, taking into consideration one of the main drawbacks of an ICL: that
is the hidden subsidy, which arises when the expected repayment periods between the two
loan schemes are different.
In our simulation results we find that people from low educated parental background,
males over females, and people working in the private sector receive higher utility from
an ICL. In contrast a ML is the preferred system when the age earnings profiles are not
steep and income is not too high, which is typical of public sector work. Finally we show
that an ICL provides a better insurance against uncertainty for low wage earners.
Chapter 2
In this chapter we try answer a common problem in HE financing systems that adopt
student loans, that is the possibility that some graduates may not completely repay their
debt so then default. We address this problem from a theoretical point of view, presenting
a model which is structured as a simple simultaneous game between government and stu-
dents. The students choose between high and low effort, and the government decides the
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default premium that balances its budget. A high level of effort imposes a psychological
cost on the students. We consider risk neutral individuals and we derive the analytical
conditions for the equilibria under a mortgage loan and an income contingent loan, assum-
ing a participation constraint. We finally compare the different solutions using numerical
simulations. In general, we find that under an leL the participation constraint is less
binding, that is students prefer putting in more effort to stay in higher education than
under a mortgage loan. Moreover, under an leL the students are, overall, more willing to
incur a higher cost of effort so as to avoid the risk of default.
Chapter 3
In this chapter we have two aims, we first estimate the causal effect of education on
earnings. Second, using those estimated returns we generate the working lifewage profiles
for those that have a high school (HS) qualification and those with a degree equivalent
qualification. The objective is to compute the internal rate of return (lRR) of the invest-
ment in HE versus HS, under different HE financing schemes, i.e. free education, mortgage
loan and income contingent loan. The distinctive features of our empirical estimation is
that we control for selectivity and our model does not impose the restriction that the age
earnings profiles are the same for each level of education. So it does not impose separa-
bility in the earnings function between the schooling effect and the age effect. We correct
for unobserved ability using the raising of the school leaving age 1973England reform and
the individual's month of birth as exclusion restrictions. These are exogenous variables
that affect directly education and not earnings, and we find estimates consistent with the
existing literature. We then use these estimates to evaluate the decision to go to university
as a financial investment, and we compute the net present value of the additional earnings
for HE graduates compared to HS graduate. Followingother work in the field we find the
internal rate of return. We consider the cost of the investment both as the tuition and the
opportunity costs of going to school, Le. the foregone earnings. Our further contribution
is to compare the IRR for an leL and a ML, according to the features of the English HE
systems pre and post 2004 reform. We find in general that the lRR for HE graduates is
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higher under an ICL relative to a ML: under an ICL they exploit a larger taxpayer subsidy
due to the zero real interest on the loan.
Second Part
In Chapter 4 we analyze a separate topic in Public Economics. We provide an empirical
analysis of horizontal competition in excise taxes through the estimation of equations
informed by the theory of strategic interactions among governments.
The introduction of the Single Market, in 1993 in the European Union, resulted in a
switch from destination to origin-based taxation of cross-border transactions by individ-
uals. Standard theory predicts that this change should intensify excise tax competition
and thus strategic interaction in excise taxes overall. In this work, we first extend the
basic model of Nielsen (2001), finding the conditions of cross-border shopping and the
government reaction functions in three different market regimes: duty-free market before
1993, mixed market up to 1999, single market after 1999. Second, we test whether the
creation of the EU single market has generated a structural break giving impulse to higher
strategic interaction among countries.
The key idea of the chapter is that completion of the single market can be interpreted
as a kind of" natural experiment" that allows us to separate the effects of tax competition
from other forms of strategic interaction. This work represents the first attempt, to our
knowledge, to directly test this observable prediction. We employ a balanced panel data
set of 12 EU countries over the period 1987-2004 and excise taxes on seven commodities
(beer, ethyl alcohol, still wine, sparkling wine, cigarettes, tobacco, petrol). While the
control variables are taken from standard sources, the excise tax data were taken from the
European Commission's Excise Duty Tables and Inventory of Taxes. Using this data set,
we estimate an empirical model where the excise tax in a given country depends linearly
on the weighted average of other countries' taxes, and a set of control variables. The
equation is estimated separately on subsamples before and after 1993.
We find for all excise duties that we consider, a structural break in the tax setting and
a significant increase in the strategic interaction between countries after 1993, consistent
with the theoretical prediction.
CHAPTER 1
1. FUNDING HIGHER EDUCATION UNDER WAGE UNCERTAINTY:
INCOME CONTINGENT LOAN VERSUS MORTGAGE LOAN
1.1 Introduction
Investment in education is risky: an individual making schooling decisions is likely to be
only imperfectly aware of her abilities, the probability of success, and earnings that may
be obtained after completing an education. In our work we consider the uncertainty in
the returns to higher education that leads to be a risky investment.
However, part of the motivation for this work comes from a change in the English
higher education funding system. We now briefly describe the most important Higher
Education reforms in England. Before 1990 there were no tuition fees for English stu-
dents, their living expenses were covered by a tax-funded grant, which was means-tested
against parental income, and expectations of parental contributions. In 1990 a loan with
mortgage-type repayments was introduced, to be repaid in a fixed number of monthly
instalments I - normally 60. Individuals started to repay their debt after they graduated,
however, repayments could have been deferred on a yearly basis if the repayer's income
was below 85% of the national average. In 1998 they introduced an upfront fee (£1,125
in 2003-4), irrespective of subject or university. There was no loan to cover the fee and
living expenses were met by a mixture of parental contributions and income-contingent
loan (IeL), which replaced the previous mortgage loan. Graduates started to pay back
their educational loan only when their earnings were above £15,000 per year and at a 9
per cent fixed repayment rate. There was a zero real interest rate and repayments were
made through the tax system as a payroll deduction. The recent Higher Education reform
(approved in 2004 and effective from 2006/2007) increased the tuition fee and universities
were able to set their fees up to a maximum £3000 p.a. The major innovation was the
extension of the income-contingent scheme, with the same repayment rules, to also cover
1Source: Student Loans Company Limited UK.
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the tuition fee. A similar higher education system has been effective in Australia since
1989, the only difference has been a progressive repayment schedule as opposed to the
linear one in England.
Looking at the existing literature on risk and uncertainty in education: Weiss (1974)
studies the risk adjusted average rate of return to schooling, which is the subjective dis-
count rate at which the individual would be indifferent between acquiring a certain level
of education and having no education at all. Weiss finds that this risk adjusted return
sharply decreases as risk aversion increases. Olson, White and Shefrin (1979) follow the
traditional literature focusing on the returns to education but incorporate graduate earn-
ings uncertainty, and takes into account the way higher education is funded. They assume
\
that consumption equals earnings in each period after schooling and educated individuals
get a random stream of earnings whose mean varies according to the level of education
achieved. Olson, White and Shefrin allow borrowing to finance education, and in particu-
lar they consider a mortgage loan that is paid back only after the completion of schooling.
They find that the estimated real returns of college are large, and the estimated risk
premium for attending college is small but positive.
In the recent literature fully integrating risk into the analysis of investment in human
capital where borrowing is possible has remained technically problematic. Pistaferri and
Padulla (2001) extend the Olson, White and Shefrin's model to consider two types of risk:
employment risk and wage uncertainty, within an imperfect credit market framework.
Hogan and Walker (2007) use real options theory to model optimal schooling choices,
when the returns are stochastic. They find the opposite result, that individuals stay in
school longer as risk increases. The crucial difference lies in the ease with which lifelong
learning is possible - being able to return to education matters. Jacobs (2007) also uses
real options to analyze the possible consequences in human capital investments, showing
that when students can influence the timing of their HE investment, option values will
affect investment behaviour. Individuals have, in fact, the option to wait and gather better
information regarding the return of their investment. If they invest immediately in HE
they give up this option, loosing its value. Therefore, higher returns to HE are the proper
compensation for the lost option value of waiting once individuals invest irreversibly in
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HE. Hartog and Serrano (2007) develop a human capital model to analyze the effects of
stochastic post schooling earnings on the optimal schooling length. They show the key role
of risk parameters and risk attitudes. Using Spanish data they estimate the sensitivity
of schooling decisions to variance in post-schooling earnings. They use the predicted
earnings, from the estimation of the earnings equation of individuals with given levels
of education in each region, to compute the expected returns and the residual variances
which are interpreted as a measure of the risk associated with an education. They typically
find a statistically significant negative effect of risk on investment in HE education, in
the case of some estimates they present, the risk premium greatly reduces the return
to schooling. Hartog and Vijverberg (2007), starting from the estimation of a standard
Mincerian wage equation, group the residuals by their education-occupation classification.
They take the within cell residual dispersion as a useful measure of the uncertainty in the
returns to schooling. In practice, adding the variance of the residuals, obtained through
this grouping, to the wage equation, they find higher wages for higher residual variance
and lowerwages where the distribution is more right-skewed. They interpret these results
as evidence of the attitude to risk: workers exhibit risk aversion (dislike risk) and have
skewness affection. Belzil and Leonardi (2007) study whether risk aversion can explain
differences in schooling attainments. They use a sample of Italian individuals and they
implement a discrete duration model technique to analyze how grade transition from one
level to the next varies with measured risk aversion. They find that schooling decisions are
mainly affected by parental education differences rather than differences in risk attitudes.
In our work we contribute to the existing literature in a different way. We consider
the riskiness of investment in higher education induced by uncertainty in its returns, and
investigate the effect of alternative higher education financing systems for students. We
wish to see whether the recent reforms in the funding of higher education can affect the re-
turns to schooling of risk averse individuals receiving stochastic earnings after graduation.
Uncertainty is represented by the variance of the post schooling earnings, in line with the
literature, but we compare the individuals outcomes under two possible funding schemes
based on student loans: mortgage loan and income contingent loan. The concept of ICL's
as a means to fund human capital investments started with Friedman (1955) and since
then several works such as Nerlove (1975), Barr (1993), Chapman (2005) have analyzed
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the usefulness of JCLs as a source of funding HE. Chapman (2007) offers a comprehensive
summary of the large literature concerned with HE funding reforms.
Our work adds theoretical evidence on the effects of JCLs, to provide an analysis that
compares income contingent loans and mortgage loans for graduates, taking into consid-
eration one of the main drawbacks of an JCL, that is the hidden subsidy. The latter arises
because of positive discounting when the repayment periods between the two schemes are
different.
Starting from the same theoretical framework as Hartog and Serrano (2007), we present
a model in which graduates receive uncertain future earnings (affected by a single lifetime
shock), and wemeasure the level of uncertainty by considering the variance of earnings. We
complement Hartog and Serrano who estimate the riskiness of the educational investment,
by comparing two HE financing schemes: an income contingent loan and a mortgage loan.
We assume that students receive a loan from the government to finance the cost of HE,
and they repay their debt after graduation. We consider only individuals in full-time
higher education, with no earnings during schooling and facing a given cost of HE. The
government is risk neutral and has no preference for one system of loan scheme over the
other. For the moment we assume no default, for simplicity, and we assume a zero interest
rate for both student and government. We do not consider any external effects of education
on society as a whole. We analyze which loan scheme yields greatest welfare in terms of
individual lifetime expected utility, for risk neutral and risk averse graduates. Our intuition
is that if graduates expect some high variance in their earnings, an income contingent loan
that allows them to repay the debt only when they have the financial resources to do it
provides higher welfare, because it provides insurance against uncertainty. We also assume
non graduates earnings are certain and there is no unemployment.
Our interest in the combination of earnings uncertainty and student loan design is
motivated by two things: the observed uncertainty in the real earnings of graduates; and
the reform of the higher education financing system in England, with a mortgage loan
(ML) until 1998 and its subsequent replacement by an income contingent loan scheme
(JCL).
We verify our theoretical intuition by calibrating the model using real data on graduate
earnings and their volatility, combined with the features of the English financing system.
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In this way we simulate different scenarios where we compare the two loan schemes, ob-
serving the changes in individual welfare. We use the British Cohort Study 1970, which
although restricting the sample only on individuals borne in 1970, provides useful infor-
mation on family background. Assuming no selectivity, and following the assumptions
of the model, we consider only the earnings post graduation and its standard deviation
given the individual characteristics (e.g. sex, marital status), the family background (e.g.
parental earnings, parental occupation), and the degree choice (e.g. subjects). For illus-
trative purposes we use parameters taken from the past and current loan schemes of the
English higher education.
There are two important differencesbetween an ICL and a ML: the first is that a ML is
not providing insurance against uncertainty and the second is the presence, under a ICL,
of a potential hidden subsidy, which arises because the average repayment period could be
different to a ML. The first difference does not matter if the individuals are risk neutral,
while the second only matters because of discounting. We isolate the second effect by
assuming risk neutral individuals. We notice that the hidden subsidy typically makes an
ICL more attractive. If we rule out this possibility, the expected costs under an ICL are
always higher than the costs under a ML. The effect of the English reform is to increase
this expected differential in cost. In terms of utility, a ML provides higher expected utility
for risk neutral graduates, and in particular for those on low earnings, e.g. female. In
the case of risk aversion the model offers interesting policy implications. We consider the
case whether there is no hidden subsidy, by fixing the expected repayment period to be
the same under an ICL as it would be under a ML, and we notice that the effect of high
uncertainty combined with risk aversion makes an ICL the preferred system.
In our simulations we typically find that people from low educated parental background,
males over females, people working in the private sector receive higher utility from an ICL,
because of higher variance in their earnings. A ML is the preferred system when earnings
exhibit low variance, and when earnings are not too high: something which is typical of
the public sector careers.
In the second part of our work, this model is extended to incorporate stochastic changes of
earnings over time. In particular, we assume that the growth rate of the earnings follows
a Brownian motion, as in Hogan and Walker (2007). However, they solve the problem of
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education choice with uncertain returns using an options approach. Instead we compute
the expected utilities under the two loan schemes using a numerical method. The new
framework allows us to generate earnings paths for the entire individual working life, where
uncertainty affects the earnings each year. We again find, as in the previous part, that
higher uncertainty increases the utility of an ICL. However, the results in this case show
the importance of the initial earnings: in fact an ICL is highly preferred by individuals
with low initial earnings.
In the next Section we describe the theoretical model, in Section 1.3 we analyze the
case of risk neutrality, in Section 1.5 we obtain the algebraic form of the expected utilities
under risk aversion, while in Section 1.6 we describe the dataset and show the results of
the simulations. In Section 1.7 we set up the model with the new assumptions on the
earnings and show the results of the simulations. Section 1.8 concludes.
1.2 Theoretical Model
This section presents the main assumptions of the theoretical model that hold both under a
mortgage loan and under an income contingent loan. We distinguish between the schooling
period and post graduation period.
1.2.1 Schooling period
Individuals go to university for s years full time and education has the same cost for ev-
erybody without distinction between courses and subjects. Earnings during the schooling
are assumed to be zero. Following Olson, White and Shefrin (1979) consumption is always
equal to earnings. Therefore, during university, consumption is also set to zero. There
is no private market for loans, and no informal market for loans e.g from parents. There
is no insurance market because it is not profitable for the private market to insure the
investment in HE, since moral hazard and adverse selection cannot be avoided due to the
lack of any collateral.
The only source of financing allowed is a public loan, again equal for all the students,
of fixed size and that covers all the costs of attending university. The real interest rate on
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the loan is zero''. For simplicity, consumption at school is zero and equals earnings. The
loan finances fees - although we could allow it to finance consumption during schooling.
Thus the loan size is the same irrespective of scheme and equal to fees. The government
finances a constant cost of higher education, through issuing the same amount of debt
regardless of repayment scheme (therefore the subsidy is the same for all the students).
The debt is repaid only by the graduates' repayments, there is no opting out choice: when
the students enter a scheme he or she cannot leave it before the full repayment of the
loan. This implies that there is no default.', and in the long run all the cost of education
is recovered equally by both schemes. The government is risk neutral and does not have
any preference over the funding systems. Since the government could bear different costs
of providing the loan according to the scheme, we assume a zero real interest rate on the
borrowing'', Under this assumption the costs for the government are the same under an
ICL and a ML, and social welfare depends only on students' utility.
Moreover, when the expected repayment periods under the two systems differ, hidden
subsidies arise. The longer is the repayment period, the lower is the present value of the
repayments, given a positive subjective discount rate. Therefore the system with the longer
repayment period provides a larger hidden subsidy to graduates and it is more attractive
than the scheme with shorter repayments. We mainly perform the analysis under the
condition of no hidden subsidy, but in one case we also allow for hidden subsidies to
establish what difference this makes.
1.2.2 Post graduation period
Upon graduation, the individuals start working immediately, and, as in Hartog and Serrano
(2007), they obtain an uncertain wage because it is subject to a random shock. For
simplicity, the shock has a single lifetime realization, after which earnings remain constant.
We can imagine an initial random draw that fixes earnings at a certain level which remains
unchanged for all the working life. Let ii > 0 be the shock with E (Y) = 1 and Var(jj) = (72.
Individuals cannot insure the wage risk and seek to maximize the expected lifetime
2 This is not just a simplifying assumption, but a real feature of the income contingent loans as im-
plemented by the national governments in England and Australia. There is only an adjustment to the
inflation. In our model, for fair comparison, we assume zero real interest also for a mortgage loan.
3 The case of the students' default is analyzed in Chapter 2.
4 The case with positive real interest on the borrowing is also analyzed in this Chapter, but only for risk
neutral individuals
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utilities. Consumption is equal to earnings and is strictly positive; utility is defined over
the individuals' earnings stream.
In this model we focus only on the post graduation period, but it is important in all the...
following analysis to distinguish between the repayment period and the post repayment
period. Graduates must start repaying their educational loan straight after graduation
and for T years, after that they receive their entire earnings for the rest of their life,
assumed infinite for simplicity. Considering a general repayment scheme, we define R as
the general per-period payment. The expected utility is:
(1.1)
where R < y, and p is the subjective discount rate that measures how much the present
is taken in consideration with respect to the future. A loan scheme is described fully by
(T,R).
1.2.3 Mortgage Loan and Income Contingent Loan
We stress that the cost of the loan is equal to the total cost of education C, and it is
the same under both systems. The way it is repaid produces different individual utilities
because of the random earnings. If we assume no uncertainty and identical repayment
rates the two systems are equal in terms of utility.
Mortgage Loan
The individuals take out a loan equal to C and repay through T equal, fixed and periodical
installments cp, at a zero real interest rate. The repayment period is just
T = C/cp. (1.2)
Income Contingent Loan
The individuals borrow an amount equal to C, and start to pay back their loan after
grad uation according to the level of their earnings. Under this scheme, if earnings are
below a minimum threshold no payment is due. If earnings increase, a greater portion
of the debt is repaid and all the loan is paid off in less time. Therefore, compared to a
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mortgage loan the ICL repayment period, T, is random. In our model, for simplicity, we
assume no initial threshold and the total cost of schooling is given by a fixed percentage ("t)
of the random graduate earnings. Note, "t is chosen ex ante by government, the repayment
period T is determined when the income shock is realized.
17'+8C = "t 8 Y dt (1.3)
therefore the repayment period is:
- CT=-
"tY
(1.4)
We can now define the following assumption concerning the expected repayments under
the two schemes.
Assumption 1. With a ML,
R < Y {:::::} t.p < Y
and the expected repayment is
E[PML] = T x sp = c
Assumption 2. Under an lCL the annual repayment is:
"t x Y until the loan is repaid, and the expected repayment is
E[PICLl = T"tY = c
Proposition 1. Expected repayment periods under the two systems
(a) if "t = t.p
(b) E[TICd = TML
where E[!] > 1
Proof. See Appendix 1.9
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The first proposition highlights one of the main differences between the two schemes:
a feature of an ICL is to spread the same cost over a longer repayment period compared
to a ML, assuming the same repayment rates. However, this implies the existence of a
hidden subsidy because the longer repayment period under ICL compared to ML because
of positive discounting and the real interest is zero''. Therefore, in point (b) of Proposition
1, we find the condition that rules out the hidden subsidy and allows a comparison of the
two schemes on the same basis. In particular, we notice that to have same repayment
periods we require a higher repayment rate under an ICL.
1.3 Risk Neutrality and Expected Costs
When the individuals are risk neutral u(ii) = ii, and we need only consider the costs to
compare the two repayment schemes. We work out the present value of the costs, sub-
stituting for each scheme the respective repayment period, T and i; and discount to t = O.
Proposition 2. Assuming risk neutral individuals,
when 'Y = cp, instead
when cp = EtfJyj
Proof. See Appendix 1.9.1
In the Appendix 1.9.1, we prove analytically Proposition 2 when y = cp. Then, we argue
that for the case cp = EtfJy] we require a numerical solution" which we provide using real
data from our BCS70 dataset.
The result highlights, in terms of expected utilities, the differences between the two sys-
tems raised in Proposition 1. The presence of the hidden subsidies completely changes
5 The subsidy still exists providing r < 6.
6 This requirement is clear looking at equations 1.25 and 1.26 that need to be compared in order to
evaluate which system produces higher expected utility. Since we are considering risk neutral individuals
we compare only the expected value of the costs, as argued in the Appendix 1.9.1
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the preferences and makes an ICL more preferred. Both if we assume the same repayment
periods, instead, we would need to increase the ICL repayment rate and then a ML gives
higher welfare.
To give a broad intuition of the result in Proposition 2, we assume a general repayment
method R, the present value of the education cost is:
Taking the derivatives of PVC with respect to T, we can easily observe that this function
is concave". Consider now a loan with a certain repayment period of T; = 10 years,
and an alternative loan with two equal probability repayment periods of 5 and 15 years,
T2; therefore we have Tl = ET2, which rules out the hidden subsidy, at least in the risk
neutral case. The concavity property implies that the expected present value of the cost
of a certain repayment period is lower than the present value of the cost of an uncertain
repayment period of the same expected length (even though we are risk neutral):
E[PVC(Tl)] < PVC[E(T2)] ==> E[PVC(10)] < PVC(10).
We now analyze the second result of Proposition 2, through a numerical calibration. We
first estimate E[I/y] by its sample analogue, then fix 'Y and get cp accordingly. The method
is explained in detail in the Appendix 1.9.1, and we report the results of the simulations
in the next section.
1.3.1 Equal repayment periods
We compute the expected costs under a ML and under an ICL based in data for all the
graduates, and then distinguishing between males and females. After the British Higher
Education reform the annual cost of education was set up to a max of £3000 pounds,
while before the reform the cost was £1150 a years. Assuming a 3-year degree, we con-
sider two levels of total cost: £3450 and £9000. We consider three possible levels of the
7 f}2:;,,",C = _Rpe-pT < 0 for all T.
8 In practice all institutions have charged the maximum
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subjective discount p = [0.08 0.15 0.3J and three levels of the ICL's repayment rate
'"Y = [0.02 0.09 0.2J.
Looking at the top of Figure 1.1, we report on the vertical axes the difference between
the expected costs ECICL - ECM L. We refer to ii as the earnings of all graduates, and ym
and yw are the earnings of male and female graduates respectively. Setting "y = 9%, we
observe that the expected costs under an ICL are always higher than the expected costs
under a ML, and the effect of the reform is to increase this gap. This means that when
there are no hidden subsidies the benefits of an ICL for risk neutral graduates decrease
strongly. Moreover, although the repayment periods are equal between the two systems,
they differ across graduates. For all graduates, the repayment period increases from 5.6
to 14.7 years, for male from 5.1 to 13.3 years and for females from 5.7 to 14.9 years. The
males are those with the highest earnings and therefore the shortest repayment period.
These differences across sex are reflected in the expected costs, and we observe that for
males the gap between ICL and ML is lower than for females, although they both prefer
ML.
At the bottom of Figure 1.1, we keep the cost fixed at £9000, with "y as above, and
therefore the repayment periods are unchanged. However we let the subjective discount
rate increase and we notice an increase of the gap in the expected costs when the individuals
discount their future more. A ML is still preferred.
1.4 Cost for the government
The analysis presented in the previous Section and the simulations are based on the
assumption that the government imposes a zero real interest on the repayment of the
education loan. This means that repayments made to the government by the students are
equal under both schemes. Defining P the total repayment to the government and r its
interest rate; C is the cost of the loan to the students and p their subjective discount rate,
we obtain the net benefit as NB = P - C. What we did earlier was to assume r = 0,
therefore PM L = PICL and then we just compared the costs to the students to see which
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system was producing higher social net benefit:
Obviously, under risk aversion we compare the expected utilities, while under risk neu-
trality we can just compare the effective cost of repayments, as already explained in
Section 1.3.
Our purpose in this Section is to consider a positive interest rate for the government
and to observe how the net social benefit changes. For simplicity we assume risk neutrality
but also the absence of hidden subsidies. This implies equal expected repayments periods,
ET/CL = TML.
1.4.1 Expected Costs and Expected Payments
As we have already seen, under risk neutrality the expected utility equation (1.1) becomes
r r-V = E(}s e-pty dt) - E(}s e-pt R dt) (1.5)
So we can just compare the expected repayments, now differing between students and
government, due to r > O.
Knowing that E[yl = 1 and E[TICLl = TML, we require c.p = E[bW Under a ML the
expected present value of the cost to the students and the expected present value of the
payment to the government are respectively?
c.p CxE[l/lil
E[GMLl = - [1 - e-P .., le-Ps
p
(1.6)
c.p CxE[l/lil
E[PML] = - [1- e-r .., le-rs
r
(1.7)
Similarly, under an ICL:
E[G/cLl =E cry (1- e-P~ )e-PS]
p
9 To simplify the notation, by E[G] and E[P] wemean the expected present values E[PVG] and E[PV Pl·
(1.8)
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(1.9)
We observe that the only difference between expected costs and expected repayments is
given by r and p. We can now compute the net benefit under the two schemes:
and the net social benefit
NB = NB[cL - NBML.
In order to evaluate which system produces higher welfare we perform some calibrations.
We consider the effects of the British HE reform and we assume an ICL repayment rate of
9%. Looking at Table 1.1, when the government's interest rate is lower than the students'
time preference rate, our simulation shows an ICL is the preferred system and the effect
of the reform is simply to increase the net social benefit. In our data females receive lower
mean earnings and lower variance and therefore benefit from an ICL more than males.
The results change when r > p, in this case a ML gives higher net social welfare.
1.5 Comparing Mortgage and Income Contingent Loans under Risk Aversion
In this Section we consider individuals who are risk averse and work out their expected
utility (represented by equation (1.1)), under a mortgage loan and an income contingent
loan system. We omit the majority of calculations that are shown in more detail in
Appendices 1.10 and 1.10.1. We consider the assumptions stated in Section 1.2 and we
develop the analysis using a constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility function 10. The
CRRA functional form for utility together with the CARA are each quite simple, involve
just one parameter, and make analysis in many economic settings quite tractable. The
risk aversion measures associated with these forms are also very simple. As a consequence,
these two functional forms for utility and the risk preferences they represent have been
10 We developed the analysis also using a constant absolute risk aversion functional form, CARA. We
omit here the results for simplicity, but they can be found in a early working paper version of this work at
the following link http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/ fac/soc/econamics/research/papers/twerp_740.pdf
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frequently used in the literature examining expected utility based decisions. There are
other more flexible functional forms for utility which allow a wider range of risk preferences
to be represented than those available under CARA or CRRA. For example, the hyperbolic
absolute risk averse (HARA) family. However these alternative functional forms involve
more than one parameters and are less simple to manipulate and use. We do not want to
add further complexity to our analysis and so we prefer using a CRRA functional form;
for an extensive discussion of the other functional forms for utility functions see Meyer
(2007).
1.5.1 Expected Utility with a Mortgage Loan
Under a mortgage loan, the expected utility is obtained by substituting R = ip into
equation (1.1):
IT+S 100VML = e-ptE [u (y - cp)] dt + e-ptE [u (y)] dt.S ~s (1.10)
To get a closed-form solution for VML, we use a second order Taylor expansion around the
mean E[y - cp] = 1 - c.p 11 for utility during the repayment period, and around E[y] = 1
for the utility after the repayment period:
1112E[u(y - c.p)] ~ u(l- c.p) + 2u (1- cp)a . (1.11)
1 11 2E[u(y)] ~ u(l) + 2u (1)(7 . (1.12)
We develop our analysis using a CRRA utility function.
-b
u(y) = ~ .
where b = 1 - a and a is the risk aversion parameter.
11 See Pistaferri and Padula (2001) and Hartog and Serrano (2003).
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After simplifying 12, we get:
(1.13)
1.5.2 Expected Utility with an Income Contingent Loan
Under an income contingent loan we do not know how long people take to repay their
education debt. Therefore in the general equation of the expected utility the random
earnings appear twice: first in the integral's bounds as random repayment period, second
as an argument of the utility function.
{
{ G_+s tXJ}
VICL = E is "IV e-ptu [jj (1 -I)] dt + l ~+s «r:« (fj) dt (1.14)
Solving the integral we get the following equation:
e-PS {[ _eQ] _ [_eQ] o}VICL=pE I-e "IY u[y(I-/)]+ e "Iii u(y) . (1.15)
To simplify the calculations we define the expression included in the expected value op-
erator as g(fj). This trick allows us to apply a second order Taylor expansion of E[g(fj)]
around the mean ElY] = 1. Then, the equation (1.15) becomes:
(1.16)
The remaining procedure (explained in Appendix 1.10.1) consists of calculating the value
of g(I) and g"(I) in general, and with a CRRA utility function in particular. Finally, we
substitute the expressions found in equation (1.16), and we obtain the following result.
After simplifying, expected utility 13 is:
-(s+f:)pe "I eQ b
VICLcRRA = 2bJ2p {e"l (I_/)bI2[2 + (b -I)b0"2]- [(1-1) - 1]
. [2/2 + ((b - I)b12 + 2(b - I)CIP + C2 p2)0"2]}.
(1.17)
12 See Appendix 1.10 for the proof.
13 The expected utility with an income contingent loan is equal to the expected utility with a mortgage
loan if cp = "f and the variance of the earnings is zero.
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We can compare equation 1.17 and equation 1.13 through empirical simulations.
1.6 Empirical Background and Simulations
In this Section we first illustrate the BCS70 dataset used as a basis for calibrating the
theoretical model. We describe graduate earnings and their standard deviation, in four
possible environments, in order to get an idea of the wage uncertainty. An important
assumption is the absence of selection bias, although we know that it could matter even
for variance comparisons (Chen, 2004). However here we are more interested in observing
how the theoretical model works under different potentially real sltuationsl", In the second
part of this Section we show the results of our calibrations and discuss the implications.
1.6.1 Data
Our statistics are based on the 1970 British Cohort Study (BCS70), that takes as its
subjects around 17,000 British births in the week 5-11 April 1970. Subsequently, full
sample surveys took place at ages 5, 10, 16, 26 and 30. BCS70 highlights all aspects of the
health, educational and social development of its subjects as they passed through childhood
and adolescence. In later sweeps, the information collected covers their transitions to
adult life, including leaving full-time education, entering the labour market, setting up
independent homes, forming partnerships and becoming parents. (Bynner, Butler et al.,
2002). The initial sample follow-up in 1999-00 consists of 11261 respondents aged 30. The
smaller sample size in the 1999-00 survey relative to the original survey in 1970 depends
on sample attrition due to nonresponse and it cannot be avoided+". The lowest response
rate in the BCS70 study was registered in the postal survey conducted in 1996 at age
26, the loss of observations was mainly due to a postal strike. However in the previous
surveys, above all those based on interviews to the parents of the cohort's members, the
rate of non response was quite high 16.
14 The presence of selection bias is potentially an issue of what we are aware, however there is little
evidence in the literature concerning the selection into subjects and into job sectors. We will try to
address these questions in Chapter 3.
HI In general, attrition due to non-response is low in the non-adult sweeps (1-3) and increases at the adult
sweeps (4-5). For example, the response rates of the sweep 0 observed sample is over 86% at sweeps 1, 2
and 3 falling to around 73% at sweeps 4 and 5 (1970 British Cohort Study Technical Report (2004).
16 It should be noted that the reason for non-participation at a later sweep may be because the cohort
member has died or permanently emigrated. It is, for example, also possible for data to be missing for one
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In general, the age 30 survey (1999-2000) was the first systematic attempt with widespread
coverage to collect qualification and earnings data. It had a high response rate and it
involved face to face interviews. For the purposes of our work, we merge the sweeps 1999-
2000, 1980 and 1986. The last two sweeps are used because they provide information on
family background: that is, family earnings and parental education. We have to stress
the point that BCS is the only dataset that has family background. But it BCS70 seems
useful for looking at earnings variance in graduation.
In our sample we include observations if: respondents have a NVQ 4 equivalent qualifi-
cation in 200017; they are in the labour market and earn a positive wage after graduatlon'",
In particular, we consider those that got a degree from 1987 to 2000 and start working not
earlier than the same year of graduation. This implies that the longest working period is
13 years, but we only consider the earnings in 1999-2000 and for full time or part time
employeesl''. According to these criteria in the final sample there are 1177 respondents.
1.6.2 Descriptive Statistics
We observe the average annual gross wage and its standard deviation according to the
individual characteristics, family background, degree subjects and job sector.
The average earnings in the sample are around £24000 with a standard deviation of
£18300. Male average earnings are around 40% higher than female earnings, but also
more than twice their variance (Table 1.2). Married graduates are around 63% of the
sample and their earnings are slightly higher than single graduates, but somewhat more
uncertain (Table 1.3). Those who have one or more children (22% of the total) have a
lower earnings but those earnings are more uncertain (Table 1.4). It is useful to consider
a breakdown of data from family background because it is one of the determinants of
participation in HE and because family earnings determine how much the individuals are
part of the schedule especially as, during the years of childhood, data were obtained from different sources
(parents, teachers and medical personnel)(1970 British Cohort Study Technical Report (2004».
17 The variable has been generated according to the UK national qualifications framework, NVQ equiv-
alent level 4 includes academic qualifications (Degree and HE Diploma), vocational qualifications (BTEC
Higher Certificate/ Diploma, HNC/HND) and occupational qualifications (NVQ level 4, Professional de-
gree level qualifications, Nursing/paramedic, Other teacher training qualification, City & Guilds Part 4,
RSA Higher Diploma).
18 We exclude those working before and during education because this is a specific assumption in the
theoretical model.
19 This restriction allow us to clean from many inconsistencies in the earnings, and it is based on work
undertaken by Lorraine Dearden and Alissa Goodman, Institute for Fiscal Studies.
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allowed to borrow in the English loan schemes. We consider then the family earnings of
the cohort members in 1980, when they are 10 years old (Table 1.5). We define "low"
family earnings below £99 per week in 1980 prices; "medium" family earnings between
£100 and £200 per week; high family earnings above £200 per week. Unfortunately, we
discount the graduates from low earnings families because they just are 2% of the sample.
The data for medium and high earnings family look more reasonable and with a relatively
lowuncertainty compared to the graduate average. Observing the graduate earnings given
the mother qualifications in 1980 (Table 1.6), those with a graduate mother get the highest
earnings, but the most uncertain is when the mother hold an '0 level' (secondary school
qualification). Controlling for father occupation in 1986 (cohort members are 16 years
old), see Table 1.7, those with a father in a professional occupation have a higher earnings
than the graduate average and this is quite stable. Rather, when the father is unskilled
the individuals get the highest earnings but on average these are also the most uncertain.
We have to stress in this case as well that the number of observations is small (4% of the
sample).
Table 1.8 shows three degree subjects, the earnings are above the average in all the
cases, and quite similar to each other. However, those that took a degree in sciences
(around 25% of the sample) have the lowest standard deviation. Finally, looking at the
job sectors (Table 1.9): 62% of the graduates work in the private sector and earn around
30% more than those in the public sector. However, in the latter the age earnings profile
is flat and this is reflected by a very low level of uncertainty.
1.6.3 Simulations under Risk Aversion
We perform the simulations according to the different levels of earnings and uncertainty
described in Section 1.6.2. The method is the same followed in Section 1.3.1, however in
this case we calibrate the equations (1.13) and (1.17), both when the repayment periods
are equal and when they differ. We assume that the college premium is around 30%,
consistent with most of the OLS estimations of the college premium, and the loan scheme
does not affect the wage distribution.
We divide the simulations in 4 broad categories, using the average wage and standard
deviation provided by the BCS70 sample:
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1. individual characteristics: sex, marital status, children;
2. family background: family earnings 1980, mother's qualifications 1980, father's social
class 1986;
3. degree subjects: science, social science, art and humanity.
4. public sector versus private sector.
In all the computations we set the following parameters:
• risk aversion: a = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.5}, following the literature (Olson, White
and Shefrin, Weiss);
• subjective discount factor: p = {0.08, 0.15, 0.3}, following the literature;
• cost of education: C = {£3450, £9000}, before and after the English Higher
Education reform;
• ICL repayment rate: "y = {0.02, 0.09, 0.2}, where 0.09 is the current rate fixed
by the English reform;
In the following analysis when we change one parameter we keep the others constant at
these levels: ICL repayment rates 9% (for English relevance), subjective discount rate 8%,
cost £9000 (English current cost for 3-year degree), risk aversion 0.5. We do not consider
every conceivable combination of parameters. However our qualitative results on the effect
of any parameter is not sensitive to the assumed values of the other parameters.
Individual Characteristics
In the top left graph of Figure 1.2, we compare the expected utilities for increasing costs
of education. We notice two initial important results: when the cost is low the difference
between the two systems is small, although females prefer a ML and males an ICL. For
increasing costs, uncertainty matters more: compared to females, standard deviation of
males earnings is almost double (see Table 1.2). We observe that the gap in the strength of
preference gets bigger for higher costs. Looking at the graph on the top right of Figure 1.2,
we assume increasing subjective discount rate. For female the preferences are unchanged,
instead for males the utility from an ICL reduces. We notice that the repayment periods,
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although equal for the two systems, differ according to the earnings. Therefore females
with lower earnings have longer repayment periods.
The central left graph of Figure 1.2 shows that when the earnings are relatively high,
an ICL is preferred and increasingly so for higher costs. The observed gap is due to the
effect of the uncertainty, since the married have larger standard deviation of earnings they
receive higher utility from an ICL. The graph on the central right of Figure 1.2 highlights
the effect of risk aversion. For both group of graduates, higher risk aversion strengthens
the preference for an ICL, and the gap remains unchanged.
The bottom left graph of Figure 1.2 shows how the effect of the uncertainty implies a
preference for an ICL over a ML for those with children and those without. However, the
higher earnings of those without children (see Table 1.4) gives higher utilities within the
ICL system. In the graph on the bottom right of Figure 1.2 we set the highest cost and
we observe that when risk aversion is very high, for those with children the utility from an
ICL reduces sharply. A possible explanation is the big difference in the repayment periods,
for those with no children it is around 12 years, for graduates with children around 18
years. Moreover, <p is endogenous and depends on both 'Y and E[l/jj] = h, when h is high,
as in the case of graduates with children, the ML utility decreases. Smaller installments
and high risk aversion makes an ML more advantageous.
Family Background
The top left graph of Figure 1.3 shows the variation of the expected utilities for increasing
costs of education, assuming that the graduates come from families with different earnings
in 1980. The effect of low family earnings is not relevant because there are few observations.
However it can be used to see what happens when the standard deviation is very high
(see Table 1.5). An ICL is highly preferred for higher cost, and also looking at the graph
to the right, when the risk aversion is very large the ICL expected utility drops sharply.
This is due, as mentioned above, to the high h and the long repayment period (19 years
compared to around 13 under the higher level of family earnings). When graduates come
from families with high earnings, they obtain a low variance wage and this is reflected in
a preference for a ML. Graduates from medium family earnings obtain lower earnings on
average but more uncertain: therefore an ICL provides higher utility. The same results
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are confirmed for increasing risk aversion.
Controlling for mother's education (central left graph Figure 1.3 and Table 1.6), those
with a graduate mother get the highest earnings and least uncertain, therefore they prefer
a ML. Comparing those whose mothers have no qualification with those whose mothers
have secondary school qualification, earnings and standard deviation are above the average
for both, but the first prefer an ICL with more intensity. The same is true for increasing
risk aversion, although when it becomes too high utility from ICL reduces.
We now consider the father's social class in 1986 (bottom left graph Figure 1.3 and
Table 1.7). For unskilled fathers the observations are again too few, but since the standard
deviation is very high there is a strong preference for an ICL. Those with a father in a
skilled occupation get earnings above the average and very stable instead, and they are
almost indifferent between the two systems. If the father is professional an ICL is preferred.
For increasing risk aversion we observe a slightly increasing preference for an ICL.
Degree Subjects and Sectors
The graduates that took the three subject groups observed (see Table 1.8) have earn-
ings higher than the all graduate average. The lowest earnings variance is with a Science
degree and in fact the science graduates are almost indifferent between the two systems
(Figure 1.4). Those with a degree in Art and Humanities have the most uncertain earn-
ings, and they strongly prefer an ICL, with higher utility for increasing cost and risk
aversion. For higher subjective discount rates the preference for an ICL reduces. The
opposite happens for higher risk aversion.
We now consider the effects on expected utilities of graduates working in the private
and public sector (see descriptive statistics in Table 1.9). In Figure 1.5 the graphs On the
left side assume no hidden subsidies, while the graphs On the right side do not. In the
latter case, according to Proposition 1, we set 'Y = <p and we have E(T[CL) > TM L20. In
the top graphs of Figure 1.5 we compare the two loan schemes for increasing cost. When
there are no hidden subsidies, as expected, in the private sector graduates prefer an ICL,
since they get a higher but more uncertain earnings. In the public sector, income is lower
20 We set a fixed ML installment to £900 pounds, that means a repayment period with the lowest cost
of around 4 years, and with the highest of 10 years.
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but also less uncertain and a ML is more preferred instead. In presence of hidden subsidies
an ICL is much more preferred in the private sector. However, the interesting result is
that also in the public sector they also prefer an ICL, with increasing intensity as costs
rise. Therefore, the effect of the hidden subsidy is very strong: enough to change the
preferences when the level of uncertainty is low. The same behavior is confirmed in the
graphs in the middle of Figure 1.5 where we increase risk aversion. We finally compare the
expected utilities under the same system in the two different sectors (graph in the bottom
left corner). The difference between ICL in the private sector and ICL in the public sector
is negative, and the same happens under a ML, with a slight change for increasing costs.
This means that the effect of low uncertainty prevails, and under the same scheme a more
stable career gives higher utility.
1.6.4 Conclusion
The analysis suggest some clear effects: when there is very high uncertainty an ICL is
preferred in all cases because it gives better insurance. Excluding extreme situations,
the preference for an ICL depends strongly on the combination of level of earnings and
its standard deviation, compared to the all graduates average. Therefore, if earnings are
high, and the standard deviation below average, a ML gives higher utility (e.g. mother
with a degree). If both income and standard deviation are slightly above the average (e.g.
one or more children, or mother with 0 level), an ICL is preferred but with less intensity.
When the costs of education are high and uncertainty is high as well, ICL gives higher
utility. Moreover, the effect of risk aversion in general is to increase the preference for an
ICL. However, it is particular interesting if combined with high cost and long repayment
periods, because for very high risk aversion the utility of an ICL drops drastically. If we
consider age earnings profile with low standard deviation and above average earnings (for
example people with a degree in the public sector), what matters is the relative level of
uncertainty: if low a ML is preferred. Finally, looking at the job sectors we notice that
when we compare a stable career with another which features high earnings uncertainty,
in the first case a ML gives always higher utility. However, if we don't rule out the hidden
subsidy we observe a sharp increase in the utility under an ICL, sufficient to invert the
initial preference for a ML, even for low variance earnings.
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1.7 Increasing earnings
In this Section we extend our model to incorporate stochastic changes of earnings over
time. We make the model more realistic and verify which conditions still hold relative to
the case of static earnings. We assume that graduate earnings are no longer affected by
a single life time shock, but there is a shock each year throughout the individual working
life. To model this assumptions we consider the earnings growth rate following a geometric
Brownian motion W(t)21. This means that y(t) satisfies
dy(t)/y(t) = >..dt+O'dW(t). (1.18)
This expression can be interpreted heuristically as expressing the relative, or percentage,
increment dy/y in y during an instant of time dt. >..is the deterministic growth rate and
0' its standard deviation. Solving the stochastic differential equation (1.18) we obtain the
stochastic earnings:
1
y(t) = y(O) exp[(>..- 2 0'2)t + O'W(t)] (1.19)
The solution is explained in the Appendix 1.12. Equation (1.19) represents the new
earnings we use to compute the expected utilities under the two loan schemes. Since
it is not straightforward to obtain an algebraic solution for the expected utilities under
an ICL we adopt a numerical method. We consider a discrete form of equation (1.19)
because it is more relevant to our problem. The method is reported in detail in the
Appendix (1.12); briefly, we generate many earnings paths of the same length (equal to a
working life period of 40 years), and we use them to compute the expected utilities. Each
earnings path produces one level of utility, therefore we average over the number of paths
created. Ultimately we get the average expected utilities under an ICL (AICL) and ML
(AML)' What is important to stress under this new approach is that two new parameters
enter the model. Looking at the equation (1.19), they are the initial earnings (Yo) and
its deterministic growth rate (>..). Moreover, 0' is the volatility of the Brownian motion
and represents the maximum variation of the earnings in the interval t (for us one year).
As we did in the first part of this Chapter we use real data to calibrate the model and
simulate different scenarios.
21 W(t) is Normally distributed with E(W(t)) = 0 and Var(W(t)) = t.
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1.7.1 Setting the new model
Under this new stochastic framework the only variable that we fix using actual data is the
initial earnings. In our BCS70 dataset, we generate a new variable for initial earnings,
using graduate earnings within four years of graduation. As shown in Table 1.10, there
are only 405 observations for the initial wage with an average of almost £24000. We
use £8600, which is the mean of the bottom decile, and £23987 which are the median
earnings. We allow different earnings growth for different individuals.
Uncertainty now affects the growth of earnings over years and a single individual. We
choose three levels of a (0.02 0.05 0.15) in order to have different intensities of the effect
of the stochastic shock on earnings. For example, a a = 0.05 means that the maximum
annual variation of the earnings can be 5%around the trend growth, which occurs if a = o.
In our dataset we do not have information on the growth rate of the earnings because
we observe a cross section in 1999-00. If we had merged this with the sweep of 1996
we would have lost a lot of observations, since that survey was conducted through mail
questionnaires and many people did not respond. Therefore, wewould have ended up with
just a few observations. We therefore simply set three values for the deterministic growth
rate (>. = 0.5 1 1.5). Assuming no uncertainty, for example a A = 0.5 corresponds to
a increase of 1.2% per year of initial earnings over 35 years. If >. = 1 the increase of the
initial earnings is 2.4% p.a.
Extension from the model in the previous Section would be simple if earnings never
fell below a threshold - effectively moving the bankruptcy constraint from 0 to £15000.
The £15000 threshold is really just an institutional detail of the English system - there for
equity reasons. We simulate with different thresholds: first zero threshold in order to have
a similar case as that analyzed in the previous section, then a threshold of £10000 and
finally a threshold of £15000 as in the English reform. This means that if in any year the
earnings are below the threshold no payment is due. We perform the simulations setting
first an equal repayment period22 between the 2 systems. Then we fix the ML installment
to £1000 for a cost of £9000; and to £1500 and £2400 for a cost of £12000. In this way
we get three fixed repayment periods of 10, 8, 5 years respectively. The costs are chosen
22 Since the earnings are stochastic, we first get the repayment period under an ICL and then set this
value also for a ML.
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according the English Reform, that is £3000 per year for a 3-year degree. We finally set
the other parameters as in the simulation in Section1.6.
1.7.2 Simulations
The results of the simulations are reported in Tables 1.11-1.14, where each time we change
one parameter keeping the others equal to those in Table 1.11. We show the results for
both low and high earnings. Looking at Table 1.11, we notice a first important effect:
the preference for one system over the other depends strongly on the level of the initial
earnings. For low starting earnings an ICL is the favored system, but for high starting
earnings the utility under an ICL declines sharply and a ML can be preferred. Another
important result is that the level of uncertainty matters less than in the case with static
earnings, although the direction of the effect is the same. We observe, in fact, that for
higher earnings volatility the utility of an ICL increases but at a very slow rate. When the
earnings are high the effect of uncertainty is more evident, in fact for p = 8% the initial
preference for a ML is replaced by a preference for an ICL.
For a higher subjective discount rate, we notice a reduction of the gap between the
two systems if the earnings are low. For high earnings the preference for an ICL is
increasing but the two systems give almost equal utility. In Table 1.12, we first increase
and then decrease the fixed ML installment with respect to the baseline case. When the
ML repayment period is very long, an ICL is still preferred for low earnings, but not for
high earnings. Conversely, short ML repayment periods always make an ICL preferable.
The effect of increasing risk aversion is to strengthen the preferences for one system.
Low income earners prefer an ICL, and becoming more risk averse increase their utility
under this system. Instead for high income earners the effect of risk aversion is correlated
to the level of uncertainty. If a is low, they prefer a ML even at high risk aversion. If the
level of a is high the two systems are more or less equal, although for high risk aversion
a ML becomes the favourite. In Table 1.14 we consider an increase of the deterministic
growth rate, from 1% to 4% per year. For low income earners the utility from an ICL
reduces, and for high income earners the preference for a ML increases. In Table 1.15 we
show the effects of different ICL thresholds for increasing levels of uncertainty. We first
notice that an ICL is less preferred, as expected, when there is no repayment threshold
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because low income earners must also repay their loan. For a higher threshold the ICL
becomes more preferred, and for very high uncertainty those earning a high income also
prefer an ICL. So at higher thresholds the extent to which an ICL provides insurance is
greater.
In Table 1.16 we finally consider the effects of the English HE reform: if the level of
the initial earnings is low, an ICL is always preferred and increasingly when the costs rise.
When the initial earnings are low the effect is reversed and a ML is the preferred system.
1.7.3 HE Participation
So far we have assumed that individuals will always participate in HE irrespective of the
loan scheme but HE participation may itself depend on the parameters of the loan schemes
available. So we now consider the level of participation in HE under the two systems. By
participation we mean individuals that went to HE.
We assume again a HE education wage premium of around 30%, consistent with most
of the OLS estimations of the college premium. We model this assuming constant earnings
for those not going to college, which is 30% lower than the initial earnings of those going
to college. We compute the total present values of the net earnings under a ML and an
ICL and we compare them with the total present value of the non schooling earnings. We
consider the same parameters as in the previous simulations.
Observing Table 1.17, when the initial earnings are low and we have low (J the partic-
ipation is almost the same under the 2 systems. Instead when (J increases participation
under an ICL is higher relative to ML. Keeping (J constant, e.g. 5%, using the pre-reform
cost of education, the participation in HE with an ICL is 7% higher than under a ML.
Using post-reform cost of education, which is £3000 p.a., we see a bigger effect of the loan
scheme on participation, which is 26% higher under a ICL compared to a ML. When we
consider a high level of earnings the difference between the two systems is very small, with
only a slightly larger participation rate under a ML.
1.7.4 Conclusion
The simulations show that the preference for one system over the other are driven by
the level of the initial earnings and the size of the ML installment. Low wage earners
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have a strong preference for an ICL, but when we change the parameters that affect
lifetime earnings (such as the growth rate) to make it higher, then the utility of an ICL
decreases. For increasing uncertainty the utility of an ICL rises, but by very small amounts.
Higher risk aversion increases the preferences for the desired system. The size of the ML
installments can change the preference: higher installments imply that the utility of a ML
reduces sharply. Finally, participation in HE is higher under an ICL than under a ML,
for low initial income earners and rising uncertainty.
1.8 Conclusion
In this Chapter we presented a theoretical model to compare two loan schemes for higher
education, when graduate earnings are uncertain. The findings of the model have been
calibrated using real data on graduate earnings, obtained from the 1970 British Cohort
Survey. In the first part of the Chapter we assume that the graduate earnings are af-
fected by a single lifetime shock, and we compute the individual expected utilities under
an ICL and a ML for risk neutral and risk averse people. Our first result, supported
by the empirical simulation, is that for risk neutral individuals the preference depends
strongly on the presence of hidden subsidies. Assuming different repayment periods the
expected costs under a ML are higher than the costs under an ICL. But in the case of
same repayment periods, the preference order is inverted. For risk averse individuals we
evaluated the effects of our model under different possible scenarios. We used information
on graduate earnings and relative uncertainty controlling for individual characteristics,
family background, degree courses and job sector.
Considering the English Higher Education reform, the main result is that for high
earnings uncertainty an ICL is the preferred system. Therefore, people from low educated
parents background, males over females, people working in the private sector prefer an ICL.
Instead those with high earnings and low uncertainty, such as those with highly educated
mother, prefer a ML. Another important result is that for increasing risk aversion an ICL
is more preferred, this confirms the conviction that this system provides better insurance
against an uncertain future. Moreover, a flat age earning profile in the public sector gives
modest earnings but also low uncertainty, therefore a ML produces higher utility. However,
if we don't rule out the hidden subsidy an ICL becomes preferred even when the degree of
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uncertainty is very low. In the second part of the Chapter, we changed the assumptions
on earnings, allowing stochastic growth across the working life. The results of the new
framework have in common with the previous one a preference for an ICL with increasing
uncertainty. However the factors that affect the choice of one system over the other are
different. The size of the starting earnings is the main discriminant: when the earnings
are Iowan ICL is the preferred system. For high initial earnings a ML gives higher utility
instead. Finally, increasing the size of the ML installment makes an ICL the preferred
system.
1.9 Appendix: Proof of Proposition 1
We know that TICL = c:. and TML = .£, and given the assumption E[y] = 1 we compute
"YY I{)
the expected value of the repayment period under an ICL.
eel
E(T[CL) = E(~) = - x E(-=)
"fY / Y
by the Jensen's inequality we know that
C 1 C
- x E( -=) > E( -)
/ Y "f y
that implies
1
E(-=) > 1.
y
Given this result it is straightforward to prove the point (a):
if "f = '" then
C 1 C
- x E(-=) > - - E(T[CL) > TML.
/ Y '"
Point (b)
We assume E(TICL) = TML that means
C 1 C
- x E(-=) =-
"f Y cP
we get /:
1
/ = cP x E( -=) => / > cP
y
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since E(!) > 1.
1.9.1 Proof of Proposition 2
Under risk neutrality equation (1.1) becomes
100 IT+sV = E( s e-ptfj dt) - E( se-Pt R dt) (1.20)
So we can compare only the expected costs. Under a ML the present value of the cost of
size Cis:
IT+sPVCML = s <pe-Ptdt
= e-Ps ':f!.. [1- e-P~].
p
(1.21)
Under an ICL the present value of the cost of size Cis:
(1.22)
Knowing that E(fj) = 1, we take the expected value of both the equations above.
(1.23)
(1.24)
Case"Y=<P
Under this condition we have E[TICLJ > TML. We can easily observe that the expected
values of the costs can be written:
E(PVCML) = f(E(fj)]
E(PVCICL) = E/(fj)
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Since f(ij) = 1f (1 - e-;-%)e-PS is a concave function 23by the Jensen's inequality we
obtain that the expected costs under an ICL are lower than the expected costs under a
ML: E(PVC/CL) < E(PVCML). According to equation (1.20) the expected utility under
an ICL is higher than the expected utility under a ML.
Case E[T/cLJ = TM L
To verify which costs are higher we have to substitute <p = E(f;!i) in the equation (1.23) and
then compare the two equations of the present value of the costs under the two systems:
(1.25)
(1.26)
As we can see the comparison is not straightforward, therefore we adopt a numerical
solution using the real data on graduate earnings provided in our dataset from BCS70.
In order to be consistent with the assumption E(Y) = 1, we first standardize the annual
gross earnings of the graduates. We call Wi the earnings in the sample and divide each of
the them by the sample mean, and we call this new variable z.
Wi
Zi = 1 n for i = L.n
n Ei=l Wi
then
and we use the sample analogue z to estimate E(Y) = 1. Instead, to estimate E( t) we
generate its sample analogue
_ 1 n 1h=-L- .
n i=l Zi
In our sample Ii > ~, then the Jensen's inequality holds.
23/"(-) pC~e-('+fu)p .
y = - "fy3 • It IS reasonable to assume that 'Y, p and C are all greater or equal than
zero. Therefore, the second derivative of ICY) is always negative when the shock on earnings is positive:
f"(f;) < 0, 'rtf; > O.
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1.10 Appendix: Expected Utility
with a Mortgage Loan
The Taylor approximation in equation (1.11) is the following
E[u(Y - <,0)] = E { u (1- <,0) + u' (1- <,0) (ii - 1)+ ~Ull (1- <,0) (ii - 1)2}
, _ 1 " _ 2
= u (1 - <,0) + U (1 - <,0) E(y - 1)+ -u (1 - <,0) E(y - 1)
2
1 " 2= u (1 - <,0) + '2u (1 - <,0) 0' •
(1.27)
Plugging the equations (1.11) and (1.12) in the equation (1.10), substituting T = C /<,0
and solving the integral, we obtain:
(1.28)
Finally, substituting a CRRA utility function in equation(1.28) and simplifying we get
equation (1.13).
1.10.1 Expected Utility
with an Income Contingent Loan
In Section (1.5.2) we defined a new function g(ii) as:
(1.29)
We rewrite the equation (1.15)
-ps
V/CL = _e -E[g(y)]
p
(1.30)
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and we apply a second order Taylor expansion to E[g(Y)J, around the mean E [YJ= 1, then:
E[g{y)] ~ E {g{l) + g'{I){y _ I) + g"{I) (ij ~ I)'}
= g{l) + g'{l)E{y - 1) + 9"~1) E (Y- 1)2
2
= g{l) + g"(l) 0'; .
(1.31)
The equation (1.30) becomes
e-PS [ 0'2]
V/CL = -p- g(l) + g"(l) ; (1.32)
From now on we follow this procedure:
1. we work out the value of g(l), in general and with a CRRA utility function;
2. we work out the first derivative and the second derivative of g(y), both in general
and with a CRRA utility function;
3. we calculate g'{l) and g"(l) using a CRRA utility function;
4. we substitute the equations of g{l) and g"(l), using a CRRA utility function, in the
equation (1.32) and we obtain equations (1.39) and (1.17) .
• Value of gel)
In general,
(1.33)
Using a CRRA utility function we have
{I _eQ b bJg l)cRRA = ;;[-e "I ({1 - ')') - 1)+ (1 - ')') . (1.34)
• Value of g'(Y)
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In general,
(1.35)
using a CRRA utility function:
(1.36)
• Value of s" (y)
"(-) = e-~ pC(2"fY - pC) [-(1-)] e-~ pC(-2"fY + pC) (-)
9 Y -4 2 U Y "f + -4 2 U Y
Y "f Y "f
-~ -~
_ 2e orli pC(l- "f) '[-(1-)] 2e orii pC '(_) (1.37)
-2 U Y "f + -2 U Y
y"f Y "f
+ [1- e-~] (1- "f)2u"[y(1- "f)] + [e-~] u"(jj).
Now we work out g"(jj) using a a CRRA and evaluating in jj = 1
" 1 -~ 2 e: )b]9 (l)CRRA = lYy2 {e or [(b - l)lYy [1+ (e orii - 1)(1- "f
+ 2pC(b - 1)"((1- (1- "f)b) + C2p2(l- (1- "f)b)]) .
(1.38)
• Results
Substituting g(l) and g"(l) in equation (1.32) we get the general expected utility under
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an income contingent loan:
(1.39)
Substituting in equation (1.32) the equations for 9(1) and 9"(1) with a CRRA utility
function, we obtain equation (1.17).
1.11 Appendix: Equation Brownian Motion
We assume that the growth rate of the earnings is affected by a white noise process,
formally defined as the derivative of the standard Brownian motion, or standard Wiener
process, W(t)
e = dW(t)/dt.
The derivative does not exist in the usual sense, since the Brownian motion is nowhere
differentiable. However this process is used with the convention that its meaning is given
by integral representation. If a(ij, t) is the intensity of the noise at point y at time t, then
it is common agreement that J;{' a(y(t), t)f(t)dt = JoT a(y(t), t)dW(t). In our case, adding
a white noise af(t) to the constant growth rate of the earnings A, we obtain the stochastic
differential equation, SDE
dy(t)/dt = (A + af)y(t). (1.40)
where 0' ~ 0, A > 0, are some constants, and y(O) is the deterministic component of the
earnings. This means that y(t) satisfies
dy(t)/y(t) = Adt + adlV{t). (1.41)
To solve the SDE (1.41) we introduce the Ito process R(t) given by
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dR(t) = Adt + o-dW(t). We rewrite the SDE as
dy{t) = y(t)dR{t) (1.42)
this means that y{t) is the stochastic exponential, c{R), of R(t). The solution of equation(1.42)
is
y(t) = y(O)c(R)(t)
1
= y(O) exp[R(t) - R(O) - 2[R, R](t)].
(1.43)
R(t) is easily found to be R(t) = At + o-W(t), R(O) = 0, and its quadratic variation
[R, R] (t) is the quadratic variation of an Ito process and equal to
Substituting these expressions in equation(1.43) we get
1
y(t) = y(O) exp[At+ o-W(t) - 2 o-2t]
1
= y(O) exp[(A - 2 o-2)t + o-W(t)].
(1.44)
This process is a geometric brownian motion.
1.12 Appendix: Numerical Method - Brownian Motion
1. We generate a path of annual earnings for an individual working life. Since the
problem requires a discrete solution, we apply the Euler-Maruyama method that
takes the form
(1.45)
To generate the increments W(Tj) - W(Tj_l) we compute discretized Brownian mo-
tion paths, where W{t) is specified at discrete t values. As explained in Higham
(2001) we first discretize the interval [0,1]. We set dt = 1/ N for some positive inte-
ger N, and let Wj denote W(tj) with tj = jdt. According to the properties of the
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standard Brownian motion W(O) = 0 and
(1.46)
where dWj is an independent random variable of the form v'dtN(O,l). The dis-
cretized brownian motion path is a I-by-N array, where each element is given by the
cumulative sum in equation (1.46). To generate equation (1.45), we define t1t = 1/ L
for some positive integer L, and Tj = t1t. As in Higham (2001) we choose the step-
size t1t for the numerical method to be an integer multiple R ~ 1 of the Brownian
motion increment dt: t1t = Rdt. Finally, we get the increment in equation (1.45) as
cumulative sum:
W(Tj) - W(Tj-d = W(jRdt) - W((j - l)Rdt) = (1.47)
h=jR-R+l
The Brownian motion of equation (1.46) is produced setting 1=1 and N = 160 in
order to have a small value of dt. Using a random number generator we produce 160
"pseudorandom" numbers from the N(O,l) distribution. The increments of equation
(1.47) are computed setting R = 4, in order to have 40 annual earnings.
2. Income contingent loan. We work out the yearly repayments as fixed percentage of
the stochastic earnings generated. If the earnings are higher than £15000 the pay-
ments are positive, otherwise they are zero. We then built a vector whose elements
are the cumulative sum of the repayments, in order to see the amount of loan repaid.
To obtain the repayment period, we observe the years in which the cumulative sum
of the payments is equal24 to the cost of education. We work out the individual
utility as discounted sum of the net earnings during and after the repayment period,
up to the end of the working life. We use a CRRA utility function.
3. Mortgage loan. We set the fixed repayment period as the ratio between the cost
of education and the annual installment. The individual utility is given by the
discounted sum of the net earnings during and after the repayment period. We
use a CRRA utility function. However, it can happen that the annual earnings are
24 Since it is almost impossible to get a value equal to the cost, when the repayment is slightly greater
than it we assume the debt has been paid off.
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lower than the installment, in a usual mortgage loan the individual repays in the
subsequent years at a higher interest rate. Here to highlight the loss of utility in the
case of no repayment in one year, we compute the level of the utility for that year
as a negative percentage= of the annual earnings.
4. From steps (2) and (3) we obtain a single value for the utility for an individual
earnings path generated in point (1). We generalize our method generating a high
number of earnings paths (1000) and for each path we compute a level of utility. We
then work out the average utility under both financing scheme and the difference of
the average in order to compare the two systems.
5. We let the various parameters change and we repeat steps (1) to (4), observing the
trend of the difference of the average utility under the two funding schemes.
25 We set this percentage equal to the average-low interest rate for a typical mortgage loan e.g. around
5%.
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Tab. 1.1: Net Social Benefit
r = 5%, p = 8%
NBICL-NBML
Costs All Man Woman
Pre-reform
Post-reform
2.843 1.198 3.506
15.252 10.707 18.165
Tab. 1.2: Annual Gross Earnings Graduates
Mean Std. Dev. N Percent
male
female
Total
27897.81
19665.85
24023.12
22576.99
10406.5
18368.97
623
554
1177
52.93
47.07
100.00
Tab. 1.3: Marital Status
Mean Std. Dev. N Percent
single/ divorced
married/ cohabiting
Total
23345
24423.58
24023.12
15786.7
19735.23
18368.97
437
740
1177
37.13
62.87
100.00
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Tab. 1.4: children 0-16 years old
Mean Std. Dev. N Percent
no kid/ non answ
1 or more children
Total
24973.56
20736.22
24023.12
17884.25
19638.16
18368.97
913
264
1177
77.57
22.43
100.00
Tab. 1.5: Family earnings 1980
Mean Std. Dev. N Percent
not stated 25383.69 20007.07 144 12.23
low 32384.32 56743.81 25 2.12
medium 23052.64 16881.78 759 64.49
high 25355.04 13181.55 249 21.16
Total 24023.12 18368.97 1177 100.00
Tab. 1.6: Mother qualifications 1980
Mean Std. Dev. N Percent
no quals 22306.22 18956.85 354 30.08
O-level 25773.47 22907.52 265 22.51
degree 27149.5 15615.49 72 6.12
other quals 23856.14 15164.33 486 41.29
Total 24023.12 18368.97 1177 100.00
Tab. 1.7: Father social class 1986
Mean Std. Dev. N Percent
missed/not stated 22796.19 15091.37 275 23.36
profes/interm 25969.63 19536.18 491 41.72
skilled occupation 21821.74 12973.58 364 30.93
other occupation 27916.26 42101.93 47 3.99
Total 24023.12 18368.97 1177 100.00
Tab. 1.8: Degreesubjects
Mean Std. Dev. N Percent
does not apply 21249.42 14876.29 554 47.07
Sciences 26782.23 16828.23 292 24.81
Social Sciences 25857.94 21385.41 146 12.40
Art and humanities 26526.32 25277.39 185 15.72
Total 24023.12 18368.97 1177 100.00
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Tab. 1.9: Job sector
Mean Std. Dev. N percent
other / not answ 18456.66 6864.195 83 7.05
private firm 26434.32 21703.36 736 62.53
public sector 20356.57 9910.831 358 30.42
Total 24023.12 18368.97 1177 100.00
Tab. 1.10: Annual gross initial earnings
Mean Std. Dev. N
low (5th perc) 8640.983
high (95th perc) 53002.737
total 23987.433
2652.527 40
20505.394 38
13147.324 405
Tab. 1.11: Increasing Income AUlCL - AUML - P and 0' changing
t.p = £1000 C = £9000 TML=9
l' = 9% ,\= 1% ra = 0.5
Low Income
u=2% u=5% U= 15%
p=8% 67.2721 67.2994 67.4311
p= 15% 51.5189 51.5387 51.6331
p= 30% 32.7445 32.7559 32.8088
High Income
u=2% u=5% u= 15%
p=8% -0.3704 -0.2421 0.0227
p= 15% 0.7800 0.8651 1.1011
p=30% 1.4404 1.4808 1.6262
Tab. 1.12: Increasing Income AUICL - AUML - cp and 0' changing
C = £9000 p=8%
l' = 9% ,\= 1% ra = 0.5
Low Income
u=2% u=5% u= 15%
t.p = £500 TML = 18 48.8080 48.8332 48.9630
t.p = £1000 TML=9 67.2721 67.2994 67.4311
t.p = £3000 TML=3 90.6606 90.6905 90.8231
High Income
u=2% u=5% U= 15%
t.p = £500 TML = 18 -10.9630 -10.8355 -10.5687
t.p = £1000 TML=9 -0.3704 -0.2421 0.0227
t.p = £3000 TML=3 10.9286 11.0558 11.3084
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Tab. 1.13: Increasing Income AUICL - AUML - ra and 0- changing
<p = £1000 C= £9000 TML=9
,,},=9% >. = 1% p=8%
Low Income
a = 2% a = 5% a = 15%
ra = 0.25 6.9826 6.9870 7.0090
ra = 0.5 67.2721 67.2994 67.4311
ra = 1.2 38271.00 38265.00 38242.00
High Income
a = 2% a = 5% a = 15%
ra = 0.25 -0.0224 -0.0121 0.0106
ra = 0.5 -0.3704 -0.2421 0.0227
ra = 1.2 -743.0753 -594.7867 -340.0252
Tab. 1.14: Increasing Income AUICL - AUML - A and (1 changing
ip = £1000 C = £9000 TML =9
,,},=9% p=8% ra = 0.5
Low Income
a = 2% a = 5% a = 15%
>. = 1% 67.2721 67.2994 67.4311
>. = 2.4% 65.3690 65.2274 63.9582
>. = 4% 54.9972 55.0309 55.2131
High Income
a = 2% a = 5% a = 15%
>. = 1% -0.3704 -0.2421 0.0227
>. = 2.4% -2.3783 -2.2142 -1.7014
x = 4% -2.8460 -2.8486 -3.2024
Tab. 1.15: Increasing Income AUICL - AUML - IeL threshold and (1 changing
<p = £1000 C = £9000 TML=9
"}'= 9% p=8% ra = 0.5
Low Income
a = 2% a = 5% a = 15%
thresholde.O 4.1188 3.8858 3.2633
threshold=£10000 67.2721 67.2902 65.6918
threshold=£15000 67.2721 67.2994 67.4311
High Income
a = 2% a = 5% a = 15%
thresholde-O -18.2505 -16.8020 -14.5048
threshold= £ 10000 -5.6606 -5.6371 -6.1650
threshold=£15000 -0.3704 -0.2421 0.0227
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Tab. 1.16: Increasing Income AUICL - AUML - Effects English Reform
<p = £1000 TML=9
'Y = 9% x = 1% p=8%
Low Income
0' = 2% 0' = 5% 0' = 15%
cost - pre 2244 2268 2278
cost - post 6246 6101 6022
High Income
0' = 2% 0' = 5% 0' = 15%
cost - pre -539.46 -562.13 -615.31
cost - post -411.55 -311.82 -304.39
Tab. 1.17: Participation in HE (% of individuals)- Difference ICL-ML
sp = £1000 TML=9
'Y = 9% >. = 1% p=8%
Low Income
0' = 2% 0' = 5% 0' = 15%
cost - pre 0 7.6 8.5
cost - post 0.3 26.0 23.0
High Income
0' = 2% 0' = 5% 0' = 15%
cost - pre 0 -0.8 -0.5
cost - post 0 -0.1 -0.5
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Fig. 1.2: EUICL - EUML - Individual Characteristics
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Family Income 1980
Fig. 1.3: EUICL - EUML - Family Background
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Fig. 1.4: EU1CL - EUML - Degree Subjects
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Fig, 1,5: EU1c L - EU M L - Public versus Private sector
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CHAPTER 2
2. EFFORT, DEFAULT AND ALTERNATIVE HIGHER EDUCATION
FUNDING SCHEMES
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we try to address a common problem in HE financing systems that adopt
student loans: some of the graduates may not repay the complete debt and so default
occurs". As noted by Jacobs (2000) there are two ways to protect against graduates'
default: risk pooling among students and risk shifting to society. In the first case the risk
of default is shared among graduates. For example, the interest rate on the loan could be
increased by a premium to cover the cost of default of people not able to repay. However,
in this case the successful students bear the costs of non repayment of people on default.
With a risk pooling arrangement the usual problems of asymmetric information may arise
when providing insurance. In fact, if the government cannot observe the riskiness type
of the students, the good risk types may not participate in the program to avoid the
additional premium caused by the bad risks (see Nerlove, 1975). The proportion of risky
students increases and so do the repayment rates. The adverse selection problem may
ultimately reduce investment in higher education.
If the government instead cannot observe the actions of the students and graduates,
moral hazard occurs. Jacobs (2000) considers some types of moral hazard under an income
contingent system with a default premium. For example, graduates may reduce labour
supply or work effort in order to avoid earning enough to repay their educational debt.
Moreover, students may reduce their learning efforts while at college since they know
that the costs of default are borne by their fellow students. The moral hazard raises the
default premium and makes an ICL system less attractive than it would otherwise be. In
addition if there are unobserved ability differences between students then a higher default
premium will cause an adverse selection problem whereby the high ability students do not
1By default we mean inability to pay, not unwillingness to pay.
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participate. In contrast financing systems where the risk of default is borne by society
as whole, there will be no redistribution from the hard working to the lazy students,
except for the fact that the payments of graduates that payoff their debt contribute to
the government budget from which the cost of default are paid. Examples of risk shifting
arrangements are the English and the Australian higher education financing schemes.
In the model presented in Chapter 1 we assumed that students could not default; here
we illustrate a model that is an extension of our basic work since it considers the possibility
that graduates cannot completely repay their debt. Under a ML default happens if the loan
is not repaid by the fixed repayment period (5 years under the old English system), and
the government starts a recovery procedure. Under an ICL, default usually implies that
the debt is written off. This means if the graduates do not make an income exceeding the
threshold (£15000 in England) for any reason including working overseas, unemployment
or sickness, he or she does not make any repayments that year. After a fixed number of
years (25 in England or when the graduate is 50 years old or 60 if he or she was over 40
at time of last borrowing) any remaining debt is written off. In a recent project edited by
Schwarzenberger (2008) on funding higher education in Europe, we find a simulation of
the potential rates of non repayment of the ICL loan in England. Since this new student
loan scheme has been recently introduced, there is no empirical information on repayments
yet. Looking at Figure 2.1 we notice that for a loan of £9000, that covers only the fees for
a three-year undergraduate course, the expected rate of non repayment is around 4%. For
higher amounts of the loan we observe that the non repayment rate increases dramatically
reaching a value above 28% for a loan of £25000.
In our work we present a theoretical model to take into account of default, and it is
the first to our knowledge that explicitly compare a ML and an ICL (see e.g. Nerlove,
1975, Garcia Penalosa and Walde, 1999, Jacobs, 2000). For a ML we maintain the English
structure for the loan, for an ICL we need some simplifying assumption for computational
purposes. At this stage of our work we do not consider the initial threshold and we assume
the debt's write-off coinciding with the end of the working life. Therefore under an ICL
when the individual gets a low income, the repayments over the whole of their working
life are not sufficient to completely repay the loan. We still have a non repaid part of the
loan which is effectively written off, and the problem of default, in our view does not loose
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generality.
We structure the model as a simultaneous game between students and government,
where the students decide the level of effort to put into their studies, where high effort
results in high probability to get a good qualification and high earnings, and the gov-
ernment chooses the default premium that keeps its budget balanced. By comparing the
individuals payoff under all the possible cases and taking into account the participation
constraint, we derived, analytically, the cutoffs for the costs of effort required to implement
the Nash equilibria. The equilibria are high effort, low effort or multiple equilibria. We
play the same game for a ML and an ICL. In general, we find that under an ICL the HE
participation rate is higher, that is students prefer putting more effort to stay in higher
education than under a mortgage loan. Moreover if the objective of the government ~sto
increase the students' effort and reduce the default, an ICL fulfills better this objective.
Students, under an ICL, are willing to bear a higher cost of effort in order to get a high
income. This because, according to our model, the loss they will have in case of default is
higher under an ICL than under a ML.
2.2 Assumptions
Individuals going into higher education can choose two levels of effort: high e and low ~.
If they choose e they get a high wage y with certainty. If they choose ~ they obtain a low
wage Jl. with probability p, and a high wage y with probability 1 - p.
e => y with P(y Ie) = 1 ;
y with P(y I ~)= 1 - p .
Jl. with P(u I ~)= p ;
Students making high effort during the schooling period bear a psychological cost A;, for
those exerting a low level of effort this cost is zero:
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e::::} t::.. > OJ
The government finances investment in higher education by issuing debt that is paid back
only with the graduates' repayments. The students take out a loan of fixed size that cover
all the costs of the university. The government decides the repayment scheme before the
student decision to attend higher education or not. The government can choose between
the two financing systems: Mortgage Loan and Income Contingent Loan. Each scheme
is fully funded, student participation in the chosen scheme is obligatory and repayments
cannot be avoided.
We assume that the graduates have a maximum period, coinciding with the end of their
working life, of Tmax years to payoff the debt, after which any repayment is stopped. Tmax
is a fixed parameter, and retirement is exogenous in this model'[. All individuals study for
s years. If after graduating they get a high wage y, they fully repay their loan within a
period T less than Tmax. Instead if they receive a low wage 'M" they are unable to payoff
the debt within Tmax, so they are in default. Assuming a general per period repayment R
we have two cases:
Jl. ::::} IsTmoz ('M, - R) e-P dr < 0 - default.
We assume that the government wants to balance the budget, it is risk neutral and has a
zero real interest on the loan. To avoid a deficit caused by the students' default it has the
option to add a premium to the loan: t5 E [0,00). The model is structured as a game with
the following stages.
2 If we try to incorporate any labour supply decision e.g. endogenous retirement we have the problem
that an ICL because it is an income tax would induce an income substitution effect of opposite sign thus
any comparative static proposition would become ambiguous.
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1. The government chooses the repayment scheme: ML or ICL.
2. Given the government's decision of the loan scheme, each student decides whether
to participate in HE or not. If they do not, they get a payoff normalized to zero. If
they do, play moves to stage 3.
3. The students, who have chosen to participate, choose a level of effort (e or e). and
simultaneously, the government chooses a default premium 0 ::; 8::; 00.
Solve backwards:
• game at stage 3 given MLj
• game at stage 3 given ICL.
We remark that the students are N identical rational agents, and when choosing their
action they are unaware of the choice of the government. This means that the latter ra-
tionally anticipates the level of effort of the students. The government imposes a positive
premium if it expects a low effort choice by the students, otherwise if it expects a high
effort choice the public budget is balanced without any premium. In the first case the
students have to pay back C(1+ 8), in the second case just C. The third stage is similar
to the well known game "The Battle of the Sexes" with multiple equilibria. In our game
we find two Nash equilibria: (e, 8 = 0) and (~, 8> 0).
Equilibrium
Given a continuum of players [0,1]
e· E {~, e} and 8· E [0, oo}
s.t
(i) e* is optimal given 8·
(ii) 8· achieves budget balance given e".
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2.3 Payoffs
We derive the students' payoffs under the two levels of effort and for the two different
repayment schemes. Since the individuals are identical, the choice of the effort involves
all of them at the same time. Once they have chosen the effort they cannot change their
decision.
2.3.1 Payoff with a Mortgage Loan
We start with a mortgage loan, and we define TM L the fixed repayment period, C is the
fixed cost of the education (i.e. the loan), r.p is the fixed installment. Finally, t:::. is a
positive cost of effort paid only by the students choosing high effort, we can think of it as
a psychic cost required to get a good degree.
Payoff under High effort
The students choosing high effort receivea high income fj for all their working life and they
repay the cost of their education, C, in TML years. The repayment period is TML = ~,
where C and r.p are fixed. By assumption TM L < Tmax, therefore under the choice of high
effort there is no default. After repaying the loan they receive the full income until they
retire, that is from TM L to Tmax.
Defining PHML as the payoff of high effort with a mortgage loan, we have two cases
according to the government choices: (PHMLIc5 = 0) and (PHMLIc5 > 0). Note that the
two payoffs are not equal, when the government adds a positive default premium the cost
of the loan is higher and consequently the repayment period longer.
We derive the payoff in general'':
(2.1)
3 For simplicity we put A inside the integral and we normalize to zero the initial year of schooling, s=O.
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If the government sets a zero default premium, the cost of loan is C and the repayment
period is TML = ~. If the government chooses a positive default premium, the cost of
loan is C(l + 8) and the repayment period is TML = C(~H).
Payoff under low effort
If the students choose ~, they will receive a high income fi with probability (1 - p) and a
low income l!_ with probability p. Both types of wages are fixed and constant for all the
working life. If the students obtain fi they are able to fully repay their loan in TM L < Tmal(
years, and there is no default. If they receive l!_, this wage is not sufficient to fully repay
the loan during the repayment period TM L. This implies a default. We assume that the
low income is lower than the ML installment cp:
if p > 0 <==> l!_ < cp.
The repayment of the loan is compulsory and graduates cannot avoid the payments,
therefore we assume they will repay each year an amount smaller than cp and exactly equal
to their income l!_, until the end of the repayment period. This means they repay l!_ x TM L
years. After TM L years the cost of the loan is not fully repaid and the individuals are in
default:
l!_ X TML < C(l + 8)
replacing TM L = C(lH)
'P
C(l + 8)
y x < C (1 + 8) <==> y < cp- cp -
If this condition does not hold because the earned income is higher than the ML install-
ment then there is no default.
Example
Consider the fees fixed by the English government for a 3-year degree, C = £3000 per year,
and 8 = 2%. If the installment of a ML is set to cp = £1836 per year, the repayment period
is TML = 5 years. The total cost to repay is £9180 (it includes the default premium).
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The English HE financing system before the 2004 Reform was based on a mortgage loan
with repayment in 60 monthly installment.
Our default condition implies that the earned income must be lower than £1836 per
year; assuming for example a low income to be equal to y.. = £1500 per year, we have
y.. x TML < C(1 + &) ¢=? 1500 x 5 = 7500 < 9000(1 + 0.02) = 9180 ==> default
Its is clear that default (which here simply means an inability to pay the installment)
occurs when income is less than the installment. Thus, given a 5-year repayment period,
someone with an income of £15000 would not default unless the loan size had been at
least more than £75000 - not an empirically relevant magnitude.
When individuals are in default, according to the English rules, the government starts
a debt recovery procedure. We model this default procedure imposing a fixed penalty D
on the income (u) received after the end of the repayment period TM L.
Let PLML be the payoff under low effort with a ML. According to the government's
move we can have: (PLMLI& = 0) and (PLMLI& > 0). We derive the payoff in general.
(2.2)
Since y.. < t/J the expression e:L (y.. - et:') e-{YTdr cancels out and we get
(2.3)
If the government chooses & = 0 the repayment period is TM L = Q, while if the government
<.p
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chooses a positive default premium the repayment period is TM L = C(~+6).
2.3.2 Payoff with an JeL
Under an income contingent loan the graduates repay each year a fixed percentage 'Y of
their income. We define TICL to be the repayment period, C is the fixed cost of the
education (Le. the loan), ~ is a positive cost of effort paid only by the students choosing
high effort, and 0 is the default premium chosen by the government.
Payoff under high effort
The students choosing high effort receive a high income fj for all their working life, and
they pay each year a fixed percentage 'Y of fj until the loan is paid off. In order to fully
repay the loan the following condition must be satisfied
Therefore the repayment period is TICL = c_ years, where C and 'Yare fixed. By as-
"YY
sumption TICL < Tmax, and under the choice of high effort there is no default. After the
repayment of the loan the graduates will get their full income until they retire, that is
from TICL to Tmax.
Let PHICL be the payoff of high effort with an income contingent loan, we have two
cases according to the government choices: (PHICLlo = 0) and (PHICLlo > 0). Note
that the two payoffs are not equal, when the government adds a positive default premium
the cost of the loan is higher and consequently the repayment period longer.
Deriving the payoff in general:
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If the government chooses a zero default premium, the cost of the loan is C and the
repayment period is TIeL = ~. If the government chooses a positive default premium,
the cost of loan is C(1 + 8) and the repayment period is TieL = e(~t6).
Payoff under low effort
If the students choose ~, they will receive a high income y with probability (1 - p) and a
low income Jj_ with probability p. Both types of wages are fixed and constant for all the
working life. If the students obtain y they are able to fully repay their loan in TieL < Tmax
years, and there is no default. If they receive Jj_, this wage is not sufficient to fully repay
the loan during the working life, that is within Tmaxyears. In fact, we assume that the
repayment period required for a full repayment of the debt is longer than the working
life4:
TieL = C(1 + 8) > r=
Jr "YJj_
This is the default condition under an income contingent loan, the debt is written off at
the end of the working life. The main difference with a mortgage loan is that graduates
must repay a fixed percentage "Y of their low income l until retirement, and the sum of
all these payments is not enough to repay the cost of their education. Relatively to the
current structure of the IeL, where after a certain number years (25) the loan is written
off, we have the simplifying assumption that the write-off coincides with the retirement.
However, we want to stress the point that the loan remains still unpaid and there is a loss
for the government.
Let P LleL be the payoff under low effort with a ML, according to the government's
move we can have: (PLleLI8 = 0) and (PLleLI8 > 0). We derive the payoff in general.
4 fr stands for full repayment.
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TICL TmBX
PLIeL={l_p){f y{l-,)e-PTdr+ f ye-PTdr}
lo lTICL
Tm&x
+p {1 {It -,It)e-PT dr}
_pTICL
= (I- p){y{l -,)![l _e-PTICL) + y e [1_e-p(Tmax_TICL)j}
p p
+Py{l -,)![l- e-pTmax).
- p
(2.5)
If the government chooses & = 0, the repayment period is TIeL = ~. If the government
chooses & > 0, the repayment period is TIeL = e(1~o).
"YY
Notation
In equations (2.1) and (2.3) we define:
if TML = Q. When TML = e(l+O) we redefine the two expressions above (}1 and (31.
cP cP
In equations (2.4) and (2.5) we define:
1 _pTICLf= -e
if TIeL = ey_.When TIeL = C(l~o) we redefine the first two expressions above fl and (h."Y "YY
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2.4 Equilibria
To implement the two Nash equilibria, which are the solutions of the game described in
Section 2.2, we have to compare the payoffs analytically derived in the Section 2.3 given
the different strategies of students and government. In particular, to obtain a high effort
equilibrium (e, 0 = 0) we require that (P HI8 = 0) > (P LI8 = 0) > O. To obtain a low
effort equilibria (~, 0 > 0), we require (P LIb' > 0) > (P Hlb' > 0) > O. We also include a
participation constraint, that is under each equilibria the lowest payoff has to be greater
than zero. We assume that students do not attend higher education if they do not get a
positive return, and therefore there is no game in the second stage.
In order to derive the equilibrium conditions we solve for the cost of effort A. Within
both financing systems we derive two levels of cost of effort, i.e. for high effort and low
effort equilibria.
2.4.1 High effort equilibrium under ML
To implement a high effort equilibrium under a mortgage loan, we require
(2.6)
Equation (2.6) implies two conditions:
1. participation constraint (PLMLI8 = 0) ~ 0: in equilibrium the lowest payoff cannot
be negative otherwise the students do not go to college;
2. payoff condition (PHMLIb' = 0) > (PLMLlo = 0): the payoff tothe students choos-
ing high effort has to be higher than the payoff to those choosing low effort, given
the strategy of the government of choosing a zero default premium.
Proposition 1. Under a ML there is high effort equilibrium if
A < A(e)'ML
O<Q~l
t3 ~ O.
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where
(1- a)
A(e)ML = p[(y - <p)+ (y - (y - D)) ,B]- a
Proof
Knowing that the repayment period is rML = Q, we consider equation (2.3) and set the
'P
participation constraint:
(1 - p)[(y - <p)a+ y(1 - a),B] + p(JL- D)(1 - a),B ~ O.
Given that fj > lp, '!l.. ~ D, 1 ::; p ::; 0 by assumption, the second and third conditions are
sufficient to show straightforwardly that the participation constraint holds.
To prove the payoff condition we set equation (2.1) greater than equation (2.3):
a y
(y - <p- A)- + -(1- a) >
p p
a I-a I-a
(1- p)[(y - <p)- + y-,B] +p(y - D)-,B.
p p - p
we solve for the cost of effort 6. and after some calculation we get
Aa < ap(y - <p)+ py(l - a)(3 - p('!l..- D)(1 - a)(3
then we can easily obtain on the right hand side 6.(e)M L.
2.4.2 Low effort equilibrium under ML
To implement a low effort equilibrium under a mortgage loan, we require
(2.7)
Equation (2.7) implies two conditions:
1. participation constraint (PHMLIc5 > 0) ~ 0: in equilibrium the lowest payoff cannot
be negative otherwise the students do not go to college;
2. payoff condition (PLMLIc5 > 0) > (PHMLIc5 > 0): the payoff to the students choos-
ing low effort has to be higher than the payoff to those choosing high effort, given
the strategy of the government of choosing a positive default premium.
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Proposition 2. Under a ML there is low effort equilibrium iJ
where
I\ML (- )+_(I-od{3
u =y-c.p y 1
01
~(~)ML = p[(y _ c.p)+ (y _ (y _ D)) (1 - od Ihl.
- 01
Proof
Knowing that the repayment period is TML = C(~+6) we consider equation (2.1) and set
the participation constraint:
Solving for ~ it is straightforward to obtain on the right hand side ~"'fL.We also require
the latter to be greater than ~ (~)ML, which implies the following condition
1-01
(y - c.p)(p-1) + --{3dp(y - (y - D)) - yl < 0
01 -
which is certainly true given our assumptions.
The derivation of the payoff condition is similar to the case with high effort equilibrium.
We change the order of the inequality by setting equation (2.3) greater than equation (2.1)
and using a different repayment period.
Proposition 3. Under a ML iJ ~(~)ML < ~(e)ML < ~ML
• Jar ~ < ~(~)M L there is high effort equilibrium;
• Jar ~(~)ML < ~ < ~(e)ML there are multiple equilibria;
• Jar ~(e)ML < ~ ~ ~ ML there is low effort equilibrium.
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Proof
Assuming the validity of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we know already that A(~)M L <
AML. The first condition A(~)ML < A(e)ML holds if
1- a 1- al
--{3 > {31.
a al
which is true under our assumptions. The condition A(e)ML < b.ML holds if
1- a 1- al
(y - cp)(p - 1) + p[(y - (y - D))-{3J- fj {31< O.- a al
Since the default rate p is lower than 1 (it is usually around 20 - 25%) this condition is
very likely to hold. However we test it with some numerical simulation.
2.4.3 High effort equilibrium under [CL
To implement a high effort equilibrium under an income contingent loan, we require
(2.8)
Equation (2.8) implies two conditions:
1. participation constraint (PL1CLI8 = 0) ~ 0: in equilibrium the lowest payoff cannot
be negative otherwise the students do not go to college;
2. payoff condition (PH1CLI8 = 0) > (PL1CLI8 = 0): the payoff to the students
choosing high effort has to be higher than the payoff to those choosing low effort,
given the strategy of the government of choosing a zero default premium.
Proposition 4. Under a ICL there is high effort equilibrium if
() ~ 0 and L ~ O.
where
A(e)ICL = p[(1 _ ,)(fj _ 1!. L) + fj (1 - f) OJ
f f
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Proof
Knowing that the repayment period is TICL = ~, we consider equation (2.5) and set the
participation constraint:
(1 - p)[y((1 - ')')€ + (1 - €)B)] + p_u(1 - ')') ~ ~ O.
Given that y > _u > 0, 0 :5 p :5 1 and 0 :5 ')' :5 1 by assumption, the condition holds. To
prove the payoff condition we set equation (2.4) greater than equation (2.5):
€ (1 - €)
(y(I-')')-~)-+y B>
P P
- € (1-€)B t
(1 - p)[Y(1 - ')')- + y + py(l- ')')-.
p p - p
we solve for the cost of effort ~ and after some calculation we get
~€ < €py(l- ')') + py(l- €)B - p_u(1 - ')')~
then we can easily obtain on the right hand side ~(e)ICL.
2.4.4 Low effort equilibrium under [CL
To implement a low effort equilibrium under an income contingent loan, we require
(2.9)
Equation (2.9) implies two conditions:
1. participation constraint (PHICLIIS > 0) ~ 0: in equilibrium the lowest payoff cannot
be negative otherwise the students do not go to college;
I
2. payoff condition (PL1CLI& > 0) > (PH1CLI& > 0): the payoff of the students
choosing low effort has to be higher than the payoff of those choosing high effort,
given the strategy of the government of choosing a positive default premium.
Proposition 5. Under a [CL there is low effort equilibrium if
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where
Proof
Knowing that the repayment period is TICL = C(~t'~) we consider equation (2.4) and set
the participation constraint:
Solving for ~ it is straightforward to obtain on the right hand side ~ICL. We also require
the latter to be greater than ~(~)ICL, which implies the followingcondition
_Y(.;_1_-_£1....;..)O_1 (p _ 1)+ y(1 -,)(p - 1) - py .!:.. < 0
£ - £1
which is certainly true given our assumptions.
The derivation of the payoff condition is similar to the case with high effort equilibrium.
We change the order of the inequality setting equation (2.5) greater than equation (2.4)
and using a different repayment period.
Proposition 6. Under an [CL iJ il(~lCL < il(e)ICL < illCL
• [or ~ < ~(~)lCL there is high effort equilibrium;
• [or ~(~)ICL < ~ < ~(e)ICL there are multiple equilibria;
• [or il(e)ICL < il ::;~ICL there is low effort equilibrium.
Proof
Assuming the validity of Proposition 4 and Proposition 5, weknow already that il(~)ICL <
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llICL. The first condition ll(~)/CL < ll(e)/CL holds if
where a = (1 - "Y)J!. i.
The condition ll(e/CL < lllCL holds if
Since the default rate p is lower than 1 (it is usually around 20 - 25%) this condition is
very likely to hold. However we test all these conditions with some numerical simulations.
2.5 Simulations
We assign numerical values to each parameter in the equations of the costs of effort in
order to compare them under the two funding systems. Using the same BCS70 data set
of Chapter 1, we consider the income of graduates aged 30 in 2000. We set the low level
of the income (lL) equal to the first percentile of the income distribution, and the highest
income (y) equal to the 95th percentile. We distinguish between men and women:
Tab. 2.1: Earnings (in £)
All Males
2892 6518
Females
1760
36000y 48000 54000
In our baseline calibration we consider a probability of default equal to 25%, a default
premium of 9% and a subjective discount rate of 8%. Following Dearden et al (2008), the
highest amount available on loan students in a 3-year degree (including leaving expenses) is
£12450 before the English 2004 reforms, and £18000 post-reform". The ML installment
is set to £3000, an amount greater than the low income therefore those graduates will
default. The ICL repayment rate is 9%. We then repeat the simulations increasing only
one parameter and keeping all the others constant. We use a probability of default equal
II The pre-reform fess are £3450.
6 The post-reform fess are £9000.
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to 70%, a default premium of 15% and a ML installment of £3000. We consider only risk
neutral individuals.
2.5.1 Results
In Table 2.2 we report the simulated cutoff points of the cost of effort, obtained by cali-
brating the corresponding equations. We conduct our analysis for the whole sample, and
separately for males and females. In our baseline model, we first notice that the partici-
pation constraint always binds, and so HE participation is greater under an ICL than a
ML. This means that under a ML the individual prefers the no schooling option when ~
is low, in contrast to an ICL. An important result is that under an ICL the students prefer
to spend more effort when they participate in HE.
Now to compare the two loan schemes, we first observe that the cutoffs' points under a
ML are always smaller than those under an ICL. This implies that the students are willing
to spend less effort to implement all the types of equilibria under a ML.
So starting from the cutoffs ~(~)ML, for ~ < ~(~)ML a high effort equilibrium is
implemented under both financing schemes. For ~(~)M L < ~ < ~(e)M L, under a ML we
observe multiple equilibria. But under an ICL, until we do not reach ~(~)ICL we can still
implement a high effort equilibrium. Then for ~(~)ICL < ~ < ~(e)ICL there are multiple
equilibria. Under a ML after ~(e)ML, which is lower than ~(e)ICL, we have only low
effort equilibrium. Finally, when the costs of effort are very high, ~ > ~(e)ICL the low
effort equilibrium is also the unique solution under an ICL.
Before analyzing the other cases a general conclusion is that under an ICL compared to
a ML the individuals prefer to pay higher costs of effort to get a high wage with certainty,
which means a high effort equilibrium can be implemented for high ~. Under a ML the
level of the cost of effort that the students are willing to spend to select e is small, and
therefore they prefer to choose ~ and so gamble on obtaining a low income with probability
p. For this reason we observe a low effort equilibrium implemented for low ~.
The effect of the English 2004 reform has a negative impact on the costs of effort:
increasing the cost of education reduces both the participation constraint and the cutoff
points under an ICL and a ML. Thus a low effort equilibrium is reached at a lower cost of
effort. Looking at the gender differences, for females the cutoff points are smaller than for
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males, which implies that females are willing to spend less effort to choose e. They prefer
the low effort choice and the risk of default than spending more effort to get a high wage
with certainty. Consequently a low effort equilibrium is more likely to occur for females
at a given value of 6. relative to males.
We performed other simulations but for simplicity we do not show the values but we
nearly comment on the results. Keeping all the parameters constant, for higher probability
of default (increasing p) the cutoff points get bigger approaching the participation con-
straint. The individuals, given a higher probability of getting a low wage, prefer putting
more effort into their studies in order to get a high wage. Naturally, if the probability of
default is one when low effort is exerted then there will be only a high effort equilibrium.
Similar results hold for increasing default premiums, as the net wage gets smaller the
individuals prefer choosing e at higher costs of effort. It is less preferred to choose no
effort; because they face a probability p of default, and because, if they have a good draw
and get a high wage, their wage is consistently reduced by the default premium.
Finally we increase the installments under a ML and the effect is an increase of the
cutoff points. If the students have to repay their loan more quickly, then they prefer to get
a high wage with certainty instead of risking default. The disadvantage of a ML over an
ICL greatly reduces, and under both systems a high effort equilibrium can be implemented
at higher costs of effort.
2.6 Default Premium
In this Section we derive analytically the default premium that the government can choose
in case of low effort equilibrium. The amount of the premium is decided in order to keep
the public budget constraint balanced. We compute the equilibrium premium under the
two funding systems.
2.6.1 Mortgage Loan
If the graduates receive a high income y with probability (l-p), the revenue for the govern-
ment is the payment of the fixed installment sp for TM L periods. Instead, if the graduates
get a low income Jl. with probability p, they must devote it completely for TM L periods to
paying back the loan. However, in the latter case the revenue for the government is not
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sufficient since J!.. < <p.The budget constraint of the government is
p!!..TML + (1- p) <pTML = C (2.10)
substituting the installment <p= Ciltl)
p!!..TML + (1- p)C(l + 8)= c (2.11)
Solving for 8, the equilibrium default premium under a ML is
8ML = p(C - yTML)
(1 - p)C
(2.12)
2.6.2 Income Contingent Loan
If the graduate receives a high income fj with probability (l-p), the government receives
a percentage of their earnings for TIeL years. If the graduates obtain a low income J!..
with probability p, he/she pays a percentage of those low earnings for Tmax years; but the
revenue is not sufficient to recover the loan. The budget constraint of the government is
(2.13)
substituting TIeL = e(l~cS)and solving for 8
I'Y
C - P'YyTmaxa= -1(1- p) C
then the equilibrium default premium under an ICL is
8ICL = p(C - 'YyTmax)
(1 - p) C
(2.14)
Comparing the equilibrium premiums under the two systems, that is equation (2.12) with
equation (2.14), we can easily observe that if T > "YTmax then aML < aICL. This
happens for 'Y < 1, which holds by assumption because the individuals cannot repay more
than their wage.
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2.7 Conclusion
In this Chapter we extended the schoolingmodel illustrated in Chapter 1, allowing for the
possibility of default. We considered the possibility that the individuals are not able to
repay completely their loan with the government because their earnings after graduation
are too low.
The new model is structured as a two-stage game between students and government,
where the government first decides the financing scheme and then plays a simultaneous
game. The strategies for the government are to set a positive default premium or no
premium at all, and the students can choose between positive effort and no effort in their
studies. We also assume a participation constraint, that implies a no schooling choice
when the costs of effort become too high.
By comparing the individuals payoff under all the possible cases, we derived analyt-
ically the cutoffs of the costs of effort required to implement the Nash equilibria. The
equilibria are high effort, low effort or multiple equilibria. We play the same game for a
ML and an ICL.
Our first finding is that under an ICL, compared to a ML, the students are willing
to spend more effort to participate in higher education. Second, under an ICL a high
effort equilibrium can be implemented for higher costs of effort relative to a ML. This
means that under an ICL the individuals prefer putting higher effort in order to receive
with certainty a high wage. Conversely,under a ML for relatively lower costs of effort the
students prefer the no effort choice and hence the risk of getting a low income and then
being in default.
The results we found have some policy implications. If the government wants to avoid
default and having students putting the highest effort possible into their studies, the choice
of an ICL is more likely to achieve this objective than a ML. For the government, in fact,
there is no difference among the two financing schemes when the required level of effort
in studying is low. Therefore in courses that do not require particularly high psychic
costs the government will be indifferent between a ML and an ICL. When the costs of
effort are too high, for example for students with special education needs, an ICL is the
preferred system since the students are more likely to want to pay the higher costs of
effort and avoid the possibility of default. Moreover, assuming that the earnings received
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by the individuals represent their returns to education, the earnings received by males are
perceived as a good return in order to decide to bear very high costs of effort. For females
the returns to education in term of earnings are lower, therefore they prefer to bear lower
costs of effort and face the possibility of default for lower delta than men.
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Fig. 2.1: Non-repayment rate according to total loan amount at graduation - (Source: Schwarzen-
berger (2008))
Amount of loan
CHAPTER3
3. EVALUATING INVESTMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION UNDER.
ALTERNATIVE FINANCING METHODS
3.1 Introduction
The existing literature in the economics of education has many examples that focus on
policy intervention in HE such as tuition subsidies (e.g. Kean and Wolpin (1997) and
Lee (2001)) and many examples that estimate returns to schooling (see Belzil and Hansen
(2004) for a comprehensive survey). Our aim in this work is twofold: we combine empirical
estimation of the returns to HE with an analysis of the most recent HE financing reforms in
England. The objective is to compute the internal rate of return (IRR) of the investment in
HE versus high school (HS), under different HE financing schemes, i.e. free education, and
public loans (mortgage loan and income contingent loan). In this way we add empirical
evidence both to the literature on income contingent loans (e.g. Barr (1993), Chapman
(2005)) and to the literature on the new HE reforms in the UK (see Barr and Crawford
(2005) for a review).
There are, in particular, two works very close in spirit to ours. Dearden et al. (2008)
generate lifetime wage profiles using the UK LFS dataset to study the distributional effects
of the English HE Reform. We notice two main differences relative to our work. They
consider only graduates versus all non graduates without further distinguishing the educa-
tion level of the latter group. Here we compare graduates with non graduates that had the
education level that would have allowed them to attend university. Secondly, they combine
the wage distributions of graduates and non graduates, and this distribution is assumed
to grow according to a Markov process. They do not consider the problem of potential
selection bias, although they take into account whether individuals are unemployed. In
our work the age earnings profile of individuals at each education level is generated from
econometric estimates of the real returns of education. We correct for endogeneity and we
do not impose separability in the earnings function between the schooling effect and the
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age effect. Moreover, Dearden et al. compute the net present value of the debt repayments
using a fixed discount rate. Their interest is in the years that individuals take to repay
their debts, the government subsidy provided by an ICL and the difference between the
ICL and ML systems. Their analysis distinguishes between different parental background
and between low and high earners. Their findings suggest a strong increase in welfare
under an ICL that provides insurance for individuals with low returns and poor family
background. As we said we are interested in computing the IRR of the investment in HE,
by contrasting free education with two public loan schemes, ML and ICL.
For our estimations we use an ordered probit selection model to correct for endogene-
ity. In the literature we find several examples of estimation using treatment effect models,
Willis and Rosen (1979) consider college education as an endogenous dummy variable;
Kenny et al. (1979) extend this to the case in which schooling is a Tobit specification;
Harmon and Walker (1995) use an extension of the Heckman two-step approach where
the latent variable for schooling is treated as an ordered probit. Our work is an extension
of Heckman et al. (2008): they also compute the IRR of the investment in education
for different levels of schooling, starting from a non parametric estimation of the deter-
minants of log earnings. In contrast to Heckman we adopt a parametric selection model.
Parametric models have some advantages over non parametric: they converge faster, they
do not require the estimation of smoothing parameters, they are easy to interpret, and
non parametric estimations cannot be used to extrapolate out of sample. In our selection
model the educational variables can be ordered (from the lower secondary education up
to the postgraduate qualifications) and we estimate the probability that individuals have
a particular level of education exploiting the fact that they are mutually exclusive.
Using the UK Labour Force Survey, a very large and flexible dataset, we estimate the
mean of the distribution of the causal effect of education in two-steps. The distinctive
features of this work are: we control for selectivity and our model does not impose the
restriction that the age profiles (and the region and race effects) are the same at each
level of education. We correct for unobserved ability using, as exclusion restrictions, the
raising of the school leaving age reform (rosla) imposed on the English education system
in 1973 and the month of birth. Crawford et al. (2007), analyzing the English education
system, show that children born later in the school year perform significantly worse in
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exams than those born earlier in the school year. Both rosla and month of birth are in
principle uncorrelated with the unobservable determinants of earnings.
In a previous analysis we considered the expected utilities of the individuals receiving
an uncertain wage after graduation, and we compared their utilities under the two loan
schemes. We calibrated our theoretical model using the mean and the standard deviation
of the earnings of graduates, distinguishing among individual characteristics, family back-
ground and degree subjects. We used the BCS70 data set, that provides useful information
on the family characteristics of the individuals but it is limited only to the cohort of peo-
ple born in 1970. We also generated an income flow along the individuals working life,
assuming a Brownian motion growth rate and using as initial income the 10th percentile
and the median of the graduate wage distribution in BCS70.
Here we now treat education as a financial investment and we evaluate the returns
of this investment for HE graduates versus HS graduates. We compute the returns to
education as the internal rate of return from a flow of future earnings (not as a single
parameter from a schooling coefficient). That is we find the interest rate that makes the
net present value of the earnings of the HE graduates equal to the net present value of
the earnings of HS graduates, minus the costs of schooling. Heckman et al. show that
the internal rates of return to schooling for a general earnings function differ from those
obtained with the traditional Mincerian returns which are based upon strong assumptions;
and they also take into account taxes and tuition but not foregone earnings. We use a
similar framework to generate the IRR, but we take into account both tuition and foregone
earnings. When the individuals start working they keep their entire earnings if education
is free; otherwise their earnings are reduced by an amount that depends on the structure
of the loan scheme decided by the government.
Our results suggest values of the IRR in line with the recent literature. In particular,
focusing on the most recent educational reform in the English HE education financing
system, we find the highest IRR is associated with free education. The IRR under an ICL
is always higher than under a ML. Depending on the structure of the loan under an ICL,
the IRR can get very close to the IRR under free education.
This Chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 describes the data, in Section 3.3 we
explain the estimation method of the returns to education and we illustrate the results,
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Section 3.4 computes the IRR and shows the results for the different HE loan systems,
Section 3.5 concludes.
3.2 Data description
The LFS is a quarterly sample survey of households living at private addresses. Its pur-
pose is to provide information on the UK labour market that can then be used to evaluate
labour market and educational policies. The survey seeks information on respondents'
personal circumstances and their labour market status during a specific reference period,
normally a period of one week or four weeks (depending on the topic) immediately prior
to the interview. The UK LFS has existed since the mid 1970's but it is only since 1993
that data on gross earnings has been collected.
Our selected sample from the raw LFS data consists of: working age men1 interviewed
in Wave 5 of the Quarterly LFS in calendar years 1993-2005 inclusive. The following
groups were dropped from the analysis: residents of Northern Ireland, people who came
to the UK after age 5 (and so are likely to have had some education outside of the UK),
and those still in full-time education or never had education.
The main variables of interest in this analysis are earnings, education and individual
characteristics. To obtain our final sample we impose the following restrictions:
1. The hourly gross earnings information in the data is used to define the annual earn-
ings. Our constructed wage variable is transformed into a real wage rate by dividing
by the Retail Price Index (All items) such that September 2000 is set as the base.
Thus all earnings are measured in September 2000 prices.
In addition, the top and bottom 1% of the annual wage distribution by category
of highest academic qualifications were trimmed to avoid outliers arising from mea-
surement error in the wage rate influencing the results unduly.
Finally, it is generally more useful to consider the proportional differences in earnings
across different groups of individuals, rather than the absolute difference. That is, it
makes more sense to investigate the percentage, rather than absolute, difference in
1 The analysis of women is the subject of further work.
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earnings associated with a higher qualification. To this end it is usual to consider the
log of the wage rate rather than the wage rate itself. This is because the difference
in the log of earnings is (approximately) the percentage difference in earnings. And
this allows us to interpret our estimates as the percentage effects on earnings.
2. Our analysis concentrates on education qualifications, rather than the age at which
individuals leave education. In England, compulsory education is organized from the
age of 5 to 16. Age 11 is the end of primary school. Pupils undertake examinations
for the General Certificate of Secondary educatlon/ (GCSEs) at age 16. After the
age of 16 they can enter the labour market or continue to post compulsory edu-
cation. Students can choose between academic and vocational qualifications. The
academic track consists of GCSEs at 16, followed by A-levels at 18 and university
degree usually at age 21, followed by possible postgraduate degree. The vocational
track is less easy to characterize, typically students would leave formal education at
the age of 16 and engage in some occupational training perhaps on a part-time basis
while at work. Many vocational qualifications are taken by rather small group of
individuals. Thus we adopt the grouping of qualifications into National Vocational
Qualifications (NVQ) equivalent'' defined in Table 3.1. There are five NVQ levels,
from NVQ1 (GCSE equivalent qualifications) to NVQ5 (master and PHD equivalent
qualifications). Table 3.1 gives examples of the most important non vocational qual-
ifications and their associated NVQ levels. We follow established practice in how
NVQs are defined with the exception that we pool together the NVQ4 and NVQ5
qualifications due to the small number of observations at NVQ5 level". SONVQ1 is
the omitted category.
3. The economic activities are restricted to employees and we further restrict the total
number of hours worked in the reference week to the range [0... 94].
The total sample size is 169,811 males, aged from 16 to 70 years old, born between
1935 and 1990. Only those earning a positive wage are included in the sample and the
distribution of the earnings given the NVQ levels is shown in Table 3.2. We observe that
2 This in the education system after 1973.
3 SeeMakepeace et al. (2003).
4 We refer to NVQ4 for both NVQ4 and NVQ5 in the future.
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the majority of the individuals, 38% of the sample, have a NVQ3 and their wage is more
than 16% higher than those with a NVQ2 qualification. The individuals with NVQ4 are
around 34% of the sample and they get the highest earnings. The college premium is the
earnings for those with NVQ4 (or 5) relative to NVQ3, and Figure 3.1 shows the college
premium and other differentials by age from the raw data. It is evident that the earnings
profile for NVQ4 is higher and steeper than NVQ3.
3.3 Estimation Method
In the empirical literature it is common to estimate the returns to schooling, Belzil and
Hansen (2004) show that since 1970 more than 200 published articles and working papers
have been devoted to this topic. It is well known that OLS methods produce unbiased
estimates only if realized schooling and unobservable attributes that affect earnings are
uncorrelated. The presence of ability bias implies that estimates of the effects of education
on earnings reflect the unobservable difference across individuals as well as the effect of
education per se, so OLS are biased upwards.
We can think that more highly educated individuals might earn more because they have
unobservable attributes, like ability, that are valued in the labour market and which are
correlated with education. As stressed by Walker and Zhu (2007), we need to distinguish
the average effect due to an additional year of schooling, from the differences in earnings
that occur, on average, across individuals that have different levels of education.
The empirical problem of estimating the true causal effect of education is to exploit
that part of the variation in education levels across individuals that is not due to self-
selection. In the literature many studies use the IV approach, and Card (2000) surveys
a number of studies which use a variety of instruments. We can mention among others:
parental background (Willis-Rosen, 1979); quarter of birth (Angrist and Krueger, 1994);
nearby college (Card, 1995b)j raising of the school leaving age (Hogan and Walker, 1995);
WWII (!chino and Winter-Ebmer, 1998).
IV methods find, in general, returns to schooling between 20% and 40% above the OLS
estimates, which are typically slightly larger than the estimates from selection models.
One of the explanations for IV estimates systematically exceeding the estimates of other
methods, is the combination of small ability bias (in IV), with downward bias in the
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OLS estimates due to measurement error in reported schooling. For example, imagine
there is no noise in the education data, then the estimated correlation between earnings
and education would be correct. At the other extreme, imagine there was only noise in
the education data, then education is reported randomly and cannot be correlated with
earnings (or anything else) and the coefficient on education will be zero. So more noise
biases the estimates downward (Griliches (1979); Angrist and Krueger (1991), Walker and
Zhu (2007)). However it seems unlikely that measurement errors in qualifications will be
very large.
An alternative explanation is that IVs provide, in terms of the Angrist, Imbens and
Rubin (1996) causal model, a Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE) estimator, which
estimates the effect for those whose treatment status is affected by the instrument. LATE
is the average effect of the treatment for those who change treatment status because of a
change in the value of the instrument.
An intervention does not affect all individuals in the same way. Typically there is
heterogeneity in the response to the treatment across individuals. Consequently, there are
different potential questions that evaluation methods attempt to answer, the most com-
mon is the average effect on individuals of a certain type. Heckman and Vytlacil (1999)
and Blundell and Dias (2002) distinguish between: the population average treatment effect
(ATE), which would be the outcome if individuals were assigned at random to treatment,
the average effect on individuals that were assigned to treatment (TT), the effect of treat-
ment on agents that are indifferent to participation, which is the marginal version of the
local average treatment effect (LATE) discussed above, or the effect of treatment on the
untreated (TU) which is typically an interesting measure for decisions about extending
some treatment to a group that was formerly excluded from treatment. Except for the
case of homogeneous treatment effectS all these measures are conceptually different and
each has a different set of conditions for identification.
Moffit (1999) gives a simple graphical interpretation of these estimators. Figure 3.2
shows a hypothetical density of Qi (with mean a) in the population, where Qj is the het-
erogenous treatment response for individual i, and it is also known as random coefficient.
6 Under this assumption all these measures are identical.
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Moffit assumes that selectivity takes place strictly on ai and that selection is positive.
This means that individuals with higher ai are more likely to participate in the treat-
ment. More precisely those with ai above the cutoff point a* participate and the other
individuals do not. In Figure 3.2, the parameter a is the ATE. Whereas aTT is the TT,
the average gain of those who participate E(alai > a*), and aTU is the mean gain of
non participants in case of treatment E(alai < a·). To represent the LATE we need to
consider a discrete changes in a* to a·', which changes aTT to aTT'. The LATE is given
by the the difference aTT - oTT' divided by the area under the curve between a* and a·' ,
which is the change in the probability of participating.
In our analysis we use an ordered probit selection model, which estimates the mean
of the distribution of the causal effect of education in two-steps. With our model we do
not impose the restriction that the selectivity works in the same way at all NVQ levels.
That is we do not impose the restriction that the age profiles (and the region and race
effects) are the same at each level of NVQ. SO we allow for non separability in the earnings
function between the schooling effect and the age effect.
A selection model is more restrictive than IV since we assume that the distribution of
unobservables in both earnings and schooling are jointly normal distributed. Our edu-
cational variables can be ordered - so that NVQ4 is higher than 3, and higher than 2
and so on. Therefore, we can estimate the probability that individuals have an NVQ at
any particular level and exploit the fact that they are mutually exclusive - so that the
probabilities of having each level sum to one across levels. The main difference with IV
methods, is that by making an assumption about the distribution of the unobservable
determinants of earnings we estimate the effect of qualifications on earnings across the
whole distribution of unobservables, in particular at the mean. Thus, the selection model
method yields estimates that are comparable to the much simpler least squares regression
method.
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3.3.1 Exclusion Restrictions
Our selection model is the following:
Yij =OJ + {3jDij + fjXij + Eij
[or i =1. .. Nand j = NVQ1. .. NVQ4.
(3.1)
D;j = aj + bjZij + Vij
with Dij = 1 i] D;j = j
Jor j = 1. . .4.
(3.2)
where N is the sample size, E[Vij] = E[Eij] = 0, but COV(Vij, Eij) i- 0, then E[DijEij] i- 0.
This is a more general model because we are not assuming separability between age and
schooling.
The selection model estimates an ordered probit as the first step, equation 3.2, where
the vector Z includes at least some variables that are not contained in X . As discussed
by Heckman (1990) and Card (1993) identification in selection models (as for IV) has to
be able to include variables that affect education and do not also affect earnings directly,
the so-called exclusion restrictions.
Our identification strategy is based on the exclusion in the wage equation 3.1 of two
variables that we can reasonably consider to be exogenous. The first variable is the raising
of the school leaving age reform (rosla) imposed on the English education system in 1973.
Those born before August 1958 faced a minimum school leaving age of 15 years, those
born after that date were required to stay in school until at least 16 years of age. As
shown by Harmon and Walker (1995) and Walker and Zhu (2007) rosla can be used both
as IV and as an exclusion restriction in a selection model (see also Oreopoulos (2008)).
The second exclusion restriction is month of birth. In the literature it is well docu-
mented that there is an impact of date of birth on cognitive test scores, with the youngest
children in each academic cohort year performing poorer, on average, than the older mem-
bers of their cohort. Puhani and Weber (2005) use a sample of German children and
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investigate the impact of age at school entry on test scores at the end of primary school
(age 10). They find that children who start school aged 7 rather than aged 6 have test
scores that are 0.42 standard deviations higher at the end of primary school. Bedard and
Dhuey (2006) use internationally comparable data for OECD countries to estimate the
impact of relative age on test scores at ages 9 and 13. They find that children being one
month older get higher test scores at the age of 9 than at age 13. Ashwood and Heyndels
(2007) consider the effects of month of birth in soccer education programs. They find
systematic differences in players' performance depending on the months in which they are
born. These differences then produce productivity and wage differences in adulthood. A
work that is very close to the purposes of our analysis is Crawford et al. (2007), which
consider the English education system. They show that children born later in the school
year perform significantly worse in exams than those born earlier in the school year, even
up to GCSE level (NVQ2 level). A child born in September will, on average, perform
significantly better in academic tests than a child born in the followingAugust, simply
because they start school (and sit the tests) up to a year younger. This means that access
to further and higher education, and hence future success in the labour market, is likely
to be significantly affected by the month in which they are born.
3.3.2 First step results
We exclude month of birth and rosla from our wage equation. Both variables are in prin-
ciple uncorrelated with the unobservable determinant of the earnings. The two exclusion
restrictions satisfy the condition of the random assignment to treatment, in terms of the
Rubin et al. (1996) causal model. This means that all the individuals have the same
probability to be born before or after the introduction of the rosla. And in the same way
the month of birth of an individual is completely random", In particular, both rosla and
month of birth have only an indirect effect on earnings, that it is through the level of
education of the individual.
We also include, in both the wage and participation equations, an ethnicity variable
to consider the effect of non-white people, and region of residence dummies to take into
account of region specific effects.
6 We assume that parents do not plan the date of birth of their children.
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In Table 3.3, we report the results of the first step of our estimation, i.e the ordered
probit. At the bottom of this Table we show the tests for the joint significance of rosla
and months of birth together and months of birth only. In both cases we reject the null
hypotheses of non significant coefficients. Looking at the months of birth, we notice that
in September there is a change of sign, the coefficient turns on significantly positive while
it was significantly negative in the previous months, especially in August. Our results are
therefore consistent with the literature.
Although the total effect of rosla is negative in Table 3.3, we show in Table 3.4 the
marginal effects of rosla evaluated by each level of education. The coefficient of rosla
is significantly positive from NVQ1 to NVQ3, and it has its maximum at NVQ2. The
intention of the government and the consequent effect of the policy was to increase the
participation at the lower secondary levels of education, and it's there where we find the
highest effect of the rosla. Note that if we had used rosla as an IV then the estimated
effect of the NVQ would be for those at the bottom of the education distribution - e.g.
for those who wanted to leave at 15 and the policy forces to remain in school until 16. In
contrast, in our selection model, we estimate the effect on the mean.
Second Step Results
In the second step, we use the estimated probit coefficients from equation 3.2, to generate
four new variables known as the Inverse Mills Ratios (IMR), which capture the likelihood
that an individual has a particular level of qualification. We include the IMRs in the wage
equation 3.1 to correct for the fact that individuals with a particular level of education
will have a particular unobserved component to earnings.
We keep the ethnic variable and the regional dummies used in the first step and we add
a series of controls. We include dummies for each LFS survey's year, to control for macro
economic shocks; and we assume that log earnings profiles are quadratic in experience for
each education classification. There is no a good measure of experience, if we consider a
conventional measure, i.e age minus years of education, we end up with an endogenous
variable (since education is endogenous). Therefore we use age and age square as proxy for
experience, and for computational purposes we consider the deviation from age 30, to keep
the mean values of age and age squared closer to zero. We also include a group of dummies
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to control for individual characteristics, such as marital status, children and a variable for
health problems lasting at least 12 months and affecting the work the individual might
have done. Our final specification allows the intercept and the coefficients on the controls
to vary by schooling qualification. We estimate log earnings for each NVQ level using
regressions of the form
(3.3)
for i = 1... Nand j = NVQ1. .. NVQ4.
which allows heterogeneity in the effect of qualifications on earnings 7. As we mentioned
before the identification strategy requires an exclusion restriction in the vector X. If the
selection variables coincide with the independent variables, Z = X, we could still use the
two-step procedure and get the estimates of the IMR, but identification would come only
from the distributional assumptions. Only because of these assumptions the IMR would
be a non-linear transformation of the regressors X in the outcome equations, and this
would be sufficient to identify the all the parameters in principle. However in practice this
is seldom sufficient.
In Table 3.5 we show the estimates of the wage equations for each NVQ level. A
standard t-test on the coefficient, >., of the IMR is a valid test of the null hypothesis of
no selection bias. For the lowest levels of education >.s are negative or non significant,
whereas for NVQ3 and NVQ4 >.sare positive and significant. This is consistent with our
expectations, i.e. more highly educated individuals might earn more because they have
unobservable attributes, like ability and perseverance, that are valued in the labour market
and which are positive correlated with education. So since the IMRs estimate the extent
of selectivity we would, if individuals always selected the qualifications that were "best"
for them, expect them to be positive.
We test whether the wage distribution at NVQ4 is parallel to the wage distribution at
NVQ3. At the bottom of Table 3.5 we show the the F test on restrictions'', and we reject
7 we use the Stata routine" hoeckman" written by Chiburis and Lokshin (2007)
8 The restricted model is given by the regression of the log earnings on age and age square for NQ4
graduates only. To obtain the unrestricted model is slightly more complicated. We first generate the wage
residuals at NVQ4 level, given by the difference between the log earnings minus the fitted values of age
and age square obtained by the estimation of the wage equation 3.3 at NVQ3 (see Table 3.5). We then
regress these residuals on the same controls used in the wage equation 3.3. We construct the F statistic
using the squared sum of the residuals in the restricted and the unrestricted models.
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the null hypotheses of parallel distributions. This also clear looking at the raw data in
Figure 3.1.
The estimates of the other covariates are in line with the recent literature (e.g. Walker
and Zhu (2007)). The effect of age (centered at age thirty") is below 3% with an NVQ1
and it slightly increases with higher qualifications, in particular from NVQ3 to NVQ4 it
raises from 3.3% to more than 4%. The coefficient of age square is practically unchanged
for all levels of education, it is negative and around 0.1% per annum. Looking at the
health problems effects our results are quite consistent with the expectations, we find in
fact a negative impact on wage ranging between 18% and 23%, the highest value being
with an NVQ2. Moreover white people earn more than non white, this effect is quite
strong for lower levels of education but it drastically drops by ten percentage points (from
around 17% to 7%) from NVQ3 to NVQ4. The ethnic effect therefore is much lower
when individuals are highly educated. Finally, we find a positive effect of being married
(note we have a sample of males only), the coefficients of marital status vary between
12% and 16%. In Table 3.6 we show the estimates from applying OLS and we notice that
the slope coefficients on the exogenous characteristics are virtually the same, apart from
slightly smaller standard errors. The substantial differences are the higher constant term
at NVQ4, and the higher effect of age at NVQ4 10.
In our ordered probit selection modelthe returns to schooling do not appear among the
estimated coefficients of the wage equation, but they are obtained through the estimated
increments to predicted earnings that are associated with the successive levels of NVQ. In
Table 3.7 we compare the results of our ordered probit selection model OPS (that assumes
that educational qualifications are correlated with the unknown factors that determine
earnings) with the OLS (that do not allow for such a correlation). These figures are the
average predicted log earnings across each sample. With OPS the returns of an NVQ2
relative to NVQ1 is a 3% wage increase, while with OLS is around 12%. Whereas the
effect of NVQ3 relative to NVQ2 is 8%, same as OLS. The so called "college premium"
9 The estimates should be insensitive to this, the constant term adjusts to deal with it. But it is a
convenient normalization and improves the computational precision of the estimates; it is also convenient
for future work when we will be merging with the BCS70 dataset.
10 We estimated the same model including cohort controls (Le. a cubic effect of year of birth). We
obtain effectively the same results. As we would expect, the only substantial difference is that the age
effects on earnings are now larger reflecting the fact the the old age earnings profiles are contaminated by
cohort effects. But this does not matter for our subsequent analysis, what matters is that we still have a
substantially steeper age earnings profile for NVQ4 compared to NVQ3.
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that is the higher earnings of HE graduates relative to high school graduates is under
OPS around 9%, whereas with OLS is almost 28%. These results are consistent with our
expectations, we find OLS estimates higher than the selection models because we have
corrected for ability bias. Similar results are in Walker and Zhu (2007), while Harmon
and Walker (1995), using a selection model with year of schooling as endogenous variable
and rosla as exclusion restrictions, find in general results higher than OLS and more in
line with IV. It seems that allowing for non separability and nonlinearity in the effects of
education on earnings is very important.
3.4 Evaluation of the investment in HE
In the second part of this chapter we evaluate the internal rate of return (IRR) of the in-
vestment in higher education for different HE financing schemes: free education, mortgage
loan and income contingent loan.
We restrict our attention to NVQ3 and NVQ4 qualifications only, since our target
is to generate lifetime earning profiles to be used to compute the IRR of NVQ4. The
lifetime earnings distributions are constructed using the parameters estimated in the wage
equations. We make our calculations for the default individual, so then we need to consider
only the intercept and the coefficients of age and age square, each one selected according
to the level of education. We generate two different age earnings profiles for those having
an NVQ3 and those having an NVQ4 11,
Wtj =aj + t· /31j + t2 • /32j
for t = -11 ... 28 and j = NVQ3
(3.4)
}Vth =ah + t . /31h + t2 • /32h
for t = - 8 ... 31 and h = NVQ4
(3.5)
Since we have centered the age at 30, we start the profile back to the year following the
awarding of the qualifications: age 19 for NVQ3 and age 22 for NVQ4. In both equations,
/31 is the coefficient of (age-30) and /32 is the coefficient of (age-30)2 of the corresponding
NVQ level.
11 If we include the IMR it would not make any difference.
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We notice two main differences relative to Dearden et al (2008). They generate the
wage profiles only for graduates versus all non graduates without further distinction in
the education levels, we instead allow for a comparison between university graduates and
high school graduates. They construct the lifetime earnings distributions using copula
functions12 and assuming that earnings grow according to a Markov process (2% per
year), and they do not consider the problem of selection bias. In our case, we first correct
the returns to education for sample selection bias. Then, given the estimated parameters,
we generate the earnings profile, where the earnings grow according to the values of the
experience coefficients.
The next step is to use the wage profiles of HE graduates, WNVQ4, and of high school
(HS) graduates, WNVQ3, to compute the internal rate of return. Dearden et al. compute
the net present value of the debt repayments using a given discount rate, we use instead
the same framework as Heckman et al. (2008) to solve for the IRR. The latter estimate
first log earnings using a non parametric method, and then they compute the IRR by
solving for r in an equation like the following
40 5L(1 + r)-(t+5) [WNVQ4 - ret)] - L(! + r)-S [CNVQ4]
t=l 8=1
40 2
= L(1 + r)-(t+2) [WNVQ3] - L(1 + r)-S [CNVQ3]
t=l s=l (3.6)
where
r(t) = r if ML
r(t) = r(WNvQ4)) if [CL
The IRR is the rate of interest that equates the net present value of income of HE
graduates and HS graduatesl". On the left hand side, equation 3.6 discounts HE graduates'
earnings net of loan repayments and costs of education back to the age of 16, because
at this age the individuals decide whether to undertake high school or start working.
The parameter r is a per period repayment of the loan, and its amount depends on the
HE financing scheme chosen by the government (ML or ICL). On the right hand side
12 The name being a reference to the fact that they couple together k univariate distributions to form a
k-variate distribution.
13 In financial terms, the IRR is the annualized effective compounded return rate which can be earned
on the invested capital, i.e., the yield on the investment.
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equation 3.6 discounts HS graduates' earnings and costs education back to the age of 17.
We assume the same length of the working life (40 years) both for HE graduates and
HS graduates. The assumption is unimportant, because the earnings at the end of the
life cycle are heavily discounted and so small differences in working life have non relevant
impact on the present value of lifetime earnings.
The costs of education are discounted for the number of years of education. Heckman
et al. consider the US education system and they assume no costs for the first 12 years
of education and then they discount the tuition for the remaining years according to
the education level reached. We consider the English system and assume no costs up to
NVQ2levei of education which corresponds to students aged 16 that have studied 11 years.
Afterwards, they study two years, from age 17 to age 18, to get an NVQ3 and three years,
from age 19 to age 21, to get an NVQ4.
Now particular attention is required for the definition of costs. Heckman et al. divide
the total revenue from tuition and fees across all higher education institutions in the US,
by the total enrollment to obtain estimates of the average private tuition cost of college.
In our case we assume that the initial cost of the educational investment is given by both
tuition and foregone earnings during the years of schooling. We further exploit the results
of our estimation to compute those foregone earnings.
For simplicity we assume no tuition for HS graduates, and CNVQ3 in equation 3.6
is equal to foregone earnings only, that is the average wage of those having an NVQ2
qualification. In practice, we use the earnings for the first two years of the age earnings
profile14 of the individuals with an NVQ2.
For HE graduates we consider both tuition and foregone earnings. In terms of equa-
tion 3.6, CNVQ4 is equal to the foregone earnings during HS (CNVQ3) plus the foregone
earnings during HE. This last term is given by the average predicted earnings of those
having an NVQ3 qualification. In practice, we take the earnings for the first three years
of the predicted age earnings profile of those with an NVQ3.
Since we are analyzing the English system, we contrast the old free HE education
system with the subsequent loan scheme (first a mortgage loan, then an income contingent
loan). Therefore in both cases students are subsidized during university, because they are
14 The age earnings profile for NVQ2 is computed using an equation similar to 3.4 and 3.5, but taking
the estimates in Table 3.5 for NVQ2.
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only expected to repay the tuition fee (if required) with their earnings after graduation 15.
3.4.1 HE Financing schemes
Our setting is an extension of Heckman et al. (2008) and Dearden et al. (2008), where
we study the alternative HE financing systems adopted with the most recent educational
reforms in England. Before 1990 there were no tuition fees for English students, their living
expenses were covered by a tax-funded grant, which was means-tested against parental
income, and expectations of parental contributions. In 1990 a loan with mortgage-type
repayments was introduced, to be repaid in a fixed number of monthly installmentsl''
- normally 60. Individuals started to repay their debt after they graduated, however,
repayments could have been deferred on a yearly basis if the repayer's income was below
85% of the national average. In 1998 they introduced an upfront fee (£1,125 in 2003-4),
irrespective of subject or university. There was no loan to cover the fee and living expenses
were met by a mixture of parental contributions and income-contingent loan (ICL), which
replaced the previous mortgage loan. Graduates started to pay back their educational
loan only when their earnings were above £15,000 per year and at a 9 per cent fixed
repayment rate. There was a zero real interest rate and repayments were made through
the tax system as a payroll deduction. The recent Higher Education reform (approved in
2004 and effective from 2006/2007) increased the tuition fee and universities were able to
set their fees up to a maximum £3000 p.a. The major innovation was the extension of the
income-contingent scheme, with the same repayment rules, to also cover the tuition fee.
In our simulations, we assume a zero real interest rate on the loan as in the English
system, and we compare a mortgage loan (ML) and an income contingent loan scheme
(ICL) for different amounts of loan. The basic loan covers only the fees, which under
the English Reform are currently fixed to a maximum of £3000 per year by almost all
institutions. This implies that students taking a three-year undergraduate course will
graduate with a debt of £9000. Then, we consider a loan of £18000 (£9000 of this is for
fees and think of the remainder being for maintenance) representing the maximum amount
available to those with low parental income (assumed below £35000 in Dearden et al.) in
15 The criteria to compute the repayments are based on gross annual earnings (source Student Loans
Company Limited UK). We for the moment ignore the non linear tax system. Since we are comparing two
loan schemes the effect of non linear tax system will cancel out from IRR differences.
16 Source: Student Loans Company Limited UK.
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the existing scheme. This compares with a maximum loan of £12000 (all for maintenance)
under the old ML system. All amounts in the computations are expressed in 2000 prices.
We set the mortgage loan parameters according to the English scheme. The threshold
above which graduates start to repay their loans is fixed at 85% of the weighted average
of the predicted earnings across each NVQ level. Given the earnings profile generated by
our estimates, under a ML the repayments start after five years. The annual installment
depends on the loan: in the basic setting (£9000) we consider a five-year repayment
period which means an annual installment of £1800. We also use installments of £2400
and £3600, which imply correspondingly different repayment periods.
Our hypothetical income contingent loan is structured according to the English HE
Reform 2004. Graduates start to repay their loan if they have earnings higher than £15000
per year, and the amount due is equal to 9% of the earnings in excess of the threshold.
We also try different structures with no initial threshold and with a higher threshold of
£20000. If repayments take longer than 25 years, the debt is written off.
In figure 3.3 we show the two discounted net earnings profiles of HE graduates taking
the highest loan (£18000), under an ICL with initial threshold of £15000 and a ML with
annual installment of £3600 for five years. The fall in net earnings is evident, during the
five-year repayment period of the mortgage loan, while under an ICL we observe a smooth
decrease along the whole working profile17•
3.4.2 IRR results
In Table 3.8 we report the computed internal rates of return of the investment in higher
education versus high school. In Table 3.9 we show the taxpayer subsidy and the repayment
periods. The individuals that take longer to repay can exploit a bigger hidden subsidy
due to discounting and the zero real interest on the loan. This is also called the taxpayer
subsidy, expressed as proportion of the face value of the loan. Note that to calculate
the value of taxpayer subsidies, we assume a real discount rate of 2.2% per year as in
Dearden et al. (this follows the government's present convention for discounting'"), In
our analysis, we simulate different situations according to the size of the loan and the
17 All this is being done at mean predictions of NVQ4 and NVQ3. In future work we intend to make
these calculations for the whole wage distribution so we can show the range of the IRR
18 See Department for Education and Skills (2007).
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structure of the financing systems. However in each case the foregone earnings are always
assumed unchanged.
Looking at Table 3.8 we notice that the IRR, under all the different specifications,
ranges between a minimum of 6.2% and a maximum of 7.1%. When education is free,
as expected, we get the highest IRR, around 7.12%, but this is almost matched by an
leL with a threshold of £20000. In the latter case the IRR is unchanged at 6.95% for
any size of the loan. This is because the individuals start the repayments ten years after
graduation and they do not completely repay the loan, which is written off after 25 years.
Looking at Table 3.9, the repayment periods are longer than 25 years and the graduates
exploit the highest hidden subsidies. For example, with a loan of £18000, almost 71% of
it is subsidized by the taxpayer.
It is clear that the effect of the initial threshold is of course to increase the IRRs. In
fact, without it, graduates start repaying an amount equal to 9% of their total annual
earnings soon after graduation. This means that they payoff their £9000 debt in just
seven years, with an IRR of around 6.66% and a hidden subsidy a little more than 8%,
which is the lowest in our simulations.
Under the current English system with fees of £9000 and an initial threshold of £15000,
the individuals start to repay seven years after graduation, but only 9% of the part of
earnings exceeding the threshold. They take 23 years to payoff the loan yielding an IRR
of 6.86%. These figures are only slightly smaller at higher levels of loan, because the
hidden subsidy increases.
The effects of this dramatic differences in the IRR and taxpayer subsidies arise because
the earnings at the end of the life cycle are heavily discounted, they have a small impact
on the total value of the lifetime earnings and have little effect on the IRR. When the
graduates repay without delay, the impact on the total present value is much larger,
they payoff their loan earlier with a reduced effect of the discounting. When we consider
increasing costs of education the IRR decreases slowly, because once again they take longer
to repay and the effect of higher costs is smoothed by the discounting.
Looking at a ML, we first notice the lower IRR compared to an ICL under the current
structure of the English system (threshold £15000 and costs £9000), for any level of the
installment. Moreover, an ICL with a positive threshold always gives greater returns than
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a ML. Naturally a ML is always preferred when the ICL threshold is zero. The taxpayer
subsidies under a ML are much lower compared to those under an ICL. With our estimated
wage profile and the English structure of the scheme the graduates start to repay the loan
five years after graduation. However, the length of the repayment period is fixed and
shorter, thus the graduates cannot exploit the favorable effects of the heavy discounting.
We notice that for the same repayment period (e.g. 5 years) and different combinations
of loan and installment, the subsidy is always the same, around 6.3%, whereas the IRRs
are decreasing from 6.72% to 6.33%.
Comparing an ICL under the current system (maximum loan £18000 and threshold
£15000) and a ML under the pre-reform settings (maximum loan £12000, repayment 5
years, installment £2400), we notice a gain under an ICL of around 0.2% (6.76% versus
6.59%). The gain is even higher if we consider a loan of £18000 under a ML, for any level
of the installment.
In conclusion, in terms of taxpayer subsidy our results are a little higher than those
of Dearden et al., but we generate our age earnings profiles using a different method
and the resulting distribution are not directly comparable. Compared to Heckman et al.
(2008) our results are much lower for the same levels of education (Le. high school vs
higher education). They find IRRs ranging from a minimum of 14% to a max of 29%,
according to the specification adopted. Instead we get IRRs ranging between 6% and 7%.
One explanation is the differences in the data used (US vs UK), the estimates, and in
the educational system analyzed. A more important reason is the different approach in
computing the IRR, Heckman et al. consider the tuition as the only initial cost of the
investment in education although they then discount the earnings net of taxes. In our case
the cost of the investment in education is much higher since it is given by both foregone
earnings and tuition, and this keeps the IRRs low.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we first estimated the causal effect of education on earnings using a se-
lection model. We considered four different education levels from NVQ1 to NVQ4. To
correct for sample selection bias, we used, as exclusion restrictions, the raising of the leav-
ing school age 1973 reform and the month of birth, which are variables directly affecting
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education and not earnings. We found estimates of the return to schooling controlling for
selectivity which were lower than the existing empirical literature. In the second part of
the chapter we used our estimations to generate working life wage profiles for those that
have a high school qualification and those with a degree equivalent qualification. Our
intent was to compute the internal rate of return of the investment in HE versus high
school, under different HE financing schemes. In particular, we analyzed the cases of free
education and public loans, such as income contingent loan and mortgage loan. Focus-
ing on the structure of the English HE education financing system before and after the
2004 reform, we found that the IRR under an ICL is always higher than under a ML and
the graduates exploit higher government subsidies due to the zero real interest on the loan.
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Tab. 3.1: NVQ Equivalent Qualifications
Nva le.el Examples of academtc Qualifications Example. of vocatlonll qualifications
PhD
Masters degr ••
PGCe (T.ochlng)
Non·masters postorllduat. qual.
Undergraduate degree Other to .. hlng qual •• HE bolow dogroo. RSA Highor. HNCIHND.
Nursing
2. A·Io.ols
3. SCE High.rs
AS·Io.aI 01 equivalont (4.)
GNVO • adVanced. RSA adVanced dlp/COrl. ONO. ONC. BTEC. City and
Guilds Advanced Craft. SooL CO" 6th Y<O" Studl ... Highor
national qualWleatlonor equlvalont (Sootland) •• (other) NVO Lo.ol
3
1 ".1.. 01.1-3 AS lo.als.
1·2High...
5. GCSE. at A-C
GNVO -Intermtdlalo. ASA diploma. City .nd Guilds· Craft. BTEC.
SCOTVeC etc. first or goner.1 diploma. SooftIsh CSYS •
Intermedlato 2 Higher qualWlcttlon (SootI.nd). (other) NVO Lo.ol
2
1-4 GCSEs/SCE p..... (but below Lovs12) GNVO. GSVO foundation laval. CSE below grad.,. GCSE below grado
C. BTEC. SCOTVEC ftrlt or gon"al otrtiflcalo. SCOTVEC
modul ... ASA other. City & Gulldt other • YTIYTP otrtWlellt •
Koy SkUIa. Bule Skill.
Apprenticeships n.L Mod...n and Tredtlionl'
Other n.L UnspoeIIIod In tho data
\
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Tab. 3.2: NVQ Equivalent and log annual earnings - LFS 1993-2005
NVQ level mean sd per cent
NVQ1
NVQ2
NVQ3
NVQ4
Total
9.55 0.52 6.40
9.66 0.57 21.43
9.82 0.51 38.20
10.16 0.54 33.97
9.88 0.57 100
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Tab. 3.3: First Step - Selection model: ordered prohit
Variable Coefficient (Std. Err.)
Equation: nvqtot
rosla
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
-0.339***
-0.016
-0.016
0.003
-0.007
-0.023*
-0.025*
-0.043***
0.029**
0.037***
0.017
-0.001
(0.005)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
cut1
cut2
cut3
-1.700***
-0.734***
0.298***
(0.029)
(0.029)
(0.029)
N
Log-likelihood
2
X(31)
169811
-207973.855
5808.617
LRa X~12)
Prob > X2
LRb X~l1)
Prob > X2
3950.61
0.000
68.73
0.000
Additional controls: non white, regions of residence.
Significance levels : * : 10% ** : 5% * * * : 1%
a Testing joint significance of rosla and months of birth.
b Testing joint significance of months of birth.
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Tab. 3.4: Marginal Effects oprohit - rosla
Variable dyj'dx (Std. Err.)
Equation 1 : NVQ level = NVQ1
rosla 0.039*** (0.00064)
Equation 2 : NVQ level = NVQ2
rosla 0.073*** (0.00041)
Equation 3 : NVQ level = NVQ3
rosla 0.012*** (0.005)
Equation 4 : NVQ level = NVQ4
rosla -0.124*** (0.002)
Significance levels: *: 10% ** : 5% * ** : 1%
Tab. 3.5: Second Step - Selection model
Dep var: log earnings
NVQl NVQ2 NVQ3 NVQ4
(Std. Err.) (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.)
age - 30 0.0290*** 0.0335*** 0.0333*** 0.0422***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
(age - 30)2 -0.00112*** -0.00138*** -0.00128*** -0.00147***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
health problems -0.186*** -0.227*** -0.184*** -0.205***
(0.026) (0.016) (0.012) (0.016)
non white -0.163*"'* -0.129*** -0.168*"'* -0.068***
(0.043) (0.027) (0.026) (0.021)
married 0.162*** 0.165*** 0.128*** 0.153***
(0.013) (0.008) (0.006) (0.006)
intercept 9.349*** 9.401 *** 9.545*** 9.596***
(0.138) (0.041) (0.017) (0.054)
A -0.0001 -0.084** 0.193*** 0.151 ***
(0.072) (0.038) (0.026) (0.038)
N 169811
F(35,45414)a 130.156
Prob> F 0.000
Additional controls: LPS survey years 1994-05, regions of residence.
Significance levels : *: 10% **: 5% ** * : 1%
a Testing parallel distribution NQ4 and NVQ3.
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Tab. 3.6: OL8 model
Dep var: log earnings
NVQl NVQ2 NVQ3 NVQ4
(Std. Err.) (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.)
age - 30 0.0287*** 0.0342*** 0.0311 *** 0.0407***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
(age - 30)2 -0.00112*** -0.00136*** -0.00128*** -0.00147***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
health problems -0.186*** -0.227*** -0.184*** -0.205***
(0.023) (0.015) (0.010) (0.014)
non white -0.163*** -0.128*** -0.171 *** -0.070***
(0.035 (0.021) (0.020) (0.017)
married 0.163*** 0.163*** 0.133*** 0.154***
(0.011) (0.007) (0.005) (0.005)
intercept 9.349*** 9.473*** 9.55*** 9.776***
(0.035) (0.021) (0.015) (0.020)
N 169811
Additional controls: LFS survey years 1994-05, regions of residence.
Significance levels : *: 10% **: 5% * * ...: 1%
Tab. 3.7: Predicted Logearnings
OPS nvql nvq2 nvq3 nvq4
mean 9.617 9.650 9.828 9.920
sd 0.257 0.287 0.353 0.386
OLS nvql nvq2 nvq3 nvq4
mean 9.612 9.733 9.815 10.087
sd 0.257 0.290 0.270 0.331
Tab. 3.8: IRR - HE versus High school graduates
ICL
Cost £0 £9000 £12000 £18000
d= £0 7.12 6.66 6.49 6.23
d = £15000 7.12 6.89 6.83 6.76
d = £20000 7.12 6.95 6.95 6.95
ML
Cost £0 £9000 £12000 £18000
t.p = £1800 7.12 6.72 6.60 6.44
t.p = £2400 7.12 6.68 6.59 6.36
<p = £3600 7.12 6.61 6.58 6.33
d: ICL threshold, '{': ML Installment.
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Tab. 3.9: Taxpayer Subsidy (%)- ret, and ML
ICL
Cost £9000 £12000 £18000
d= £0 8.2 13.58 17.74
(7) (9) (12)
d = £15000 29.44 31.16 54.11
(23) (25) (30)
d = £20000 41.27 55.95 70.64
(26) (29) (35)
ML
Cost £9000 £12000 £18000
<p = £1800 6.28 8.25 11.11
(5) (7) (10)
t.p = £2400 5.27 6.28 8.77
(4) (5) (7.5)
t.p = £3600 3.72 4.24 6.28
(2.5) (3) (5)
d: ICL threshold, '1': ML Installment.
Repayment period in brackets.
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Fig. 3.1: Average Earnings by NVQ and Age
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Fig. 3.2: Density of Treatment gains in population
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Fig. 3.3: PV Earnings - HE graduates
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CHAPTER4
4. DID THE SINGLE MARKET CAUSE COMPETITION IN EXCISE TAXES?
EVIDENCE FROM EU COUNTRIES
4.1 Introduction
This Chapter provides an empirical analysis of horizontal competition in excise taxes
trough the estimation of equations informed by the theory of strategic interactions among
governments. In terms of Brueckner (2003) tax competition models belong to the category
of resource-flow models, which relates the tax rates of a country to a weighted average of
other countries's tax rates, in order to generate a reaction function (see Kanbur and Keen
1993, Lockwood 1993, Ohsawa 1999, Nielsen 2001). The goal of the growing empirical
studies is to estimate such functions. In this chapter we use a panel data set of 12 EU
countries over the period 1987-2004 and taxes on 7 commodities. We set up a spatial
empirical model and estimate the impact of spatial tax competition on commodity taxa-
tion. Our purpose is to test whether the creation of the EU single market has generated
a structural break giving impulse to higher strategic interaction among countries.
The Single European Act, which came into force in July 1987, initiated a vast legisla-
tive programme involving the adoption of hundreds of directives and regulations; which
gradually established the Single Market amongst EU member states over a period up to
the end of 1992. Two of most important provisions of the Single Market were (i) to allow
individuals to import relatively large quantities of goods purchased abroad, which had pre-
viously been subject to the importing country's rate of tax; (ii) the abolition of physical
border controls, being replaced by random spot checks.
Specifically, before 1 January 1993, all imports to EU countries (either from EU coun-
tries or from outside EU) were subject to a duty-free regime. That is, a small quantity of
the product could be bought (usually, but not necessarily at duty-free shops in airports,
on boats, etc.) without any tax payable, and then brought into the country. Any excess
imports were taxed at the destination country's rate (in practice, both duties and VAT
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are imposed). It is important to note that duty-free allowances are quite small",
On 1 January 1993, all imports to EU countries from other EU countries were subject
to no restrictions, except (i) that tax must have been paid in the country of purchase of
the good; and (ii) that goods are not for resale. Condition (ii) is enforced by (generous)
upper limits, plus random customs checks at borders. According to the UK Custom and
Excise, for example, "if you bring back large quantities of alcohol or tobacco, a Customs
Officer is more likely to ask about the purposes for which you hold the goods. This will
most likely be the case if you appear at the airport with more than: 3200 cigarettes, 400
cigarillos, 200 cigars, 3kg of smoking tobacco, 110 litres of beer, 10 litres of spirits, 90 litres
of wine, 20 litres of fortified wine i.e.: port or sherry". The above allowance is more than
enough for the annual consumption of the average two-adult household, and depending on
the item, 15-40 times the duty-free allowance. Moreover, imports in excess of these levels
do not automatically trigger fines or prosecution: the levels are indicative only, and the
onus is on Customs officials to prove smuggling.
Obviously, these changes in the rules create incentive both for legitimate tax-induced
cross-border shopping and for smuggling. There is evidence that both these activities are
occurring on a large scale at some borders. For example Belgians, French, and Germans
have traditionally stocked up on cigarettes when passing through Luxembourg because
of the low price of cigarettes there. In Luxembourg (population: 418 000) 5,165 million
cigarettes were sold in 1997. It is estimated that 85% of these sales were due to cross
border shopping (Ministry of Finance, Brussels, personal communication).
Furthermore, the rates of excise duty on alcoholic drinks and tobacco products in
the UK are significantly higher than those in most other EU Member States, especially
France. Five years after the start of the Single Market, the annual cost of revenue lost
from legal cross border shopping was estimated to be £375 million for 1998: £55m from
beer, £180m from wine, £50m from spirits, and £85m from tobacco products'', In 2003/04
in the UK, 10.5 billion cigarettes were successfully smuggled and the further 6.5 billion
cross-border shopped implying a loss of 3.1 billion pounds of revenue for Government (see
1 For example, in the UK, the allowances were: 200 cigarettes, or 100 cigarillos, or 50 cigars, or 250
grams of tobacco, 2 litres of still table wine, 1 litre of spirits or strong liqueurs over 22% of volume, or 2
litres of fortified wine, sparkling wine or other liqueurs.
2 House of Commons Debate 26 November 1999 cc 254-5W.
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Fig. 4.1: UK: increased use of cheap cigarettes and hand-rolling tobacco
I~dYJdm I~~~
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Figure 4.1). Moreover, 57% of hand-rolling tobacco was smuggled, while a further 14%
was cross-border shopped (CMO Annual Report 2004).
What is less clear is whether these changes, and the subsequent excise revenue losses
in high-tax countries, have caused tax competition between EU member states to occur
or intensify. Certainly, the theory (Kanbur and Keen 1993, Lockwood 1993, Ohsawa
1999, Nielsen 2001)) suggest that this should happen. Technically, the Single Market
resulted in a switch from destination to origin-based taxation of cross-border transactions
by individuals. These models predict that tax competition only occurs with origin-based
taxation. So, the models predict, unambiguously and generally, that we should observe
competition in excise taxes between EU countries only after 1993.
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Of course, strategic interaction can occur for other reasons e.g. yardstick competition,
or common intellectual trends. So, the observable implication of the theory is that strategic
interaction between EU countries in the setting of excise taxes should intensify after 1993.
How much it intensifies depends on the scale of cross-border shopping and potential revenue
losses from high taxes: as the above discussion indicates, these might be quite large. The
key idea of the chapter is that completion of the single market can be interpreted as a
kind of "natural experiment" that allows us to separate the effects of tax competition
from other forms of strategic interaction. This work represents the first attempt, to our
knowledge, to directly test this observable prediction.
In the first part of this Chapter, we propose a theoretical model that is an extension of
the basic model of Nielsen (2001). We find the conditions for cross border shopping and
the reaction functions of the government under three different market regimes: duty-free
market before 1993, mixed market up to 1999, single market after 1999. The theoretical
prediction is no strategic interaction before 1993, and increasing strategic interaction after
1993. In the second part of the Chapter we employ a balanced panel data set of 12 EU
countries over the period 1987-2004 and excise taxes on seven commodities. While the
control variables are taken from standard sources, the excise tax data were taken from the
European Commission's Excise Duty Tables and Inventory of Taxes. Using this data set,
we estimate an empirical model where the excise tax in a given country depends linearly
on the weighted average of other countries' taxes, and a set of control variables. The
equation is estimated separately on subsamples before and after 1993.
First, we find robust evidence that the coefficient estimates differ on the two sub-
samples. Specifically, looking across all seven taxes, and a variety of different weighting
matrices suggested by the theory, the null hypothesis of equality of coefficients can be
rejected in every single case. Second, again looking across all seven taxes, and a variety of
different weighting matrices (i) coefficient measuring strategic interaction is always signifi-
cantly positive post-1993, whereas before 1993, sometimes it is not; and (ii) whenever both
are significant, the post-1993 coefficient is higher. From these results we can conclude that
the introduction of the Single Market has determined a structural break in the commodity
tax setting after 1993, and it has also intensified the tax competition among neighbouring
countries.
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Related literature is as follows. First, there is a small empirical literature on spatial
interactions in excise taxes in the US (e.g. Nelson (2002), Rork (2003), Lockwood at
al. (2005)). But in the US, there has been no "natural experiment" similar to the com-
pletion of the single market in the EU in recent times. Within the US, importation of
commodities e.g. cigarettes subject to excises by individuals for private consumption is
essentially unrestricted ', meaning that the origin regime is firmly in place for these kinds
of transactions.
There are also a couple of cross-country empirical studies of strategic interaction in
commodity taxes (Egger et al. (2005), Evers et. al. (2004)). Egger et al. (2005) test
some of the predictions of Ohsawa's theoretical model of commodity tax competition on
commodity tax data for a panel of 22 OECD countries. But, unlike our study, they use
an aggregate indicator of commodity taxation taken from national accounts data, which,
relative to our chapter, obviously has the disadvantage that it does not measure very pre-
cisely the setting of individual tax instruments by governments. The paper by Evers et.
al. (2004), in contrast, studies strategic interaction in the setting of diesel excises in EU
countries, plus Norway and Switzerland, and so is closest to our chapter. But, almost by
definition, the treatment of imports of fuel in the tank of a vehicle must be on an origin
basis", and so completion of the single market has no predicted effect on the setting of
this excise, except possibly through the introduction of a minimum EU excise; the latter
effect is the focus of Evers et. al. (2004).
In Section 4.2 we illustrate our theoretical extension. In Section 4.3 and Section 4.3.2,
we explain our econometric method and estimation procedure. Section 4.4 describes the
data, Sections 4.5-4.6 show the results and Section 4.7 provides a robustness check. Sec-
tion 4.8 concludes.
3 The borderline of legality in the case of cigarettes is provided by the Contraband Cigarette Act of
1978, which prohibits single shipments, sale or purchase of more than 60,000 cigarettes not bearing the
tax stamp of the state in which they are found.
4 That is, even with border controls, customs officials have no way of knowing where the fuel in the tank
of a vehicle has been bought.
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4.2 Theoretical Model
The key facts exposed above show how intra-EU trade basically changed from destination
to origin in 1993. But a small complication is that the duty-free was only abolished in
1999. We model these three regimes using a modified version of the Nielsen (2001) model.
We consider two countries i= 1,2located on a line with a common border. Each country
composed of identical households uniformly distributed on the line with unit density''.
Country i is thus of both length and size ni, see Figure 4.2. There is one taxed and one
numeraire good. Each household has a unit demand for the taxed good: specifically, it
is willing to pay v > 0 for up to 1 unit of the good, and nothing for additional units.
Commodity taxes are specific taxes, levied at the rates ti, the production cost is Pi and
the total price is qi =Pi +ti. In this model, we have perfect symmetry so it does not really
matter the size of the country and the direction of the cross-border shopping (CBS). Also
a household living d distance from the border incurs travel costs de of traveling to the
border.
Given these assumptions we define three market regimes: duty-free (DF), single market
(SM), mixed market (M). We procede, in each of the three cases, finding the cross-border
shopping conditions and the reaction functions for a government that maximizes the social
welfare, W. It would be desirable to have different population densities in two countries,
but this gives rise to non differentiable reaction functions (see Kanbur and Keen). This
would be difficult to estimate. In this literature people estimate linear reaction functions
and we want a model that is consistent with that.
4.2.1 Duty-free Regime
Let the home country be 1, and assume w.l.o.g. that tl > t2, so that there will be outward
cross-border shopping (CBS). Each household in country 1 can buy at home at price
qi = PI + tl or buy up to 0 ~ 0: ~ 1 units of the good at a duty-free shop at the border,
at only the production cost P2. Since a destination principle is applied any units in excess
of 0: is taxed at the destination country's tax rate, q2 = P2 + tl'
A household in the home country at distance dDF from the border is indifferent about
5 Kanbur and Keen (1993) assume different population densities.
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cross-border shopping, i.e. its surplus from buying at home is equal to the surplus obtained
at the border. This dDF must satisfy
v - ql = V - QP2 - (1- Q)q2 - CdDF (4.1)
Solving for dDF we get:
(4.2)
Then, all households at distance d < dDF will cross-border shop, and the others will buy
at home.
Now consider the government. We assume that the government maximizes the social
welfare, defined as an average utility, thus extending the Nielsen model. It is given by
the net utility of those buying at home, plus the net utility of the cross-border shoppers
and plus the total revenue weighted according the value of public good provision, (). The
value of theta has to be greater than one otherwise optimal provision should be zero in
equilibrium and hence no taxes. The marginal cost of public funds is greater than one
in the model because there is distortionary tax. If ()> 1 the reaction function slope is
greater than zero.
Generally, the revenue for the government of country 1 is the number of households minus
the cross-border shoppers, Le. nl - d times the tax rate
The maximization problem is the following
(4.3)
The first-order condition implicitly defining the tax reaction function is:
(4.4)
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Proposition 1. The reaction function for the duty free regime is:
(4.5)
Proof. See Appendix 4.9
4.2.2 Single Market Regime
Each household in country 1 can buy at home at price qi = PI + tl or at the border, at
price q2 = P2 + ta. A source principle is applied and there is no duty free.
A household in the home country at distance dSM from the border is indifferent about
cross-border shopping Le. its surplus from buying at home is equal to the surplus obtained
at the border.
v - qi = V - qz - cds M (4.6)
Solving for dsM we get:
(4.7)
Then, all households at distance d < dSM will cross-border shop, and the others will buy
at home. We notice that equation (4.7) differs from the duty free condition (4.2) not only
for the absence of a but also for the dependence on country 2 tax rate, ta.
The government, whose revenue is RI = (ni -dSM )tl, maximizes a social welfare function,
modified according the new market conditions:
(4.8)
The first-order condition implicitly defining the tax reaction function is:
(4.9)
Proposition 2. The reaction function for the single market regime is
(4.10)
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Proof. See Appendix 4.9.1
Note that now, countries do react to each others' taxes: the slope of the reaction
function is :9~\'This slope has to be between one half and zero (which is satisfied) for
e> 1.
4.2.3 Mixed Market Regime
Each household in country 1 can buy at home at price qi = PI + tl or buy up to 0 ~ Q ~ 1
units of the good at a duty-free shop at the border, at only the production cost P2. Since
in this regime a source principle is applied, any units in excess of Q that are bought in the
foreign country 2 are taxed at that country's tax rate, q2 = P2 + ta.
A household in the home country at distance dM from the border is indifferent about cross-
border shopping i.e. its surplus from buying at home is equal to the surplus obtained at
the border.
(4.11)
solving for dM we get
(4.12)
Then, all households at distance d < dM will cross-border shop, and the others will
buy at home.
We notice that the presence of Q makes this regime similar to the duty free, however the
application of an origin principle maintains the dependence of dM on country 2 tax rate,
as in the single market regime.
The government, whose revenue is RI = (ni - d,.t}tI, maximizes a social welfare function
(4.13)
The first-order condition implicitly defining the tax reaction function is:
(4.14)
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Proposition 3. The reaction Junction Jor the mixed market regime is
_ c(O - l)nl - (0 - I)(Pl - P2) (0 - 1)(1 - a) t
tl - 20 _ 1 + 2(} _ 1 2 (4.15)
The Proof is similar to the Single Market regime. Note that the slope of the reaction
function is now positive but smaller than in the SM regime.
4.3 Empirical Implementation
In the theoretical Section we found that origin based commodity taxation generates posi-
tively sloped reaction functions i.e. that in country i, the excise tax, u, is an increasing -
in fact, piecewise linear - function of the tax rate in the other countries, tj, j =f:. i. More-
over, under realistic assumptions'", the response of ti to tj will be non-zero only if i and
j are contiguous i.e. share a common border. Finally, this response will depend on the
length of the border between i and j and also on the population sizes in the two countries
(Ohsawa, 1999).
Our empirical specification is therefore the following:
tis = Ji +L /3ijtjs + 8'Zis + Eis
j'!i
(4.16)
where i = 1, ..n denotes a country, and s = 1, ...S a time-period, Ii a country fixed effect,
Zis a k x 1 vector of relevant characteristics of country i at time s, and 0 a k x 1 vector
of coefficients. However, this cannot be estimated as it stands, as there are too many
parameters /3ij to be estimated. The usual approach is to modify (4.16) as:
tis = Ii + 4>LWijtjs +sz; + Eis
j'!i
where the Wij are exogenously chosen weights, that aggregate the tax rates in other coun-
(4.17)
tries into a single variable, which has coefficient 4>. The Wij are usually normalized so
that ENiWij = 1. This is a widely used procedure and there is considerable discussion of
the appropriate weights in the literature e.g. Brueckner(2003) 7•
6 That is that prices are such that consumers do not wish to drive through a third country to buy in a
low-tax country.
7 See Brueckner (2003) for a survey of empirical techniques.
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Our key theoretical hypothesis is that </>changes with the regime, being higher when the
Single Market regime is in place. In fact, if only tax competition is present, and no other
form of strategic interaction, we expect </>= °before 1993. We test for this dependence by
estimating (4.17) on two sub-samples, 1987-1992 and 1993-2004. Let the estimates of </>
on the earlier and later subs ample be </>1.</>2respectively. So, our basic hypothesis is that
</>2> </>1'The theoretical model does predict intercept shift and we allow it, so intercept
are also changed after 1993.
Stacking the observations by time and space we can rewrite the equation (4.17) in matrix
form and specify what is known as general spatial process model:
t = </>WIt + Z8 + to
to = AW2tO + J-L.
(4.18)
where J-L is a well-behaved normal error. The error structure allows spatial correlation
in shocks across countries - common shocks to EU countries. Note all diagonal elements
of Ware zero and a representative off-diagonal element is Wij' A reliable estimation
of the separate parameters </>and A may be difficult (see Anselin, 1988; et al.) and for
identification purposes require the definition of two weighting matrices.
There are three special cases derived imposing restrictions to model (4.18). Setting W2 = 0,
and WI = W, we obtain the mixed spatial autoregressive model (SAR)
t = </>Wt+ Z<5+ to
to I'V N{O, u2 I).
(4.19)
The parameter </>is a coefficient on the spatially lagged dependent variable, W t, and
the parameter <5reflects the influence of the explanatory variables on variation in the
dependent variable t. The model is termed as mixed regressive - spatial autoregressive
model because it combines the standard regression model with a spatially lagged dependent
variable, reminiscent of the lagged dependent variable model from time-series analysis.
Letting WI = 0, W2 = W in equation (4.18) produces a regression model with spatial
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autocorrelation in the disturbances, called spatial error model (SEM)
t = Z<5 + e
f=>"Wf+p,.
(4.20)
The parameter >.. is a coefficient on the spatially correlated errors, analogous to the serial
correlation problem in time series models, and p, is well-behaved.
A related specification is the spatial Durbin model (as referred by Anselin, 1988 and
Lesage, 1999), where W is the spatial weight matrix and the parameter X is a coefficient
on the spatial lag of the dependent variable. An additional set of explanatory variables
is added to the model by constructing a spatial lag of the explanatory variables using
the matrix product WZ, with associated parameter <52, This set of variables represent
explanatory variables constructed as averages from neighboring observations. The WZ's
are artificial regressors - they have no meaning - they are just an alternative way of
expressing the spatial error model.
t = >..W t + Z<51 + WZ<52 + e
e r« N{O, (j2J).
(4.21)
The latter model is formally equivalent to a spatial error model, rewriting the error spec-
ification in (4.20) and replacing in t8:
f = {I - >"W)-Ip,
t = Z<51+ {I - >..W)-Ip,.
that can be rewritten as
{J - >"W)t = {I - >"~V)Z<51+ P,
t = >..Wt + Z81 - >..WZ81 + u:
(4.22)
The model in (4.21) could be viewed as imposing a restriction that 82 = ->"81 (known
as the common factor hypothesis) on the model in (4.22). This model has been used in
8 We assume 6 = 81.
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spatial econometric analysis by Pace and Barry (1998).
4.3.1 Weighting Matrix
Finally, we turn to the specification of the weighting matrix. Following the theoretical
literature, and several empirical studies, our baseline weighting matrix uses contiguity
weights. These weights capture the idea that tax bases are mobile only between geograph-
ically neighbouring countries. Specifically, we define contiguity weights as:
W
.. _ {~i if j E Ni
t} -
o if j rf. Ni
where N, is the set of states that border state i, and ni = #Ni. This assigns equal weight
to all countries on the border of country i, and weight zero to the other countries. The
matrix is row-normalized to have sum equal one.
It is also difficult to specify the spatial weights matrix when a country is an island, or
part of an island, or has no direct EU neighbors. These problems arise for three of the
eight countries in our data-set such as the UK, Ireland, or Greece". A strict imposition of
contiguity weights for the UK, for example, would give only Ireland as the neighbor for the
UK, and vice versa. This is inaccurate, because it does not account for the considerable
tax-induced cross-border shopping between the UK and France. Our solution was to say.
that if i is an island, a positive contiguity weight was given to country j when j could be
directly reached from country i by crossing only over water i.e. without passing through a
third country. But obviously, this is a rather arbitrary extension of the idea of contiguity.
Moreover, earlier work by Devereux et al. (2007) shows that the refining contiguity
weights by adjusting for population around border is unimportant.
We consider a second very simple weighting matrix: weights are assumed to be uni-
form i.e. Wij = n:l' all i, j. While giving a useful benchmark, this is unlikely to work
well, especially for commodities the tax base is mobile due to cross-border shopping and
smuggling.
A modification of contiguity weights often considered in the literature are distance
9 If i is an island, a positive contiguity weight was given to country j when j could be directly reached
from country i by crossing only over water i.e. without passing though a third country. But obviously,
this is a rather arbitrary extension of the idea of contiguity.
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weights. Contiguity can be constructed artificially using a Delauney triangle algorithm,
which subdivides an area into triangles. The Delauney triangulation of a point set is a
collection of edges satisfying an "empty circle" property: for each edge a circle can be
found containing the edge's endpoints but not containing any other points''". Once an
algorithm such as Delauney triangulation has been applied to determine neighbors to each
country, a weight matrix can be defined. For all countries i and j, Wij = 1 if i and j
are contiguous observations, and zero otherwise. The resulting weight matrix W is then
row normalized in the usual fashion. Kelley Pace has written the code (FDELW2.m) to
generates this form of weighting matrix'". The latitude and the longitude coordinate of
the capital of each country are used to allow the FDELW2 Matlab function to convert the
Delauney algorithm results into a contiguity matrix. This approach is followed to estimate
W, in particular we consider two specifications, the first yields a symmetric spatial weight
matrix and the second specification yields a row-stochastic spatial weight matrix.
Finally, following Case, Hines and Rosen (1992) we adopt a robustness check. Specifi-
cally, we want to test whether any weighting matrix will generate positive strategic inter-
action between countries; if not, Le. only contiguity-type weighting matrices work, this is
more evidence that the strategic interaction we observwe is no due to something inherent
in the econometric tax competition. Following Case, Hines and Rosen (1992), we construct
a weighting matrix based on a "nonsense" procedure; Wij = 1 only if the name of country
j comes after country i in the alphabet.
4.3.2 Estimation procedure
The OLS estimation is inappropriate for models that incorporate spatial dependence. As
explained by Anselin (1988) in presence of spatially lagged dependent variable (SAR),
unlike what holds for the time series counterpart of this model, the spatial lag term Wt is
correlated with the disturbances, even when the latter are LLd.12. Consequently the OLS
10 Delaunay triangulation: given a set of points in a plane, a Voronoi polygon about point P is the set of
points closer to, or as close to, P as any other point. The Delaunay triangulation is the dual of the Voronoi
tesselation, and has the following properties: no point is contained in the circumcircle of any triangle;
maximises the minimum angle for all triangular elements (note: we would like to minimise the maximum).
11 The code is included in her Spatial Statistics toolbox 2.0 for Matlab, which can be downloaded from
www.spatial-statistics.com.
12 Writing the reduced form of (4.19), t = (/ - ,pW)-IZ8 + (I - ,pW)-lf, each inverse can be expanded
into an infinite series which implies that shocks at any location affect all other locations, through a spatial
multiplier effect (or, global interaction).
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estimator is biased and inconsistent for the parameters of the spatial model.
In the presence of spatial residual autocorrelation (SEM) the properties of OLS are more
in line with the time series results. OLS remains unbiased, but it is no longer efficient
and the classical estimators for standard errors will be biased, due to the non diagonal
structure of the disturbance variance matrix.
Given these problems the attention has been focused on two estimation methods:
Instrumental Variables and Maximum Likelihood. Using IV we can only estimate the SAR
model since we cannot model IV in order to take into account of the spatial correlated
errors. At the first stage, the endogenous variable Ej~i Wijtjs is instrumented by the
weighted averages of the controls Le. Ei#i Wijzjs' for control c = 1, ..k. So, our maintained
hypothesis is that in country the controls are exogenous to the setting of excise taxes on
tobacco, alcohol products and petrol; given our list of controls, this seems reasonable.
The maximum likelihood approach permits the estimation of SAR, SDM and SEM, it
involves the maximization of a log likelihood function (concentrated with respect to <5 and
0') with respect to the spatial autoregressive parameter. For the SAR model (4.19) the
steps are enumerated in Anselin (1988) as:
1. perform OLS for the model: t = Z80 + (0
2. perform OLS for the model: Wt = Z8L + (L
3. compute the residuals: eo = t - z;5o, et. = lVt - Z8L
4. given eo and et.. find ¢ that maximizes the concentrated likelihood function
Le = -(n/2)ln(1l') - (n/2)ln(1/n)(eo - ¢eL)'(eo - ¢eL) + lnll - ¢WI
5. given ¢ that maximizes Le, compute ;5= 80 - ¢8L and
(;;= (l/n)(eo - ¢eL)'(eo - ¢et).
This same approach can be applied to the SDM (4.21) repeating the steps using the aug-
mented matrix Z = [Z WZJ. The SEM model estimation is a slightly more complex
estimation since a one-time optimization of Le with respect to A is not enough to obtain
ML estimates, and an iterative procedure that involves to carry out estimated GLS can
be followed (Anselin, 1988).
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In general, the concentrated likelihood for the spatial process is a nonlinear function of
one parameter only, therefore a direct search method is applied. The values of the spatial
parameter are restricted to the range -1 to 1, and a local maximum is obtained evaluat-
ing the Le at small intervals over that range. Repeating the searches around the initial
optimum will lead to more precise estimates.
4.4 The Data
We construct a balanced panel of data from 12 EU countries over 17 years, 1987 and 1989-
2004 inclusive'P. Data definitions are given in the Appendix 4.10 and summary statistics
in Table 4.1. We consider only the countries which were members of the EU in 1987,
excluding those that joined the EU later on. The final sample size has 204 observations.
Data are based on the Excise Duty Table issued by the European Commissionl", cross-
checked against the available issues of the Inventory of Taxes (only available for 1994,
1999, 2002). In the case of a discrepancy, which were not many, we took the data from
the Inventory of Taxes as being authoritative, as this data is directly supplied by the
member countries.
We study seven kinds of products: cigarettes, loose or rolling tobaccol", petrol, still wine,
sparkling wine, beer16, and ethyl alcohol, the last being effectively an excise tax on spirits,
such as whiskey, brandy, etc. All of these products, except for cigarettes and tobacco, are
only subject to a specific or unit excise tax Le. levied per unit of physical quantity. Where
there are several rates of tax e.g. standard and reduced rates, we use only the standard
rates.
In the case of cigarettes and tobacco, all countries also levy an ad valorem excise tax.
Moreover, depending on the country, either the specific or ad valorem component of the
tax can be the more important one and so we cannot safely ignore either. On the other
hand, we do not have data separately on the retail price of cigarettes and tobacco, so we
13 Data are not available for the year 1988.
14 In the Appendix we discuss all the problems we had in collecting the data.
15 There are in fact two categories of smoking tobacco which can be taxed differently by some countries
(fine and other) . When the two taxes were different, we took a simple average of the two.
16 In the case of beer, there were two kinds of physical unit used in the Excise Duty Tables: degree Plato,
and degree of alcohol by volume. According to Directive 92/84/EEC it has been accepted that a tax of
0.748 Euros Plato is equal to a tax of 1.87 Euros alcohol by volume, and we applied this conversion factor.
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are constrained by data in the Excise Duty Tables and we consider only the specific excise
tax. We report for each of the seven goods the time series plot of the tax rates in Euro17
and in national currency, in order to highlight the differences due to the fluctuations of
the exchange rates. In both cases, the taxes are in nominal terms.
When we run the regressions, adjusted for inflation by dividing through by the RPI for the
relevant country. We do this for two reasons. First, conceptually, rational governments
will be concerned with the real, rather than nominal, value of the taxes they set. Second,
perhaps for this reason, we did not find any evidence of strategic interaction when we used
nominal taxes. Our interpretation is that the tax competition is not passive (accidental,
through inflation) but it is sophisticated.
Another point is that the regressions are performed using the dependent variables in Euro.
In estimating the determinants of the taxes, we need to control for other factors. We use a
parsimonious set of controls that can be found in most of the existing empirical literature.
These include: economic variables (GDP, and government consumption expenditure as
a percentage of GDP) and demographic variables (population). All of these variables
are taken from World Bank WDI (2004). We add two political dummy variables for the
ideological orientation of governments, derived from the Schmidt Index variable included
in Comparative Political Data Set 1960-2004 (Armigeon et al., 2006). We decomposed the
Schmidt Index defining a dummy for right-wing cabinets, a dummy for stand-off between
left and right cabinets, and a dummy for left-wing cabinets. The second dummy is used
as reference category in the estimation. The descriptive statistics for the controls are also
given in Table 4.2.
Tab. 4.1: Summary Statistics - Excise Duties in Euro
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.
beer 2.386 2.501 0.209 9.24
ethyl alcohol 1455.779 869.194 42.33 3925
still wine 55.69 87.663 0 281.48
sparkling wine 121.931 158.26 0 562.96
cigarettes 32.721 37.15 0.61 154.34
tobacco 22.588 37.8 0 165.74
petrol unleaded 438.206 123.222 139.83 789.85
N 204
17 Before 1999, we converted national currencies to ECU using the exchange rates provided in the Excise
Duty Tables.
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Tab. 4.2: Summary Statistics - Control variables
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.
poptot 292.13 268.52 3.72 825.41
gdp - pc 365.40 561.59 73.95 2484.32
govcon 19.86 3.30 13.74 26.76
govright 0.44 0.50 0.00 1.00
govleft 0.26 0.44 0.00 1.00
4.5 IV - Results
The results are given by commodity in Tables 4.3-4.9. All have the same format i.e. for
each of the four weighting matrices, estimates of equation (4.17) over the period 1987-
92, and 1993-2004 are given separately. After the R2 statistics a number of diagnostic
statistics are reported. The Pagan and Hall's (1983) is a test of heteroskedasticity for
instrumental variables (IV) estimation. This statistic is distributed as chi-squared under
the null of no heteroskedasticity, and under the maintained hypothesis that the error of
the regression is normally distributed. The F test in the first stage of the estimation tests
the null hypothesis of whether the instruments are not correlated with the endogenous
variable. A rejection means that there is such a correlation. The Anderson canonical
correlations likelihood-ratio test of whether the equation is identified 18. The statistic pro-
vides a measure of instrument relevance, and rejection of the null indicates that the model
is identified. The Hansen-Sargan test is a test of overidentifying restrictions. The joint
null hypothesis is that the instruments are valid instruments, i.e., uncorrelated with the
error term, and that the excluded instruments are correctly excluded from the estimated
equation. Under the null, the test statistic is distributed as chi-squared in the number of
overidentifying restrictions. A rejection casts doubt on the validity of the instruments. We
finally report the results of the Chow test that test a structural change in the parameters
in the two subsamples considered, before 1993 and after 1993. We have to say that time
series is not long and large squared residuals in the unrestricted model make easy to find
structural breaks (also after 1993).
18 The null hypothesis of the test is that the matrix of reduced form coefficients has rank=Ks l , where
Ke=number of regressors, i.e, that the equation is underidentified. Under the null of underidentification, the
statistic is distributed as chi-squared with degrees of freedom=(L-K+l), where L=number of instruments
(incl uded -l-excl uded).
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4.5.1 Beer
Comparing Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 is evident the effect of the tax fluctuations on the
tax rates. We first notice that all the countries have positive excise duties on beer, and
only PT and UK have a clear constant increasing trend. Some countries (such as ES, DE,
FR and LU) react to the market unification with strong and straight increase of the tax
rates in 1993. Other countries (DK, IT, NL) have the opposite behavior decreasing their
tax rates.
The first two columns in table 4.3 give estimates of equation (4.17) over the period 1987-
92, and 1993-2004, for our baseline case of contiguity weights. First, note that we can
reject the null hypothesis that the two regressions are the same. Generally speaking, the
second regression performs better than the first; the controls are jointly significant, we
find heteroskedasticity therefore we use robust standard errors. The F test in the first
stage shows absence of correlation between the endogenous variable and the instruments.
The rejection of the Anderson test indicates that the model is identified, and finally the
model passes the Hansen test of DID restrictions that means that the instruments used
are valid.
Turning on the key coefficient of the variable WTAX, it is insignificant before 1993, and
larger and significant after 1993,consistent with the main hypothesis of this chapter. Also,
note that as the taxes are in levels, the interpretation of the coefficients is that after 1993,
for example, a 1 Euro increase in the specific tax on beer in all other countries causes a
given country to raise its tax by about 0.3 Euros. Looking across the different weighting
matrices, we see that this picture is similar for Wdisl, Wdis2. But now, the slope of the
reaction function is much larger. Finally, in the case of Wrand, we see that the spatial
lag coefficient is only positive before 1993, and negative, very small in absolute value, and
insignificant afterwards. The difference between the results based on distance weights on
the one hand, and random weights on the other, gives us some confidence that we are
picking up some real effect.
4.5.2 Ethyl alcohol
Comparing Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, we notice an increasing tax rate trend in any coun-
try. After 1993, the main reaction is to put up the rate, some countries (e.g. LU, FR, IT)
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show big jumps. DK and DE reduce their rate after 2000, IE and NL instead increase it
in the same period.
Looking at the first two columns of Table 4.4 we notice first that there is a structural break
after 1993 since the equations pass the Chow test. Focusing on the second equation, the
controls are jointly significant and the standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity.
The F test in the first stage says that the instruments are correlated with the WTAX
variable, and the Anderson test indicates that the model is identified. The Hansen test is
not rejected therefore the excluded instruments are correctly excluded from the estimated
equation.
The coefficient of WTAX after 1993 is significant at 10% and almost the double of the
coefficient before 1993, although the latter is not significant. The same behavior is con-
firmed with a uniform matrix, with Wdis1 and Wdis2 instead the coefficient of WTAX
is decreasing after 1993, however with Wdis2 the spatial lag coefficient before 1993 is not
significant. When we use Wrand the coefficient is positive and significant before 1993 but
is not significant after 1993, this could confirm our expectation to pick some real effect.
4.5.3 Still wine
Comparing Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, six countries over twelve have zero tax rate on wine
still, LU reduced the excise to zero in 1993. Therefore, it is not easy to analyze a situation
of tax competition. Moreover, among the countries with positive rates, we notice that the
exchange rate plays an important role. Looking at the rates in national currency, the UK
only increased slowly the rate over the 17 year-period, some of the others (BE, IE, NL,
FR) increased it just once or twice after 1992 and some countries (DK, LU) decreased the
rate in 1993 and keeping it constant after.
The first two columns of Table 4.5 show the equation using a contiguity weight matrix.
The equation after 1993 performs much better, note first the Chow test is rejected and
there is a structural break after 1993. The controls are joint significant and the standard
errors correct for heteroskedasticity according to the Pagan test. We reject the F test
of no correlation between instrument and endogenous variables. The equation pass both
tests on IV validity, i.e. Anderson and Hansen tests. Turning on the spatial lagged coef-
ficient: WTAX is increasing, positive and significant after 1993, before it is negative and
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insignificant. Looking across the other matrix specifications the same picture is confirmed.
The WTAX coefficient is always positive, highly significant and increasing after 1993. A
further confirm is given by the estimation with Wrand, since the WTAX coefficients are
negative and insignificant.
4.5.4 Sparkling Wine
The tax rates of the excise on sparkling wine reproduce a similar pattern as for still wine,
that is some country with zero rate and others increasing or reducing the rates after 1993
(see Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10). Observing, for example, the rate for DE or IE it is clear
also the effect of the exchange rate's fluctuations, that seem to give a trend when in reality
the rates are kept constant for many years.
Looking at the second column of Table 4.6 note that estimation of the equation after 1993
gives better results than the equation before 1993. We reject the Chow test therefore the
two regressions are not the same. The controls are joint significant and the s.e. robust.
All the diagnostic tests pass, this means validity of the instruments and identification of
the model.
Using a contiguity matrix, the coefficient of WTAX after 1993 is positive and significant,
while before 1993 it is negative and insignificant. Across the other matrix specifications
we get the same results, further confirmed using Wrand where the coefficient after 1993 is
negative and not significant.
4.5.5 Cigarettes
We observe in Table 4.1 that on average among the 12 countries the specific tax rate on
cigarettes is around 33 Euros, but with large variations from a minimum of 60 cents to
a max of 154 Euros for 1000 pieces. Looking at Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, we notice
a constant increase of the tax rates from 1987 to 2004. In general, the increase is in the
range of 10 - 15 Euros in 17 years, however for Ireland and the UK the excises have been
augmented from 50 to 150 Euros, and the effect of the exchange rate is small since the
same increase can be observed in national currency.
The first two columns of Table 4.7 give the estimates using a contiguity matrix, the second
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equation performs better. We notice first that there is a structural break after 1993.
Moreover the controls are joint significant and the s.e. corrected for heteroskedasticity.
Observing the diagnostic test, we reject the F test in the first stage at 5%, there is
correlation between the instruments and WTAX. We reject also the Anderson test, the
model is identified. The equation passes the Hansen test of OlD restrictions that means
that the instruments used are valid.
Turning on the coefficient of the spatial lagged dependent variable: it is positive, significant
and increasing after 1993. A 1 Euro increase in the specific tax rate on cigarettes in all
other countries causes a given country to raise its tax by about 1.3 Euros. Looking across
the other matrix specifications, the same picture is confirmed. Note that WTAX is always
highly significant and increasing after 1993. When using Wrand we have positive and
significant coefficients, but the model after 1993 is not valid since it does not pass the
Hansen test on OlD restrictions.
4.5.6 Tobacco
In Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 we observe that the majority of the countries set a zero tax
rate on tobacco. Among those with a positive tax rates, IE, NL and UK have a continuous
increasing trend from 1992 to 2004, instead DE and DK change their taxes almost every
5 years.
The second column in Table 4.8 shows the estimated equation after 1993, and it performs
better than the equation before 1993. First note that we reject the Chow test, that confirms
a structural break after 1993. The controls are joint significant and the s.e robust. The F
test in the first stage passes at 10%, and the Anderson test is rejected. The Hansen test
passes, the instruments are valid.
Looking at the coefficient of WTAX we notice that is positive, significant and increasing
after 1993. The same picture holds using different weighting matrices. When considering
Wrand we get coefficients insignificant and negative after 1993.
4.5.7 Petrol
Comparing Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, only few countries show a clear increasing pattern,
such as BE, LU, FR and NL. Some countries have strong ups and bumps, for example
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IT in 1995, PT in 2000 or IE in 1993 and 2002. These changes are not depending on the
fluctuations of the exchange rates (as it is evident for ES instead) since we observe the
same trend also with the tax rates in national currency. The analysis using petrol is likely
not to pick a real tax competition effect, it is difficult to imagine people smuggling petrol
at the border and then the control is almost impossible to detect where the individuals
bought the fuel for their car. However we present our results.
Looking at Table 4.9, the second column shows the estimated equation with a contiguity
matrix after 1993. The controls are joint significant and there is a structural break after
1993. All tests pass, therefore the model is identified and the instruments are valid.
The coefficient of WTAX is increasing, positive and significant after 1993. Looking across
the different matrix specifications, the same results are confirmed. When using Wrand we
get a positive significant coefficient before 1993, but after 1993 it becomes insignificant
and the Hansen test fails.
4.6 Result - AIL estimations
In addition to the Instrumental Variable estimation we show also the results using a Max-
imum Likelihood approach (Tables 4.10-4.13). The model that best suits the theoretical
implications is the SAR, since we observe a closer similarity with the reaction functions
derived in the theoretical Section 4.2. However, the results with ML are different relative
to IV, we get in fact a decreasing coefficient of WTAX after 1993. We should say that
the codes in MATLAB (written by Lesage and improved by Elhorst for panel data) used
to implement the ML estimation, do not allow for heteroskedasticity correction and it is
not possible to use more than one endogenous variable. We think that this could be a
reason of our results. In addition, using Maximum Likelihood we can estimate also the
SEM and SDM, which in econometric terms are formally equivalent given the common
factor hypothesis. When using a SDM the coefficient <p of WTAX is significantly positive
and increasing after 1993. We perform a Wald test in each regression to see whether <p is
statistically significant.
In the SDM we have also the estimates of the weighted regressors, an effect that is not
directly included in the theoretical specification. However, Ohasawa (1999) has proved
that the equilibrium tax rates are affected not only by the neighboring tax rates, but also
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by the sizes and positions of countries. Kanbur and Keen (1993) consider the effect of
the countries' size in terms of population densities. The prediction of the two models is
in contrast, for Ohsawa the effect of the size is positive whereas it is negative for Kanbur
and Keen. Egger et al. (2005) provide an empirical estimation of this effect including in
their econometric specification the weighted size of the country's neighbors, and they find
confirmation of Kanbur and Keen result. In our empirical specification, using a SDM we
take into account not only of the weighted size of the neighboring countries (that could be
measured by the population) but also of the weighted effect of the economic and political
variables.
For simplicity, we report only the estimates using a contiguity weighting matrix and for
SAR and SEM models we only show the coefficients of WTAX. We consider the same
controls as in the IV estimation.
4.6.1 Beer
The first two columns of Table 4.10 show the estimated coefficients of equation 4.21 for
beer, before and after 1993. Note first that the Chow test is rejected and there is a struc-
tural break after 1993. The controls are joint significant, and looking at the coefficient of
WTAX, it is positive, significant and increasing after 1993. The interpretation remains
unchanged, a 1 Euros increase in the specific tax on cigarettes in all other countries causes
a given country to raise its tax by about 0.58 Euros.
Given the situation above, the results in Table 4.13 for SAR and SEM models are not
clear. With SAR the coefficient of WTAX is decreasing while with SEM is negative and
insignificant. However, there is always a structural break.
4.6.2 Ethyl alcohol
Looking at columns three and four in Table 4.10, using a SDM there is structural break
and increasing tax competition after 1993. The coefficient of WTAX before 1993 is not
significant, while after 1993becomes significantly higher. The fit of the model is very high,
R2 above 75%.
In terms of SAR and SEM (Table 4.13) there is a structural break after 1993. Under a
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SAR model the coefficient of WTAX is positive, significant but decreasing after 1993. The
spatial lagged coefficient is negative with SEM instead.
4.6.3 Still wine
In Table 4.11, columns one and two show the results for still wine. Note first that there is
a structural break after 1993. The coefficient of WTAX is increasing from 0.53 Euros to
0.68 Euros after 1993. The fit of the model is very good with a R2 above 87%. In general,
we find high tax competition among countries that set positive tax rates on still wine.
In Table 4.13 we report the coefficients of WTAX with SAR and SEM models: they are
positive, significant, big in magnitude (above 70%), but decreasing after 1993. There is
no evidence of increasing strategic interaction after 1993, but there is a structural break.
4.6.4 Sparkling wine
Looking at columns three and four in Table 4.11, we notice a strong effect of strategic
interaction, the coefficient of WTAX increases more than twice, from 0.32 Euros before
1993 to 0.66 Euros after 1993. There is a structural break and the fit of the model is good.
Observing Table 4.13, under a SAR model the spatial dependent variable coefficients pre
and post 1993 are significantly high and closer in magnitude (above 0.75 Euros). Under a
SEM the values are still high but decreasing after 1993. Although there is no increasing
strategic interaction, we observe a structural break.
4.6.5 Cigarettes
Observing the first and the second column in Table 4.12 we notice first that there is a
structural break after 1993. The coefficient of WTAX is positive and significant after 1993,
while it is not significant before. The fit of the regression is quite good with a R2 above
70%. Using SAR and SEM models, we observe in Table 4.13 a structural break. The
spatial autocorrelation coefficients are always positive and significant, however they are
not increasing after 1993.
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4.6.6 Tobacco
The results with a SDM in Table 4.12 (coLs three and four) confirm the structural break,
and show an increasing strategic interaction after 1993. The coefficient of WTAX increases
from 0.38 Euros to 0.6 Euros. In Table 4.13 note first a structural break under both SAR
and SEM models. With a SAR model the spatial dependent variable is positive and
significant, although decreasing after 1993. Same picture under a SEM, but in this case
the spatial autoregressive error before 1993 is closer to the coefficient of WTAX after 1993.
4.6.7 Petrol
The analysis of the excise duties on petrol with a SDM does not produce good results
and we omit them. We don't get in fact significant and positive coefficients of WTAX,
although we observe a structural break after 1993. Looking at Table 4.13, with SAR and
SEM models we get positive and significant coefficients of the spatial dependent variable
after 1993, while they are significantly negative before 1993.
4.7 }.finimum Tax Rates
So far in the analysis, we have ignored any possible effects of minimum tax rates. Evers
et. a1.(2005), based on the theoretical literature, argue that such rates, if they affect the
Nash equilibrium at all, will generally cause rates to rise. For example, in Nieslen's (2001)
model, it is easily verified in the two-country case that if the minimum tax is binding on
the lower-tax country, it will not only raise the tax in that country, but also in the other
country, as the latter country is moved along its upward-sloping tax reaction function. So,
we should expect, other things equal, the minimum tax to increase the intercepts of the
reaction functions.
It is less clear how the minimum tax will affect the amount of strategic interaction.
Again, in the same simple two-country model of Nielsen, a minimum tax that binds on the
low-tax country (say country B) will make the country B's tax locally unresponsive to A's
tax. Evers et. a1.(2005) allow for such effects by interacting the minimum tax with the
weighted average of other countries' taxes. So, given that minimum taxes did not come
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in force until 1993, one might estimate, over the period 1993-2004, an augmented version
of (4.23) Le.
tis = Ii + if>L Wijtjs + 8'Zis + (}mt + "Y (mt X L WijtjS) + fis
j#i j#i
where mt is the minimum tax at time t. We expect ()> 0 and possibly "Y =1= O.But there
(4.23)
are some complications.
First, for wine (still and sparkling) the minimum tax rate is zero, so (4.23) cannot be
estimated for these products. Second, for cigarettes, the minimum tax rate (measured as
a percentage of the retail price) has been unchanged since 1993, at 57%. So, (), "y cannot
be identified from regression (4.23) just over the period 1993-2004.
For beer the minimum tax rate has been unchanged since 1993, and it is equal to 0.7448
Euros per hl/degree Plato or 1.87 Euros per hl/degree of alcohol of finished product. In
Table 4.14 we report the the estimation of equation 4.23 for beer, using a contiguity weight
matrix and IV method. We notice that the coefficient if> of WTAX is negative as expected
but insignificant. The coefficient () of the minimum tax rate is negative and insignificant
as well. However, the coefficient "Y of the interactive variable, obtained by multiplying the
minimum tax time the spatial lagged dependent variable, is positive and significant.
4.8 Conclusion
In this Chapter we analyzed the presence of tax competition after the introduction of the
Single Market in EU in 1993. First, extended the basic model of Nielsen (2001), finding
the conditions of cross-border shopping and the government reaction functions in three
different market regimes: duty-free market before 1993, mixed market up to 1999, single
market after 1999. The theoretical prediction was no strategic interaction before the Single
Market introduction and increasing tax competition from the mixed market regime to the
single market regime.
Second, we specified our empirical model that tests for the presence of strategic interaction
among neighboring countries in a framework of spatial econometrics. We employed a panel
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data set of 12 EU countries over a period of 17 years from 1987 to 2004. We estimated our
equation separately on subsamples before and after 1993 and we found robust evidence
that the coefficient estimates differ. This result has been confirmed across all seven taxes
and a variety of different weighting matrices suggested by the theory. This means that
the introduction of the Single Market has determined an important structural break in
the commodity tax setting. Moreover, we found that the coefficient measuring strategic
interaction is always significantly positive and, in most of the cases, rising after 1993. This
suggests an increasing tax competition among neighbouring countries, consistently with
the theoretical prediction.
4.9 Appendix: Duty-free case
In order to compute the derivative aa~l we split equation (4.3) in three parts:
(4.24)
(4.25)
To compute the derivative of an integral when the limit of integration is a function of the
variable of integration (dDF(t})), we used the fundamental calculus theorem and the chain
rule.
The derivative in the third part is:
(4.26)
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Now summing (4.24), (4.25), (4.26) and setting equal to zero we get:
(4.27)
Noting that as v - ql = V - ap2 - (1- a)q2 - CdDF by definition, equation (4.27) reduces
to equation (4.4). Substituting in the latter, equation (4.2) and
adDF a--=-
we obtain
aWl ..... ..... a
- = (O -1)(nl - dDF) - (1- a)dDF - O-tl = 0ml C
= c{B - 1) - c[{O - 1) + {I - a)ldDF - Batl = O.
(4.28)
then
c(8 - l)nl - (0 - a)(pi - P2) = a[(8 - a) + 81tl.
Solving for tl we get equation (4.5).
4.9.1 Single Market case
The maximization procedure is similar to that of the duty free regime, we solve separately
the derivatives in equation (4.13) and we add them all. The first and the third part of the
derivative are similar to equation (4.24) and equation (4.26), we need just to replace dDF
with dSM. The derivative of the integral is a bit different because now P2g is not function
of t2, and the cross-border utility has changed.
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a lJsM- {v - in - ex )dx =
atl 0
aq2..... ..... adSM
= --dSM + [v - P2 - edSM]--.atl atl
(4.29)
.....
Summing the three derivatives and using v - ql = V - q2 - cdor, we obtain equation
(4.9). Substituting in the latter ~ = 0, a1A
1
M = ~ and equation (4.7), we get
aWl ..... ..... ()
- = -(nl - dSM) + O(nl - dSM) - -tl = 0
atl c
c(O - 1)nl - c(O -1)dsM - Otl = 0
c(O - 1)nl - (0 - 1)(PI - P2) - (0 - 1)(t1 - t2) - Otl = 0
e(O - 1)nl - (0 - 1)(PI - P2) + (0 - 1)t2 = (20 - 1)tl.
(4.30)
solving for tt we obtain the equation (4.10).
4.10 Appendix: Notes on the Excise Duty Tables
The Excise Duty Tables that we use are issued by the European Commission - Directorate
general Taxation and Customs Union Tax Policy. We are interested in the position of each
Member State on yearly basis, therefore we consider (when available) the tables issued on
Jan 1st, which represents the situation at end of the previous year. Up to 2004 the EU
published the tables quarterly, they now only publish the tables twice a year (January and
June). The reason they publish the tables at intervals of more than once a year is that
Member States have their annual Budgets at different times during the year. Therefore,
by publishing them periodically they can ensure that the information is reasonably up to
date.
In detail, and following the advice of Peter Couzins (European Commission Taxation and
Customs Union - Unit D2), we used the following tables:
• For the year 1987: the tables issued on 1.4.1987.
• For the year 1988: no table was produced.
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• For the year 1989: the tables issued on 1.1.1990.
• For the year 1990: the tables issued on 1.1.1991.
• For the year 1991: the tables issued on 1.1.1992.
• For the year 1992: the tables issued on 1.1.1993.
• For the year 1993: the tables issued on 1.1.1994.
• For the year 1994: the tables issued on 29.03.1995 (no other tables produced to
describe the situation in 1994).
• For the year 1995: the tables issued on 1.1.1996.
• For the year 1996: the tables issued on 1.1.1997
• For the year 1997: the tables issued on 23.06.1998 (no other tables produced to
describe the situation in 1998).
• For the year 1998: the tables issued on 12.1998.
• For the year 1999: the tables issued on 11.1999.
• For the year 2000: the tables issued on 11.2000.
• For the year 2001: the tables issued on 11.2001.
• For the year 2002: the tables issued on 08.2002 (a later edition for that year was not
published).
• For the year 2003: the tables issued on 12.2003.
• For the year 2004: the tables issued on 01.01.2005.
One concern of ours is that the use of 1998 tables to get tax rates for both 1997 and 1998
gives exactly the same taxes in both years for DK,FR,IT,UK. In the remaining countries,
changes from 1997 to 1998 are very minor.
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4.10.1 Modifications to Excise Duty Table Data
The panel is formed by the 12 countries that belong to the EU in 1987. The period ana-
lyzed is from 1987 to 2004. The data are only available since the countries joined the EU.
From 1987 to 1999 the currency values are reported in ECU, from 1999 the figures are in
Euro. The ECU was replaced by the Euro on 1 January 1999 with a conversion rate of 1:1.
Beer: excise in ECU /Euro per hl/degree Plato.
The tables reports the values of the excise both in degree Plato per hl of beer and degree
alcohol per hI of beer. The choice of the unit of measure depends on the country. However,
according to Directive 92/84/EEC it has been accepted that 2.5 degrees Plato is broadly
equivalent to one degree alcohol by volume (or 0.748 Euros Plato is equal to 1.87 Euros
alcohol by volume). For the reasons mentioned above, it is not pretended that the two
rates relate with absolute exactitude. On the contrary, the most that can be said is that
no great difference will normally arise from applying either charge to a given beer. We
report the values only per hI per degree Plato, using the accepted conversion explained
above.
For the year before the EU Directive, the general procedure is:
in 1987 we consider the figures per hl of 12.5 degree Plato, and we divide by 12.5 to get
hl/degPlato. In 1989-1991 the values are per hl of 12 degree Plato, and we divide by 12
to get hl/degPlato.
With some exceptions:
EL 1989-1991: the value are per hl in 12.5 degree Plato, so we divide by 12.5.
IE 1989-1991: the values are per hl in 12.5 degree Plato, so we divide by 12.5.
IE 1995-6 the values are both per degree Plato and per degree alcohol, we consider only
degree Plato.
IE 1997-2004: per degree alcohol only, we convert in degree Plato.
For the countries that present several values of excise tax depending on beer strength we
take the tax on beer of a standard strength of 5% alcohol which is equal to 12.5° Plato,
and we divide the values reported (that is in hl of beer) by 12.5 to get hl/degree Plato.
Specifically:
NL 1992-2004: there are several taxes, we consider 11-15 degree Plato and we divide by
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12.5.
PT 1992-2004: there are several taxes, we consider 11-13 degree Plato and we divide by
12.5.
UK 1992: the value in degree Plato is strange, therefore we consider the value in degree
alcohol of 1.6.1993 and convert it to degree Plato. From 1993 to 2004, all the values are
per degree alcohol and we convert them in per degree Plato.
DK 1993-2003: there are several ranges, we consider 11-14 degree Plato and we divide by
12.5. DK 2004: only 1 figure reported and per degree alcohol, we convert in per degree
Plato.
FR 1993-2004: values per degree alcohol converted in per degree Plato. FR 1996-2004:
only taxes on beer of strength> 2.8% of alcohol are reported.
IT: the rates don't change from 1992 to 2001 but in Euro we notice many variations due
to large variations of the exchange rate ECU-LIT in that period.
The rates for 1997 are in the Table 1.6.1998, and it is the same Table used for 1998 that
is contained in Table 20.10.1998.
Ethyl alcohol: excise in ECU fEuro per hl of ethyl alcohol.
As from 1 January 1993, the minimum rate of excise duty on alcohol and alcohol contained
in beverages is fixed at ECU 550 per hectoliter of pure alcohol. However, Member States
which apply to alcohol and alcoholic beverages a rate of duty not exceeding ECU 1000 per
hectoliter of pure alcohol may not reduce their national rate. In addition Member States
which apply to the said products a rate of duty exceeding ECU 1000 per hectoliter of pure
alcohol may not reduce their national rate below ECU 1000.
EL 1987 : the value is low in 1987 with respect to the values in the subsequent years,
but in the table there is a special note for EL that says: " several very high ad valorem
taxes are levied besides the excise duty especially on imported products". The higher ad
valorem taxes are not reported in the Tables.
EL 1992-1993: 2 rates reported, we consider the higher which applies to non-ouzo alcoholic
beverages.
EL 1994: there are 2 rates reported, the first for ouzo (same as in the previous years)
and second for non-ouzo, but it seems low. We use the same rate for non ouzo as in the
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previous years.
EL 1993-1995: for the departments of Dodecanese the rate is reduced by 50% against the
rate applicable in the rest of Greece: we use the figure for the rest of Greece.
EL 1996-2004: the lower rates for the departments of Dodecanese are reported in the
reduced rates table.
EL 1995-2004: only 1 rate reported and for non ouzo.
IT 1987-1991: 2 rates, the lower applies to alcohol produced form distillation of wine,
potatoes, fruit ,etc; le higher rate applies only to synthetic alcohol or alcohol derived from
sugar. We consider an average between the 2 rates.
IT 1992-1996: may maintain its existing system of taxation of alcohol until 30 June 1996
provided that the rate is not lower than the rates of Directive 92/84/EEC. We consider
an average between the 2 rates.
For DK, we have a problem because the overall tax is a percentage of the average wholesale
price excluding all taxes, plus a specific excise, and we only know the specific excise.
In more detail:
1987: a rate of 60% on the average wholesale price excluding all taxes, plus 22.880 DKR/hl.
DK 1989-1991 and 1994-5: the excises reported in the Tables exclude 37.5% of the whole-
sale price (excluding VAT).
DK 1992-1993: the excises include 37.5% of the wholesale price (excluding VAT), therefore
we consider only the fixed excise (14300 DKR), unchanged with respect the previous 3
years, and we convert it in ECU (exchange rate at 1.10.1992 and at 1.1O.1993).
DK 1996: we input the fixed excise of 14300 DKR, converted in ECU at 1.1.1997. This
because the rate showed in the table is lower than the fixed excise considered in the previ-
ous years, that is 14300 DKR. Moreover, a special note in the Table 29.03.1995 says: "DK
may maintain its existing system of taxation of alcohol until 30 June 1996 provided that
the rate is not lower than the minimum rate as set out in the Directive 92/84/EEC". We
assume therefore that in 1996 the taxation system is still based on a fixed excise of 14300
DKR.
DK 1997-2002: from July 1st 1997 the fixed excise is increased to 27500 DKR, the value
in ECU is its conversion each year.
DK 2003-2004: the fixed excise is reduced to 15000 DKR, the value in ECU is its conver-
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sion each year.
FR 1992: there are 2 rates in that year, we consider the more recent.
IE 2003: : big increase in the excise with respect to the previous year, no explanation
given.
The rates for 1997 are in the Table 1.6.1998, and it is the same Table used for 1998 that
is contained in Table 20.10.1998.
Still wine : excise in ECU IEuro on still wine.
In 1987,1989,1990, 1991 the excises for wine not> 12% of alcohol from 1992 % of alcohol
are not specified, but the minimum excise is 0 ECU per hl.
DK 1987-1991 the excise includes wine >= 8.5% and < 15% of alcohol.
DK 1996 several excises, we consider 6% to 15% of alcohol.
DK 1999-2004 two excises are reported and we consider 6% to 15% of alcohol.
LU 1992-2004: the excise is 0% for wine < 13% and >= 13% of alcohol.
IE 1995-6 two excises are reported and we consider 5.5% to 15% of alcohol.
Sparkling wine: excise in ECU IEuro on sparkling wine.
In 1987 the excise for wine is > 6% of alcohol.
ES and PT 1987 assumed 0% : for ES and PT the value for wine> 6% of alcohol is not
reported, but for all the other types of wine with different alcoholic degrees the excise is
zero.
In 1989,1990, 1991 the excises for wine are not> 12%.
DK 1987-1991 the excise includes wine >= 8.5% and < 15% of alcohol.
EL 1989-1991: 12% of the producer's selling price, value not reported. FR 1989-1991: the
value in ECU in the Tables is the sum of two excises. We consider only the excise on wine
not> 12%, that is 54FF, and we convert for the years 1989-1991 this value in ECU (using
the rate on Jan 1st of each year).
SE 1994-1996: the value considered is 8.5% to 15% of alcohol.
DK 1996 several excises, we consider 6% to 15% of alcohol.
UK 1996 several excises, we consider 8.5% to 15% of alcohol.
DK 1999-2004 two excises are reported and we consider 6% to 15% of alcohol.
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For both type of wine, the rates for 1997 are in the Table 1.6.1998, and it is the same Table
used for the rates in 1998 (contained in Table 12.1998). This is a problem that affects all
the tax rates for wine, beer and ethyl alcohol that consequently are equal in 1997 and 1998.
Cigarettes: specific excise (per 1000 cigarettes) in ECUIEuro.
Tobacco: average between specific excise for "fine cut smoking tobacco" and "other
smoking tobacco", in ECU IEuro.
DE, NL, are the only countries with both ad valorem and specific excise. For the other
countries, if they have the ad valorem excise the specific is zero, and vice versa.
DE 1987: the value is not available.
DK 1987 : the only value for "fine cut tobacco" is in local currency DKR and we convert
it using the exchange rate of ECU on 1.4.1987: 7.93076 DKR per 1 ECU.
IE 1997: the only value for "fine cut tobacco" is in local currency IRL and we convert it
using the exchange rate of ECU on 1.4.1987: 0.776488 IRL per 1 ECU.
UK 1987: the values are only in local currency UKL and we convert them using the ex-
change rate of ECU on 1.4.1987: 0.715957 UKL per 1 ECU.
NL 1987: the value is not available.
SE 1994, 1995, 1996: there is one value for fine cut tobacco, and for the same year two
different values for other smoking tobacco. We consider an average among the value for
fine cut tobacco and the two values for other smoking tobacco. From 1997 there is the
same specific excise for "fine cut" and "smoking tobacco".
In the years 1989, 1990, 1991 although the tables are only for smoking tobacco, for the
countries that have a positive specific excise it is possible to distinguish between "fine cut"
and "other smoking tobacco"; except for NL, whose value is for" other smoking tobacco" .
Petrol : excise in ECU IEuro on unleaded petrol.
For 1987 the values are available only for: DK, DE, EL, NL, and UK.
BE 2003, 2004: we consider the average between the excises < 1998 and >= 1998.
EL 1998-2004: average between excise <= 1996 and> 1996. ES 1996-2004: average be-
tween excise <= 1997 and> 1997. FR 2000-2004: average between excise < 1995 and
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>= 1997. IE 1998-2004: average between ordinary unleaded and high-octane. NL 2003:
average between normal and low-sulphur. UK 1997-2003: average between ordinary un-
leaded and ULSP (ultra low sulphur). UK 2004: average unleaded, ULSP and sulphur free.
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Fig. 4.3: Beer - Specific Excise in Euro
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Fig. 4.4: Beer - Specific Excise in National Currency
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Fig. 4.5: Ethyl Alcohol - Specific Excise in Euro
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Fig. 4.6: Ethyl alcohol - Specific Excise in National Currency
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Fig. 4.7: Still wine - Specific Excise in Euro
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Fig. 4.8: Still wine - Specific Excise in National Currency
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Fig. 4.9: Sparkling wine - Specific Excise in Euro
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Fig. 4.10: Sparkling wine - Specific Excise in National Currency
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Fig. 4.11: Cigarettes - Specific Excise in Euro
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Fig. 4.12: Cigarettes - Specific Excise in National Currency
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Fig. 4.13: Tobacco - Specific Excise in Euro
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Fig. 4.14: Tobacco - Specific Excise in National Currency
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Fig. 4.15: Petrol - Specific Excise in Euro
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Fig. 4.16: Petrol - Specific Excise in National Currency
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Tab. 4.10: Spatial Durbin Model with country fixed effects
Dependent Variable: specific tax rate
Explanatory Variables
Coefficient Estimates
Beer Ethyl alcohol
87-92 93-04 87-92 93-04
WTAX 0.481'" 0.584'" 0.160 0.280'"
(0.00) (0.00) (0.19) (0.00)
total population 0.000 -0.000 -0.877-'- 0.247
(0.37) (0.48) (0.00) (0.44)
gdppc" 0.009 0.033'" 7.80'" 9.444'"
(0.20) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
govcons" 0.001 -0.026'" 7.152'" -3.902'"
(0.59) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
govright 0.053 0.404" 37.89 73.03
(0.79) (0.05) (0.65) (0.44)
govleft 0.001 0.446' 132.882 -3.394
(0.99) ( 0.07) (0.15) (0.97)
weighted total population 0.014'" -0.007'" -2.739' 0.226
(0.00) (0.00) (0.07) (0.82)
weighted gdppc 0.006'" -0.004'" 0.Q28 -0.745
(0.00) (0.00) (0.96) (0.06)
weighted govcons 0.039'" -0.063'" 15.21'" -15.72'"
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
weighted govright -0.056 -0.400 -186.5 504.4'"
(0.89) (0.28) (0.18) (0.00)
weighted govleft 0.183 -0.586 67.38 -592.1'"
(0.59) ( 0.12) (0.63) (0.00)
R-squarcd 0.971 0.889 0.952 0.897
Rbar-squared 0.956 0.862 0.926 0.874
Nobs,Nvar ,TNvar 60, 16, 22 144, 16, 29 60, 12, 18 144, 16,29
log-likelihood -54.7804 -186.751 -399.390 -1055.15
Chow Test at 5%
rej Ho -+ structural break rej Ho -+ structural break
Significance levels : .: 10% .. : 5% •• *: 1% p-valuos in brackets, contiguity matrix used.
,. GOP per capita (constant LeU)
b General government final consumption expenditure (% of GOP)
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Tab. 4.11: Spatial Durbin Model with time period fixed effects
Dependent Variable: specific tax rate
Coefficient Estimates
Explanatory Variables Still wine Sparkling wine
87-92 93-04 87-92 93-04
WTAX 0.527··· 0.68··· 0.326··· 0.665···
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
total population -0.005 -0.038· -0.133'· -0.096·'
(0.79) (0.10) (0.02) (0.03)
gdppc? 0.336· 1.143·-- -0.641 0.478--
(D.OS) (0.00) (0.13) (0.05)
govcons" 0.009 -0.852·-- 0.752'" -1.689-"
(0.92) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
govright 6.055 13.80-' 11.82 21.23
(0.2S) (0.04) (0.33) (0.11)
govleft 10.78 17.53" 22.02 14.48
(0.13) ( 0.03) (0.15) (0.36)
weighted total population 0.305'" -0.259--- 0.770"- 0.030
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.82)
weighted gdppc 0.103'" -0.163-" 0.858·" 0.244-"
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
weighted govcons 1.508'·' -1.975·'- 2.092·" -5.544'"
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
weighted govright 3.200 -21.30-" 15.11 -9.912
(0.733) ( O.OS) (0.45) (0.67)
weighted govleft -0.267 -30.97·" 10.61 -5.214
(0.97) ( 0.01) (0.60) (0.S2)
R-squared 0.977 0.914 0.952 0.897
Rbar-squared 0.964 0.893 0.926 0.874
Nobs,Nvar,TNvar 60, 16,22 144,16,29 60, 12, 18 144, 16, 29
log-likelihood -256.940 -695.452 196.081 -786.955
Chow Test at 5%
rej Ho -+ structural break rej Ho -+ structural break
Significance levels : • : 10% •• : 5% ••• : 1% p-values in brackets, contiguity matrix used .
a GOP per capita (constant LeU)
b General government final consumption expenditure (% of GDP)
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Tab. 4.12: Spatial Durbin Model with time period fixed effects
Dependent Variable: specific tax rate (2000 prices)
Coefficient Estimates
Explanatory Variables Cigarettes Tobacco
87-92 93-04 87-92 93-04
WTAX 0.171 0.318'" 0.384'" 0.603'"
(0.12) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
total population 0.015 -0.014 0.036'" 0.017
(0.17) (0.37) ) (0.00) (0.16)
gdppc" 0.161 0.656'" 0.139 0.636'"
(0.137) (0.00) (0.13) (0.00)
govcons'' 0.20'" -0.326'" -0.021 -0.520'"
(0.00) (0.00) (0.67) (0.00)
govright -1.196 11.16" 1.192 8.163"
(0.70) ( 0.02) (0.65) (0.02)
govleft 2.920 12.85" 4.516 12.30'"
(0.46) ( 0.02) (0.18) (0.00)
weighted total population 0.148'" -0.218'" 0.138'" -0.155'"
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
weighted gdppc 0.118'" -0.040 0.0131 -0.104'"
(0.00) (0.04) (0.56) (0.00)
weighted govcons 0.798'" -1.261'" 1.060'" -0.732'"
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
weighted govright -4.279 -20.48'" 0.151 -19.50'"
(0.40) ( 0.01) (0.97) (0.00)
weighted govleft -3.148 -28.72'" 2.643 -28.80'"
(0.54) ( 0.01) (0.56) (0.00)
R-squared 0.927 0.787 0.952 0.881
Rbar-squared 0.887 0.736 0.926 0.852
Nobs,Nvar,TNvar 60, 16,22 144, 16, 29 60, 12, 18 144, 16, 29
log-likelihood -201.616 -626.992 196.081 -599.014
Chow Test at 5%
rej Ho -+ structural break rej Ho -+ structural break
Significance levels: .: 10% **: 5% ••• : 1% p-values in brackets, contiguity matrix used.
a GDP per capita (constant LeU)
b General government final consumption expenditure (% of GDP)
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Tab. 4.13: Spatial models with country fixed effects
Coefficient EsttmateaSAR SEM
Dependent Variable: Beer
pre-I992 poot..1992 pr .. I992
WTAX
Wald Test.
Chow Test at 5%
0.658'" 0.550'"
(0.00) (0.00)
Dependent Variable: Ethyl alcohol
rej Ho ..... structural break
0.568'"
(0.00)
.(1.030'"
(0.69)
rej Ho ..... structural break
WTAX
WaidTest
Chow Tes. a. 5%
0.812'··
(0.00)
0.553'··
(0.00)
Dependent. Variable: Still wine
rej Ho ..... structural break
0.814···
(0.00)
.(1.104·"
(0.00)
rej Ho ..... struct.ural break
WTAX
Wald Tes.
Chow Test. at 5%
0.812···
(0.00)
0.711'··
(0.00)
Dependent. Vaciable: Sparklln& wine
rej Ho ..... structural break
0.756"·
(0.00)
0.074'"
(0.00)
rej Ho ...... tructural break
WTAX
Wald Test
Chow Test at 5%
0.781···
(0.00)
0.70r··
(0.00)
Dependent Variable: Ctgarertes
rej Ho ..... atructural break
0.797···
(0.00)
0.656'"
(0.00)
rej Ho ..... structural break
WTAX
Wald Tes.
Chow Test. at5%
0.527'" 0.682'·'
(0.00) (0.00)
Dependent Variable: Tobacco
rej Ho ..... structural break
0.772'··
(0.00)
0.443·"
(0.00)
rej Ho ..... structural break
WTAX
Wald Tes.
Chow Test at 5%
0.659···
(0.00)
0.52r··
(0.00)
Dependent Variable: Petrol
rej Ho ..... struc1.ural break
0.721'··
(0.00)
0.679·'·
(0.00)
rej Ho .....structural break
WTAX
Wald Test
Chow Test at S%
.(I.S57···
(0.00)
rej Ho ..... structural break
0.161'··
(0.00)
.(1.839···
(0.00)
0.12r··
(0.00)
do not rej Ho -no structural break
SllnificulCfIievfllt,; e : 10% •• : 5% ••• : ,% ~vaJuai in brackt-u., conlllUil,)'lIIatrix lUII'd.
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Tab. 4.14: Estimation with Minimum Tax Rate
Spatial Autoregressive Model- IV
Dependent variable: beer (2000 prices)
Variable Coefficient
(Std. Err.)
WTAX -0.327
(0.262)
mintax X WTAX 0.479**
(0.196)
mintax -0.037
(0.218)
total population 0.023***
(0.007)
gdppc -0.002**
(0.001)
govcons 0.040
(0.032)
govright -0.048
(0.085)
govleft -0.059
(0.126)
N
R2
F (19,184)
204
0.96
314.036
Significance levels: *: 10% ** : 5% * * * : 1%
CONCLUSION
5. CONCLUSION
The main objective of the first part of this thesis was to outline both theoretical and
empirical models that could address issues concerning the financing of higher education.
On the common thread of the English 2004 HE reform we analyzed two public funded
student loans: income contingent loan and mortgage loan.
In Chapter 1 we compared an ICL and a ML, when graduate incomes are uncertain.
The findings of the model have been calibrated using real data on graduate wages, obtained
by the 1970British Cohort Survey. We assumed that the graduate income is affected by a
single lifetime shock, and we computed the individual expected utilities under an ICL and
a ML for risk neutral and risk averse individuals. Our first result, supported by empirical
simulations, is that for risk neutral individuals the preference for one system relative to the
other depends strongly on the presence of hidden subsidies. For risk averse individuals we
evaluated the effects of our model under different possible scenarios. We used information
on graduate wages and relative uncertainty controlling for individual characteristics, fam-
ily background, degree courses and job sector. Considering the English Higher Education
reform for policy implications, the main result is that for high wage uncertainty an ICL
is the preferred system. Therefore, people from low educated parents background, males
over females, people working in the private sector prefer an ICL. Instead those with high
income and low uncertainty, such as those with highly educated mother, prefer a ML.
Another important result is that for increasing risk aversion an ICL is more preferred,
this confirms the conviction that this system is a better guarantee for uncertain future.
Moreover, a stable career in the public sector gives an income not too high but also the
most stable in terms of uncertainty, therefore a ML produces higher utility. However, if
we don't rule out the hidden subsidies an ICL becomes preferred also when the degree of
uncertainty is very low.
In the second part of Chapter 1, we modified the assumptions on the income, allowing
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a stochastic growth across the working life. The results of the new framework have in
common with the previous the preference for an 1CL for increasing levels of uncertainty.
However the factors that affect the choice of one system over the other are different. The
size of the starting wage is the main discriminant: when the income is Iowan 1CL is the
preferred system. For high initial income a ML gives higher utility instead.
In Chapter 2 we extended our theoretical model introducing the possibility of default.
This happens when graduates do not earn enough to fully repay their loan. The new
model has been structured as a simultaneous game between students and government,
where the students decide the level of effort to put in their studies and the government
chooses the default premium that keeps its budget balanced. By comparing the individuals
payoff under all the possible cases and taking into account of a participation constraint,
we derived analytically the cutoffs of the costs of effort required to implement the Nash
equilibria. The equilibria are high effort, low effort or multiple equilibria. We play the
same game for a ML and an 1CL.We find that under an 1CLrelative to a ML, the students
are willing to spend more effort to participate in higher education. Moreover, under an
1CL the individuals prefer putting higher effort in order to receive with certainty a high
wage and avoid the default. Conversely,under a ML the levels of effort are lower and the
students gamble on obtaining a low income and being in default.
In Chapter 3 we followedthe common thread of the comparison of a ML and an ICL
on the basis of the English 2004 HE reform, but assuming a financial perspective. We
evaluated the investment in HE versus high school in terms of internal rates of return. We
computed the net present values of the earning profiles for HE graduates and HS grad-
uates. However these profiles are generated given the empirical estimation of the wages
for different levels of education. We used an ordered probit selection model to correct
for endogeneity, and we allowed for non separability in the earnings function between the
schooling effect and the age effect. We then computed the net present value of the in-
vestment in HE and HS taking into account both the tuition and the opportunity cost of
education; we considered the foregone earnings as sunk cost of the investment in school-
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ing. We finally derived the IRR for free HE education, and for financing schemes based
on ICL and ML. In particular, we found that the current English ICL gives higher IRR
than the previous ML. Moreover it is evident the big benefit for graduates in terms of high
government subsidies due to the zero real interest on the loan.
In the second part of the thesis we undertook an empirical analysis on commodity
tax competition. In Chapter 4 we test for the presence of tax competition after the
introduction of the Single Market in EU in 1993. We first extended the basic model
of Nielsen (2001), finding the conditions of cross-border shopping and the government
reaction functions in three different market regimes: duty-free market before 1993, mixed
market up to 1999, single market after 1999. The theoretical prediction is no strategic
interaction before the start of the Single Market and increasing tax competition after. We
employed a balanced panel data set of 12EU countries over the period 1987-2004 and excise
taxes on seven commodities. We specified our empirical model in a framework of spatial
econometrics, where the excise tax in a given country depends linearly on the weighted
average of other countries' taxes, and a set of control variables. The equation has been
estimated separately on subsamples before and after 1993. We always found a structural
break after 1993 with all the seven excise duties, which means that the introduction of the
Single Market has modified the tax setting among the EU countries. Moreover, looking
across all seven taxes and a variety of different weighting matrices suggested by the theory,
we found that the coefficient measuring strategic interaction is always significantly positive
and, in most of the cases, rising after 1993. This suggests an increasing tax competition
among neighbouring countries, consistently with the theoretical prediction.
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